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vertex matching for event level quantities such as the missing transverse momentum.
Optimization procedures for lepton identification, which is crucial for the semi-leptonic W decays,
are presented and methods to model fake leptons which are quarks and gluons imitating leptons
from W and Z boson decays. Finally, performance projections for future LHC running conditions are
explored to inform funding agencies.
These techniques are applied to the gluon-gluon fusion (ggF) and vector boson fusion (VBF)
production of the Higgs boson on the LHC. Both production modes were measured to be consistent
with the Standard Model expectations.
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Preface
The discovery of the Higgs boson has been roughly 50 years in the making, and I am very happy to
have been a part of the discovery. I started graduate school in 2009 before the Large Hadron Collider
(LHC) had turned on, and I got to play a role in many of the important milestones of the ATLAS
Collaboration.
Doug Schaefer
Philadelphia, PA, April 2014
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In 2011 and 2012, the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) collided protons at center-of-mass energies never
before attained by a particle accelerator, and the collisions were scrutinized for hints of new physics.
The currently accepted model for particle physics, the Standard Model (SM), was verified by the many
measurements of SM processes. The most notable verification is one in which I was heavily involved,
which is the discovery of the Higgs boson on July 4, 2012 [1]. The Higgs boson provided verification
of the most widely accepted mechanism to break electroweak symmetry and to avoid violations of
unitarity in some scattering processes such as W+W  scattering [2].
Since 2009, I have worked in the ATLAS collaboration, which is a large team of around 3000
physicists from 177 institutes around the world [3]. ATLAS [4] is one of two general purpose detectors
positioned along the 27 km LHC ring and is centered at one of the four proton-proton collision points.
From 2009-11, I completed my classes for my masters in physics. Shortly after completing my
classes, I finished my service work to the ATLAS collaboration on the ATLAS trigger system, which
decides which collisions are interesting enough to save. Service work is a requirement to be placed
on the ATLAS author list. My contributions to the trigger greatly improved the development of new
selection criteria in the rapidly changing instantaneous luminosity of the LHC in 2011 and beyond.
This work is described in Section 3.7.
For my first physics analysis, I contributed to the publication of the W+W  scattering cross-
section [5], which is an important background to the H!WW (⇤) search. I have participated in several
iterations of the H!WW (⇤) analyses from setting limits on the cross-section [6, 7] to finding evidence
to discovery [1]. After discovering the Higgs boson on July 4, 2012, the analysis was performed using
the full 2011+2012 datasets consisting of 25 fb 1 of data. These results were presented at the 2013
Moriond conference and were later published in combination with 2 other Higgs decay channels [8].
Since this publication, we have worked to extract more from the data for the final publication on the
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2011+2012 dataset. I have played a crucial role in many of the updates to the H!WW (⇤) search
that dramatically improved the sensitivity. For most of this thesis, I discuss the preliminary updates
to the analysis that occurred after our last publication. However, because these results are not yet
public, Section 9 describes the Moriond public results to quote the sensitivity of the measurements.
The vector boson fusion (VBF) H!WW (⇤) analysis in Section 8 will be from the Moriond result as
well because I did not contribute a significant amount to the VBF multivariate techniques developed
after Moriond.
My significant contributions to the H!WW (⇤) since Moriond include increasing acceptance as
described in Section 4, developing better modeling of backgrounds as described in Section 6, and
improving discriminating variables as described in Section 7. One of the discriminating variables is
the measurements of neutrino momentum, which is inferred through conservation of momentum as
described in Section 7. My work now being approved for use by the whole ATLAS collaboration.
The projected improvement to the measurement of H!WW (⇤) cross-section is around 60% better
precision than the Moriond published analysis. A large portion of this 60% improvement came from
work to which I contributed.
I am looking forward to the next increase in center-of-mass energy for the LHC, which is the LHC
Run 2 with 13 TeV proton-proton collisions starting in 2015. The higher center-of-mass energy will
allow many more searches for new physics that were previously kinematically inaccessible. To help
to understand the precision of future Higgs to WW coupling measurements, I worked on projections
for the complete Run 2+ Run 3 data, described in Section 10. These projections [9] were extended
to see what is possible with an additional Run 4+ Run 5, which would increase the total LHC data
to around 3000 fb 1. The Runs 4 and 5 would come with what is called Phase-2 of the upgrades
to the ATLAS detector, which would require additional funding to make these improvements. These
studies are extremely important in planning the future of High Energy Particle Physics. The results
were presented at the 2013 ECFA High Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC) Experiments Workshop, and they
serve as input to United States and international funding agencies in the Energy Frontier.
Chapter 2
Standard Model of Particle Physics and
Higgs Theory
The current paradigm in fundamental particle physics is called the Standard Model (SM) [10, 11,
12], which provides a mathematical formalism to describe the interactions of all known fundamental
particles. For the past 40 years, the SM predictions have been tested and verified as one of the most
precise theories in human history. With that said, the SM is known to be incomplete because it
does not have a fundamental explanation for gravity, lacks an explanation for dark matter and dark
energy, has no mechanism to generate neutrino masses, and cannot describe the matter/anti-matter
asymmetry observed in the universe.
Collecting inputs from cosmological data as well as electroweak constraints, it is believed that the
LHC stands on a precipice to test the SM near the energy scale where it should start to breakdown.
One example is weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs) as a possible candidate for dark matter.
WIMPs may be a thermal relic leftover from the big bang after the universe cooled. The amount of
dark matter that exists in the universe suggests that WIMPs have a large cross enough cross-section
and low enough mass to possibly be seen at the LHC [13]. WIMPs are desirable for particle physicists
because they could be part of the solution or their existence could be connected to the solution of
the so called “fine tuning” problem for the Higgs mass. WIMPs could be the end of a decay chain
from new particles produced at the LHC; the other new particles would be associated to the same
symmetry that makes the WIMP stable. New particles decaying into WIMPs at the TeV scale would
provide small quantum loop corrections to the Higgs mass that would negate the need for a very large
“unnatural” cancellation near the Planck scale (⇠ 1019 GeV/c2). Such searches at the LHC have so
far turned up empty, but the LHC is turning back on in 2015 with nearly twice as energetic collisions,
which can produce particles that were kinematically inaccessible with the 8 TeV collisions. After the
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discovery of the Higgs, the goal of the LHC is to cause a paradigm shift in the understanding of our
universe [14], and a discovery like WIMPs or other new beyond SM physics would do just that.
Until new physics is discovered, the SM remains the model by which particle physicists understand
the world, and this chapter describes the particle interactions in the SM as well as why the newly
discovered Higgs is needed by the SM.
2.1 Standard Model of Particle Physics
The SM describes three of nature’s fundamental forces: electromagnetism, weak, and strong. Elec-
tromagnetism is the force underlying all of chemistry from the burning of fossil fuels to power cars to
photosynthesis. It does this by describing the most basic interactions of all fundamental particles that
make up atoms and molecules. The weak force is responsible for the power generated in nuclear reac-
tors through radioactive decay and powering the sun through the fusion of protons. The strong force
is responsible for holding the proton together, and it is described as “strong” because it overpowers
the electromagnetic repulsion of the like charge quarks inside the proton.
The SM consists the interactions between 17 fundamental particles as shown in Figure 2.1. Each
of the particles have di↵erent properties that a↵ect their interactions. The fundamental particles fall
into three main categories: 6 leptons, 6 quarks, 5 bosons (4 force carriers and the Higgs). Each of
these categories will be described in throughout this section. The mathematical formalism of quantum
field theory is used to write down the interactions of the fundamental quantum particles. All possible
interactions are written into a mathematical quantity, called a Lagrangian, that encapsulates all of the
symmetries, dynamics, and kinematics of theory. Each of the symmetries that leave the Lagrangian
invariant results in a conserved quantity [15]. For example, translational symmetry gives rise to
conservation of momentum. The SM’s symmetry group is a local SU(3)⇥SU(2)⇥U(1).
Three generations of leptons exist. The most familiar of which is the electron, but there are also two
heavier charged leptons, which are the muon and ⌧ . Each of these leptons has a very close to massless
neutral partner called a neutrino. Each neutrino has the same leptonic flavor as its partner lepton,
so there are electron, muon and ⌧ neutrinos. The anti-particles carry the opposite sign for lepton
numbers. In the standard model, the sum of lepton numbers is conserved in all interactions. The
lepton flavor (electron flavor, muon flavor, and ⌧ flavor) are conserved in electroweak interactions.
However, the neutrino mass eigenstates do mix [16, 17], so lepton flavor number is not perfectly
conserved. The leptons are all fermions with half integer spins, and they have weak isospin, which
is the conserved quantity under weak interactions, of   12 for left handed charged leptons (e
 , µ ,
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Figure 2.1: The fundamental particles in the Standard Model of particle physics.
⌧ ) and 0 for right handed leptons. Right handed leptons do not participate in weak interactions.
Leptons have no color charge, which means they do not interact through the strong force.
There are 6 flavors of quarks, which are called up, down, charm, strange, top, and bottom. They
transform within three generations with some mixing between the generations in the CKM matrix,
which relates the mass eigenstates and the weak eigenstates of the quarks [18]. Each generation of
quarks tends to be heavier and more unstable than the previous one. The 2nd and 3rd generations
decay into the lower generations through weak interactions. The quarks are all fermions and have
charge, isospin, and color charge. Color charge is the conserved quantity of the strong force, and it
comes as red, green, and blue.
The four force carriers mediate the interactions between the other fundamental particles and
sometimes the interactions with themselves. The first force carrier is the photon, which mediates
all electromagnetic interactions. The strength of the interaction is called the coupling strength or
coupling, and the lack of interaction is stated that there is no coupling. The photon only couples to
charged particles and will not interact with neutral particles like itself. The photon is responsible for
almost all of the interactions that we encounter on a daily basis. Since the photon is massless, its
interactions range is quite large. The coupling constant for the photon-electron interactions is called
the fine structure constant (↵) is around 10 2. The gluon is the force carrier for the strong force, and
it carries two color charges. The coupling constant for the strong force is labeled ↵s and is typically
order unity at around 300 MeV. However, it very rapidly changes to around 0.1 at 90 GeV (mz).
The W± and Z bosons are the force carriers of the weak force, which are responsible for phenomena
like radioactive decay of atomic nuclei. These bosons are very massive, which leads to a very short
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range force. The weak force coupling constant is around 10 6 GeV  21 at low energies. The fact
that the W and the Z were experimentally measured to be so massive [19, 20, 21, 22] means that
the SU(2)⇥U(1) electroweak symmetry must be broken. Putting a mass term into the Lagrangian
would violate local gauge invariance as well as make for a non-renormalizable theory, which is very
undesirable. The Higgs mechanism spontaneously breaks gauge symmetries allowing for the W± and
Z bosons to be massive while leaving the photon massless and is the topic of the next section.
2.2 Higgs Boson
The fundamental reason for the Higgs boson is that it provides a mechanism to spontaneously break
electroweak symmetry [23, 24, 25, 26, 27], and the result is that the W and Z vector bosons obtain a
large mass without compromising renormalizability. The leptons and quarks get their mass through
a Yukawa coupling to the Higgs, which are of the form of y 0  ̄. The y is the coupling constant that
is directly proportional to the mass, and the  0 is the vacuum expectation value of the Higgs field.
Each lepton’s coupling and quark’s coupling to the Higgs is an input to the SM, which is a fancier
way to say that their mass is an input the SM.
The Higgs search was greatly narrowed before the LHC turned on in 2011 using direct and indirect
searches at LEP [28] and direct searches at the TeVatron as shown in Figure 2.2. LEP, which used the
same tunnel as the LHC, made direct searches for ZH production using e+e collisions and reached an
exclusion at 95% CL of mh>115 GeV/c2. But LEP could not accelerate the electrons and positrons
to any higher energies because bending the electrons around the 27 km tunnel was causing too much
synchrotron radiation. The electrons were losing the same amount of energy as the maximum energy
that could be put in at each turn. LEP was then shutdown in 2001 to start modifications for the
LHC. The indirect searches for the Higgs used inputs of the W mass and width from LEP [29] and
the TeVatron [30], and the top quark mass measurements from the TeVatron [31] as well as other SM
measurements. More explanation about what information was used to set the indirect limits will be
given later in this section as well as context and relevance for these indirect measurements in the post
Higgs discovery era. The results of the indirect searches suggested that a low mass Higgs is preferred
and that it would be observable at the LHC. The subject of the rest of this thesis is the discovery of
the Higgs boson at a mass of around 125 GeV/c2.
The SM provides very deep connections between interaction parameters (coupling constants) and
the masses of the W, Z, and Higgs bosons and the top quark, which are referred to as mz, mw, mh and
1g
W
is the unitless weak coupling, which is not small. However, g
F
is the Fermi coupling, which is the e↵ective
weak coupling at low energies, and it is proportional to g2
w
/m2
w
. Hence, the units on the weak coupling are given as
GeV  2.
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Figure 2.2: The direct and indirect constraints from the LEP collider and the TeVatron. The lower
yellow band is the 95% CL exclusion from the direct search at LEP-II. The higher exclusion
region from 158 to 175 GeV/c2 is from the TeVatron. Theoretical constraints limit the
Higgs mass to below 1 TeV. The solid curve comes from indirect constraints on the Higgs
mass using Z pole data and direct measurements of mw, ⇤w (width of the mw), and mt.
The dotted curve shows fits to lower energy data.
mt, respectively. These connections predict mt and mw from other input parameters. For example,
mw can be predicted from mz, the Weinberg angle (✓w), the fine structure constant (↵), and Fermi
coupling constant (GF ). By knowing mw, the SM is then able to predict the top mass with the sames
inputs of the Weinberg angle (✓w), the fine structure constant (↵), Fermi coupling constant (GF ),
and the loop corrections to ⇢ = mwmz cos ✓w from the top quark. ⇢ is exactly 1 in the SM.
The SM can be tested for consistency by comparing the directly measured W mass and width from
LEP [29] and the TeVatron [30] and the directly measured top quark mass from the TeVatron [31].
The latest GFitter results [32] in Figure 2.3 show a comparison of the direct mass measurements in
the green bands and the indirect predictions in the grey shaded region. The agreement between the
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two shows that the SM gives valid predictions, and it is a very important self-consistency test.
The Higgs mass constraints from before the LHC turned on in 2010 came from loop corrections
to ⇢ = mwmz cos ✓w , which is exactly 1 at tree level. However, the corrections are smaller than the
top quark’s loop corrections. The Higgs corrections are proportional to logmh, which is the reason
that the x-axis is a log scale in Figure 2.2. The consistency of the SM with the Higgs is now tested
with directly measured mh at the LHC [1]; the horizontal lines in Figure 2.3 are for various mh.
The observed mh at 125.5 ± 0.2 (stat) +0.5 0.6 GeV/c2 [33] agrees with the observed mw and mt. As
measurements of the SM get more accurate, the next test is to look for loop corrections from beyond
the Standard Model (BSM) physics.
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Figure 2.3: Closure test of the SM. The green bands are the direct measurements of mw (horizontal)
and mt (vertical). The grey (blue) shaded regions are fits to the SM predictions of mw
and mt w ithout (with) the mh. The diagonal lines show the show various Higgs masses
(mh). The predicted mw and mt, the direct measurement of mw and mt, and the direct
measurement of mh all agree within 95% confidence, which is a crucial closure test of the
SM.
2.3 Higgs Phenomenology on the LHC
The Parton Distribution Function (PDF) [34] describes the density of quarks and gluons in the proton
as a function of the fraction of the proton momentum held by the corresponding parton. The gluons
and quarks inside the proton are called partons, and they are the basic unit in the each proton-proton
collision. The other constitutes of the proton tend to continue on without interacting as much with
the ATLAS detector.
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The proton PDF tends to have larger probability density for gluons at lower x as shown in Fig-
ure 2.4. This means that the lower Q2 collisions tend to come from gluons, and most collisions will be
lower Q2 because the phase space is much larger. The Higgs production needs Q2 ⇠mh⇠ 125 GeV 2.
For 8 TeV proton-proton collisions, the collisions producing Higgs bosons are x ⇠ 0.01  0.02, which
are mostly gluons as shown in red on the PDF in Figure 2.4. The large amount of gluon collisions
makes them a more desirable production method than through quarks; however, gluons are massless.
Therefore, the Higgs does not couple directly to them, but the gluons can split into top quarks that
are massive and do couple to the Higgs. Hence, the Higgs boson production on the LHC is dominated
by a pair of gluons going through a mainly top quark loop to a Higgs boson as shown in Figure 2.5.
There are some small corrections for the b-quark in the loop, but the other quark flavors are too
light to contribute significantly. The production method with two gluons is referred to as gluon-gluon
fusion or ggF and was the primary production method used to discover the Higgs boson. ggF, which
is in blue in Figure 2.6, has the advantage of a relatively large cross-section compared to the other
Higgs production mechanism; however, ggF is that it is theoretically di cult to calculate because of
the gluon-gluon initial state and the color-charged particles with non-negligible mass in the loop. This
makes it di cult to know that there is not a new particle hiding in that loop, which would increase
the ggF cross-section.
The second largest production method in red in Figure 2.6 is two vector bosons fusing (VBF) to
make a Higgs as shown in Figure 2.5. The two quarks in the event tend to scatter at small angles
with respect to their incoming momentum and the quarks form a system with large invariant mass,
which means large Q2. Since no quark color is transferred during the scattering, the amount of gluon
interactions between the two quarks tends to be small. This is typically referred to as a lack of color
flow, and it means that only the Higgs decay products end up between the two scattered quarks.
Tagging or selecting two quarks with a large invariant mass and well separated in rapidity is a good
way to search for rarer Higgs decays. The VBF Higgs process is produced without any loops, and for
H!WW (⇤) and many other Higgs decay modes, there are no loops in the decay of the Higgs, which
allows for a direct measurement of the Higgs to W and Z couplings.
Continuing in order of production cross-section at the LHC, the Higgs strahlung is the radiation
of a Higgs boson from an “o↵-shell” W or Z vector boson, which means the W or Z is not at its
resonance mass. Quantum particles can tunnel to other masses, and “o↵-shell” particles are internal
propagators, which are not directly observed and can have a di↵erent mass. The Higgs strahlung is
typically labeled by the associated vector boson as ZH (black) or WH (green) production in Figure 2.6.
2The Higgs pT, which should be included in the Q2 is typically smaller than the Higgs mass for the dominant
production mode of gluon gluon fusion (ggF), so it adds only a small additional contribution.
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Figure 2.4: Proton Parton Distribution Function (PDF). x is the fraction of the proton energy carried
by the parton in the collision, and the xf(x,Q2) is interpreted as the probability density
for each parton species. The Q2 is the amount of momentum transferred in the collision
by the parton, and the plot is shown for Q2 = 10 GeV. Most collisions at the LHC are
low x, which means mostly gluon collisions. The width is to indicate the uncertainties.
The gluon’s probability density in red is divided by 10.
Higgs strahlung is very useful because W and Z boson decays are easily identified experimentally. Then
searches for rarer Higgs decays can be made. WH and ZH event topologies are also used to reduce
backgrounds in more di cult Higgs decay modes. For example, they are the primary search channels
for the Higgs decaying into two b quarks, and requiring a Z or W in association with Higgs greatly
reduces the multi-jet background. Also the W and Z provide the trigger to save the event.
Top quark pair production in association with the Higgs (ttH) 2.5 is used to measure the Higgs to
top coupling. This production mode is a nice complement to the ggF mode because it has no loops,
so it measures the top coupling to the Higgs at tree level. Unfortunately, it is produced about a 100
times less often that ggF production, but its final state with two top quarks is a unique signature
that reduces the backgrounds substantially.
The right side of Figure 2.6 shows the branching ratio of the Higgs boson as a function of the
Higgs mass. The W+W  decay mode (light green) has a large branching ratio across a broad range
of Higgs masses. The bb̄ decay mode (black) has a very large branching ratio around mh=125 GeV,
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Figure 2.5: The Feynman diagrams for Higgs production at the LHC listed in order of production
cross-section: gluon-gluon fusion (a), vector boson fusion (b), Higgs strahlung (c), and
Higgs produced in association with a top pair (d).
but the SM background is very large for this production. As mentioned above, H ! bb̄ has to be
identified in association with a W or Z to reduce the multi-jet background. The other two worth
mentioning are ZZ (blue) and   . ZZ is sensitive in the 4` final state and is very statistically limited.
It is statistically limited because the branching ratio of the Z boson to two charged leptons is only
9%. Requiring both to decay to leptons is then less than 1% of the Higgs to ZZ events. The other
interesting one,    (pink), has a low cross-section because the photon is massless and does not directly
couple to the Higgs. The Higgs decays through a predominantly W boson loop to two photons. ZZ,
  , and W+W  are the three best measurements of the Higgs boson on ATLAS.
The Higgs is extremely di cult to find because of the very large backgrounds, and its small cross-
section due to its coupling to mass. The low mass particles in the proton do not couple to the Higgs
very well. All of the decays mentioned in Figure 2.6 have other SM processes that are produced at a
much larger rate [35]. A summary of the SM cross-sections is shown in Figure 2.7.
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(a) Higgs cross-section (b) Higgs branching ratio
Figure 2.6: The Higgs production cross-section (left) for proton-proton collisions at 8 TeV as function
of the Higgs mass, and the solid error bars represent the theoretical errors on the Higgs
cross-section. The decay branching ratio for the Higgs as a function of the Higgs mass
(right), and the solid error bars are the theoretical uncertainties on the Higgs branching
ratio.
2.4 Higgs Decaying to WW
The Higgs to W+W  decay is good for measurements because its branching ratio to W+W  is large
at around 22% at a Higgs mass of 125 GeV/c2 as shown in Figure 2.3. QCD (multi-jets) are produced
at a very large rate at the LHC, so the final state of two leptons and two neutrinos (WW (⇤)! `⌫`⌫)
provides a very clean signature that avoids most of the QCD background. The ATLAS detector
measures leptons with very high precision, so they are a very desirable final state. The neutrinos are
not measured by the ATLAS detector, but are inferred through conservation of momentum and taking
the opposite of the sum of all of the other particles in the event. They also provide an experimentally
easy signature to identify.
The dominant background to the H!WW (⇤) search is the SM W+W  pair production, which
is irreducible because it has the same final state (2 leptons and neutrinos). One distinction between
SM W+W  and H!WW (⇤) is the spin-0 nature of the Higgs combined with the Vector-Axial (V-A)
decay of the W bosons as shown in Figure 2.8. Looking in the Higgs rest frame, the W bosons have
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R
L dt
[fb 1] Reference
W
total
0.035 PRD 85, 072004 (2012)  = 94.51 ± 0.19 ± 3.7 nb (data), FEWZ+HERA1.5 NNLO (theory)
Z
total
0.035 PRD 85, 072004 (2012)  = 27.84 ± 0.18 ± 1.1 nb (data), FEWZ+HERA1.5 NNLO (theory)
t̄t
total
1.1 ATLAS-CONF-2012-134  = 177 ± 3 ± 11 pb (data), top++ NNLO+NNLL (theory)
20.3 ATLAS-CONF-2013-097  = 237.7 ± 1.7 ± 11.2 pb (data), top++ NNLO+NNLL (theory)
tt channel
total
1.0 PLB 717, 330 (2012)  = 83 ± 4 +20 19 pb (data), NLO+NNLL (theory)
20.3 ATLAS-CONF-2014-007  = 82.6 ± 1.2 ± 12.0 pb (data), NLO+NNLL (theory)
WW
total
4.6 PRD 87, 112001 (2013)  = 51.9 ± 2.0 ± 4.4 pb (data), MCFM (theory)
  
fiducial
4.9 JHEP 01, 086 (2013)44.0+3.2 4.2 pb (data), 2 NNLO (theory)
Wt
total
2.0 PLB 716, 142-159 (2012)  = 16.8 ± 2.9 ± 3.9 pb (data), NLO+NNLL (theory)
20.3 ATLAS-CONF-2013-100  = 27.2 ± 2.8 ± 5.4 pb (data), NLO+NNLL (theory)
WZ
total
4.6 EPJC 72, 2173 (2012)  = 19.0 +1.4 1.3 ± 1.0 pb (data), MCFM (theory)
13.0 ATLAS-CONF-2013-021  = 20.3 +0.8 0.7
+1.4
 1.3 pb (data), MCFM (theory)
ZZ
total
4.6 JHEP 03, 128 (2013)  = 6.7 ± 0.7 +0.5 0.4 pb (data), MCFM (theory)
20.3 ATLAS-CONF-2013-020  = 7.1 +0.5 0.4 ± 0.4 pb (data), MCFM (theory)
t̄t 
fiducial
1.0 ATLAS-CONF-2011-153  = 2.0 ± 0.5 ± 0.7 pb (data),
Whizzard+NLO (theory)
W 
fiducial, njet=0
4.6 PRD 87, 112003 (2013)  = 1.76 ± 0.03 ± 0.22 pb (data),
MCFM (theory)
Z 
fiducial, njet=0
4.6 PRD 87, 112003 (2013)  = 1.05 ± 0.02 ± 0.11 pb (data),
MCFM (theory)
ZjjEWK
fiducial
20.3 arXiv:1401.7610 [hep-ex]  = 54.7 ± 4.6 +9.9 10.5 fb (data),
Powheg (theory)
ts channel
total
0.7 ATLAS-CONF-2011-118  < 26.5 pb (95% CL upper limit) (data), NLO+NNLL (theory)
t̄tZ
total
4.7 ATLAS-CONF-2012-126  < 0.71 pb (95% CL upper limit) (data), HELAC-NLO (theory)
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Figure 2.7: Production of SM processes measured at on ATLAS at 7 and 8 TeV [35].
equal and opposite momentum. Rotating to the frame of purely JZ spin component for each W, one
W has JZ = +1 and the other JZ =  1. The case considered in Figure 2.8 has the W+ with spin
JZ = +1 and the W  with spin JZ =  1. Because of the parity violating left-handedness of the
SUL(2) coupling in W decays, the W+ decays to a left handed neutrino, which means its spin
1
2 points
opposite its spin. To conserve angular momentum, the neutrino momentum must point opposite the
W+’s spin. Similarly, the W  decays into a right handed anti-neutrino and e . The anti-neutrino
momentum points in the direction of the W  momentum and the electron in the opposite direction so
that the sum of the spins is JZ =  1. The W+ and W  can be switched, but the same topology will
result. This combination makes for a very distinctive signature, which is two charged opposite sign
leptons pointing in the same direction and the missing transverse momentum (neutrinos) pointing
opposite direction. The angle between SM W+W  leptons tends to peak at larger values.
Because of conservation of energy, the 125 GeV/c2 Higgs cannot decay into two “on-shell” W
bosons, which have a mass of 80.4 GeV/c2. However, this is a quantum system, and internal propa-
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gators, which are not directly observed, can be a di↵erent mass. Note that energy is still conserved,
but particles can tunnel to other masses to reach a new stable state. The tunneling particles are
referred to as “o↵-shell” or “o↵-mass shell”. There is a penalty or reduction in the rate the farther
that the particle is from being on-shell. It is very unlikely that both particles will tunnel to a lower
mass, so almost all of the H!WW (⇤) decay have one on-shell W and one o↵-shell W. This results
in the second distinction from SM W+W  production, which is mostly two on-shell Ws. The lepton
coming from o↵-shell W in the H!WW (⇤) typically has lower momentum than one coming from an
on-shell W, which is used to separate the Higgs from SM W+W .
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Figure 2.8: The Higgs is a spin-0 boson, and W bosons decay through a Vector-Axial (V-A) decay,
which results in the the leptons tending to point in the same direction. This is very
important kinematic phenomena used to identify the the H!WW (⇤) events.
Chapter 3
The LHC and ATLAS Detector
3.1 Large Hadron Collider
The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [36, 37, 38] is the synthesis of the past 50 years of particle physics
at CERN near Geneva, Switzerland. It is a 27 km circular proton-proton collider that is underground
and runs across the borders of Switzerland and France as shown in Figure 3.1. The tunnel was
constructed from 1984-1989 for the CERN Large Electron-Positron (LEP) [39] collider and is around
100 m underground.
Figure 3.1: LHC [40] is the circular collider between 50 - 150 m underground colliding protons.
Four detectors are positioned around the LHC ring, and the protons collide at the center of
15
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the detectors. ATLAS [41] and CMS [42] are the two general purpose detectors, which are mainly
designed to measure proton-proton collisions. LHCb [43] is a specialized detector designed to search
for interesting flavor physics such as Bs ! µµ, which can be sensitive to physics beyond the Standard
Model (BSM). ALICE [44] is more specialized for collisions of more massive particles like lead nuclei.
The collision of two lead nuclei creates a “fluid” called a quark-gluon plasma that existed shortly after
the Big Bang. The LHC typically runs heavy ion collisions for about a month at the end of the year
after proton-proton collisions have completed for the year. The protons in the LHC cannot be directly
injected but have to be increased slowly in energy through many accelerators. The extracted protons
are then accelerated and placed in a collecting ring. All of the pipes carrying the protons are kept
in a partial vacuum to avoid scattering o↵ particles in the air. The first and smallest synchrotron is
the Proton Synchrotron Booster, which accepts protons at 50 MeV to 1.4 GeV. Each of the circular
accelerators is connected by transfer lines, which are pipes with magnets for steering and focusing.
The second circular accelerator is the Proton Synchrotron (PS) [45]. It has a circumference of 628 m,
and it accelerates the protons from the injection of 1.4 GeV to around 25 GeV. The PS is the oldest
accelerator used in the CERN accelerator complex, and it was first put into operation in 1959. The
PS is the ring responsible for putting the protons into bunches with 25 ns spacing, which is critical
for the LHC operation. The LHC moves protons in bunches, which sit in potential wells created by
radiofrequency (RF) cavities. The PS can produce 81 proton bunches at a time.
The PS is then connected to the 7 km in circumference Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS) [45],
which commissioned in 1976. It has a very historic past including the discovery of the W and Z
bosons [19, 21, 20, 22]. Today it provides protons for many experiments at CERN including the LHC.
The SPS accepts protons at 25 GeV from the linac connecting it to the PS, and it accelerates protons
to 450 GeV before injecting in the LHC. The LHC accelerates the protons from the SPS to around
4 TeV. Several injections from the smaller rings are needed to fill the LHC, and each fill is collided
for around 10-24 hours until losses from collisions are too large. Then the entire beam is dumped.
The protons in the LHC are kept in bunches of around 1011 protons. The LHC can hold 2,808
bunches with each separated by about 8 meters. The proton bunches travel around the LHC around
11,000 times per second. In 2012, the LHC was run with a little less than half that many proton
bunches to keep the current low enough to maintain a stable beam of protons. The number of bunches
will be increased to the full design capacity in 2015 after some upgrades to the LHC magnets.
The LHC has a series of around a 1,232 superconducting dipole magnets to steer the protons
around the circular tunnel, and 392 superconducting quadrapole magnets that focus the beams.
Radiofrequency (RF) cavities accelerate the protons as well as keep the proton bunches together. To
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do this, RF cavities create potential wells that the protons sit in as they transverse the LHC, and the
potential wells are typically around 1 m in length.
The LHC dramatically increased the instantaneous luminosity from 2010 to 2012, and the peak
luminosity per day is shown in Figure 3.2 [46]. The highest instantaneous luminosity achieved was
around 8⇥1033 cm 2 s 1 in 2012. The data from 2011 and 2012 will be used in the remaining sections
of this thesis, and they correspond to 7 TeV (8 TeV) center-of-mass energy for 2011 (2012). The data
total integrated data that is good for physics on the ATLAS detector is 4.5 fb 1 (20.2 fb 1) collected
over roughly 3-4 months in 2011 (2012). The LHC integrated data [47] delivery (green), the ATLAS
recording (yellow), and the good for physics (blue) are shown in Figure 3.3. The three datasets sizes
are not the same because the ATLAS trigger system, which is discussed further in Section 3.7.1, has
some down-time after deciding to accept a collision, which is referred to as deadtime. There is also
time data not recorded by ATLAS when one the sub-detectors is not operational, and there is a some
lag time between collisions starting an ATLAS starting to record collisions. The ”ATLAS recorded”
means the detector was operational and taking data, which might later be thrown out in the good
run list (GRL). The “Good for Physics” mainly reflects whether each of the sub-detectors on ATLAS
was running properly during data taking. The total data taking e ciency for ATLAS is roughly 90%.
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Figure 3.2: The 2011 and 2012 proton-proton data taking on the ATLAS detector. The green curve
is the delivered luminosity by the LHC, the yellow is the amount that ATLAS was able
to record, and the blue is the amount of data that is su cient for physics analysis. The
total luminosity of 7 TeV data for physics is 4.5 fb 1 and 20.2 fb 1 for 8 TeV data.
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Figure 3.3: The 2010, 2011, and 2012 peak instantaneous luminosity delivered to ATLAS per day for
proton-proton collisions.
3.2 Detector Introduction
ATLAS is a general purpose detector [48, 49, 50, 51, 52] located at one of LHC proton-proton collision
points. ATLAS has broad physics goals, but the main motivations are understanding the mechanism
for electroweak symmetry breaking and searching for new physics beyond the Standard Model [53].
The detector is very large at 46 m long and 25 m in diameter, which is roughly the same size as
the rotunda of Wharton’s Huntsman Hall on the University of Pennsylvania’s campus. It almost
completely fills the cavern in which it sits. As seen in Figure 3.4, the detector is made up of many
sub-detectors that will be described the following sections [54].
The azimuthal angle about the proton beam axis in the ATLAS detector is labeled  , and the polar
angle ✓ is used to compute the pseudorapidity ⌘ =   ln
⇥
tan ✓2
⇤
. The relationship between the polar
angle and pseudorapidity is shown in Figure 3.5. ⌘ is preferred over ✓ because particle production
is roughly constant over ⌘. Also di↵erences in ⌘ are invariant under boosts along the z-axis. The
larger values of |⌘| are closer to the proton beam, and the regions of the detector with large |⌘| are
called the forward regions. The angular separation between two points in the detector is defined as
 R =
p
(  )2 + ( ⌘)2. The position along the beam axis is called the z-coordinate.
A  -slice of the ATLAS detector is shown in Figure 3.6. The sub-detector will be discussed
in the following sections for the magnets 3.3, the inner detector 3.4, the muon spectrometer 3.6, the
electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters 3.5, and the trigger 3.7. The neutrinos are not measured by
the ATLAS detector due to low interaction rate, so their momentum is inferred through conservation
of momentum using the measurement of all of the other particles.
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Figure 3.4: ATLAS is a general purpose detector on the LHC, and it is roughly 46 m long and 25 m
in diameter. The people dressed in red on the left side of the detector between the muon
chambers are drawn to scale. The various sub-detectors are labeled.
Figure 3.5: The relationship between the polar angle ✓ (dotted black lines) and pseudorapidity ⌘ (red
lines). The ATLAS calorimeter extends to ⌘ = 4.9, which is around 0.9 degrees. The
horizontal axis would be the ATLAS beam line, and the vertical axis points perpendicular
to the beam axis.
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Figure 3.6: ATLAS [55]: Interaction of particles with the ATLAS detector. The above image shows a
 -slice of the ATLAS detector, and it shows which sub-detectors measure several classes
of particles.
3.3 ATLAS Magnetic Fields
ATLAS has a toroidal magentic field [56] that bend charged particles inside the inner detector (ID),
which will be discussed in Section 3.4. The ID extends to 1.2 m from the proton beam. The magnetic
field strength for the inner solenoid is a roughly uniform 2 Tesla (T). This is crucial for measuring
charged particle momentum, especially for muons. It also very useful for particle identification for
electrons and hadronic showers. The 2 T field is strong enough to bend all particles with transverse
momentum less than 400 MeV in a circle inside the ID. These low momentum particles will never hit
the barrel calorimeter, but they will spiral down the detector and hit the calorimeters in the forward
regions of the dector (end cap).
The barrel of the muon spectrometer, which will be discussed in Section 3.6, has a separate
magnetic field that bends the muons in a di↵erent direction than the ID solenoid. The outer toroidal
magent is produced by 8 air core superconducting loops. The end cap has two separate toroids. The
magnetic field is not uniform but varies between 2 and 8 T.
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3.4 ATLAS Inner Detector
ATLAS inner detector (ID) [57, 58] makes up the inner 1.2 m from the beam line and extends 6.2
m in length, and consists of three sub-systems. It sits in a magnetic field that causes the charged
particles to bend. The one closest to the beam pipe is the Pixel detector [59, 60], it consists of 80
million pixels, which is about 90% of the ATLAS readout channels. The layer of the Pixel detector
closest to the proton beam is often referred to as the b-layer because of its importance in identifying
b-quark decays. The b-quark identification uses the relatively long lifetime of b-mesons 10 12 s, and
the fact that the b-quarks are relativistic. b-quarks travel on average around 200-300 µm, and the
resolution of the inner detector is approximately 120 µm. The b-layer dominates the resolution on
the distance of closest approach to the beam-pipe, which is called the impact parameter.
The Semi-Conductor Tracker (SCT) surrounds the pixel detector. The SCT has less granularity
than the pixels because it is made of long narrow strips of silicon, which are 80 µm by 12 cm. The
SCT covers a much larger area than the pixels and is vital for the momentum measurement of charged
particles. It has 6.3 million readout channels.
The Transition Radiation Tracker (TRT) [61] is the outermost component of the ID, and it is much
less dense than the other two sub-detectors with 298,000 readout channels. It consists of long narrow
straws that are 4 mm in diameter by 1.44 m long. The lower density of the channels means that its
position resolution is not as good, but it provides a much cheaper way to instrument a larger area. The
TRT uses timing information that gives the distance of the particle from the center of the straw to give
better position resolution. The TRT is also very useful for electron particle identification. Each straw
has a wire at the center of it and are filled with a gas that becomes ionized when a charged particle
passes through it. The straws are held at a bias of -1,500-V, which causes a cascade of electrons when
a charged particle ionizes the gas. This creates an electric signal that can be read out. The region
between the straws is filled with a foam that has a very large number of changes in material from gas
bubbles to solid foam. Relativistic particles radiate high energy photons when they cross the interface
of two media with di↵erent index of refraction such as the bubbles in the foam. Lighter particles with
the same momentum as a heavier particle have a larger  . The lighter particle will then radiate more
transition radiation. The electrons and positrons are much lighter than other pions and leave more
high energy photons, which is used to discriminant between the two. The photons travel around 10
cm in the detector ionize an atom. The response in the straw is proportional to the photon energy,
so the transition radiation gives a much bigger electric signal called a high threshold hit.
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3.5 ATLAS Calorimeters
ATLAS has two calorimeter types that are place just outside the solenoid as shown in Figure 3.7.
The inner one is designed to measure electromagnetic interactions and the second outer one measures
hadronic interactions. Both are sampling calorimeters that have layers of dense material followed
by sampling layers. The layering increases the average density of the calorimeters, which in turn
reduces the size of the showers. The electromagnetic (EM) calorimeter is called the Liquid Argon
(LAr) [62] calorimeter, and it consists of layers of lead that absorb energy followed by liquid argon
sampling. The EM calorimeter has a barrel region that runs from |⌘| < 1.5 and an end-cap region
covers 1.5 < |⌘| < 3.2.
Figure 3.7: ATLAS calorimeter [63] has an electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters. The calorime-
ters also have a barrel region that runs parallel to the beam line and an end-cap that run
perpendicular.
The EM calorimeter has four di↵erent sizes of samplings to measure the shape of electromagnetic
showering as shown in Figure 3.8. The presampler is a very thin layer without an absorber. It is used
to correct for any radiation in the inner detector. The first sampling is made using strips that are
very narrow in ⌘, which are called ⌘-strips. Their dimensions are   ⇥ ⌘ is 0.098⇥0.0031. Photon
conversions bend in the  -direction because of the magnetic field but not in the ⌘-direction. The high
granularity in ⌘, therefore, allows for very nice separation of photons and pions, specify ⇡0 !   ,
but high granularity in   is not very useful. The second sampling uses square cells of    ⇥  ⌘ of
0.0245⇥0.0245. The third sampling is less granular with double the width in ⌘. Only the highest
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energy electrons reach the last sampling. The clusters at this point are wide, and there is no lose in
position resolution. The size of electron clusters used in reconstruction is 3⇥3 of the second sampling,
which corresponds to a  R ⇠ 0.074.
Figure 3.8: A section of the ATLAS EM calorimeter [63] has di↵erent types of samplers. The first
sampler consists of narrow ⌘-strips. The second layer uses square cells of    ⇥  ⌘ of
0.0245⇥0.0245. The third sampling is less granular with double the width in ⌘. Only the
highest energy electrons reach the last sampling.
The hadronic calorimeter (HCAL) surrounds the EM calorimeter to measure particles passing
through the EM calorimeter. It has less position (about  R ⇠ 0.1 radians) and energy resolution.
However, it covers a much larger area with ⌘ coverage out to 4.9, and they have much more depth
to increasing the stopping power for higher energy jets. The barrel of the HCAL is made up by Tile
Calorimeter [64], which has scintillating tiles to sample the particles energy and steel as the absorber.
The far forward regions (3 < |⌘| < 4.9) of the HCAL are made use liquid argon detector similar to
the EM calorimeter but with copper and tungsten as absorbers. The HCAL is optimized for cost
e↵ectiveness because of the very large area of instrumentation.
3.6 ATLAS Muon Spectrometer
The Muon Spectrometer (MS) [65] consists of muon drift tubes (MDT) [66] and extends from 4.25 m
to 11 m from the beam line. The very long lever arm allows for excellent measurement of very high
momentum muons, which is useful in the search for new massive particles decaying to muons like Z’
and W’. The MS achieves 10% momentum resolution on 1 TeV muons. The MS uses the very large
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toroidal magnetic field, which bends the muons along the beam direction rather than the  -direction
as the solenoid in the ID does.
The muon trigger system uses resistive plate chambers (RPC) [67] in the barrel and thin gap
chambers (TGCs) in the end-cap. These have a much faster drift time than the MDT. This way the
information is available to make a trigger decision, but the coverage of the RPCs is not as good as
the full MDTs.
3.7 ATLAS Trigger
3.7.1 Introduction
The LHC collided protons around 20 MHz in 2012, and each ATLAS event is roughly 1.6 MBs, which is
roughly 31 TBs/s. The LHC runs for around 3-4 months a year, and it would be completely impossible
to store this much data even if it could be read out of the ATLAS detector this quickly. However,
most of these collisions are not very interesting elastic and soft inelastic scattering of the proton.
The hard inelastic collisions are much more interesting, and for example, storing all of events with a
W ! `⌫ events is important for studying WH production3, which happen at a rate of roughly 240 Hz
at 8⇥1033 cm 2 s 1 4. This is a much more manageable data rate. Selecting ggF H!WW (⇤)! `⌫`⌫
events is produced another 10 5 less often than W ! `⌫ events. Recording the right events is vital
to doing physics on the LHC.
To identify the interesting physics that is produced less than 1 out of 105 proton-proton colli-
sions, ATLAS employs a three-level trigger system to select events for physics analyzes, detector
commissioning and calibration. A brief overview of the trigger system is given in Section 3.7.2.
It is critical that a deployed trigger configuration does not exceed limits imposed by the Data
Acquisition system (DAQ) and o✏ine computing resources. To stay within these limits, trigger
selections are optimized before each significant increase in the peak LHC luminosity. An execution
of a trigger signature incurs computing and data storage costs. This section describes a trigger
monitoring framework developed by the ATLAS collaboration to quantify computing costs associated
with trigger signatures. As part of the ATLAS collaboration, I contributed to the trigger resource
cost prediction and monitoring system. This framework measures computing costs for individual
trigger signatures and entire trigger menus. These costs can be extrapolated to higher luminosity
using specially collected collision data. Section 3.7.3 describes this monitoring software and presents
3WH[68] is one of the main search channels for the H! bb̄ search. The b-quarks are much more di cult on which
to trigger.
4240 Hz is before detector acceptance, tau decays, and lepton pT requirements, which reduce this by around a factor
of 2-3
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results obtained from monitoring data collected during regular ATLAS data taking. Section 3.7.4
explains procedures for extrapolating trigger rates to higher luminosity.
3.7.2 Overview of the ATLAS Trigger and DAQ
The ATLAS trigger is a three level system [69, 70] which consists of a custom-designed hardware
trigger at level-1 (L1) and software algorithms executing on commercially available computers at the
two higher level triggers (HLT): level-2 (L2) and event filter (EF). Each level has more time than
the previous level to apply a more refined selection. The corresponding design output trigger rates
are 75 kHz5, 3 kHz and 200 Hz6. Figure 3.9 outlines the Trigger and DAQ design architecture [70].
Selected events are recorded in permanent storage.
The L1 system consists of hardware based triggers and the Central Trigger Processor (CTP) that
controls the L1 processing. The L1 reads data from muon, calorimeter and minimum bias detectors
at the LHC collisions frequency of 40 MHz and computes trigger decisions within 2.5µs. The L1 muon
and calorimeter triggers identify Regions Of Interest (RoI) which contain particle candidates: muons,
electrons, photons, taus and particle jets. The CTP computes trigger decisions and distributes an
accept signal to the sub-detectors. The detector data for accepted L1 events are stored in ReadOut
Subsystem (ROS) bu↵ers for the duration of the L2 processing.
The L2 system uses fast, specialized algorithms to perform object reconstruction in a small region
around L1 RoIs. The L2 algorithms read approximately 4% of detector data from the ROS bu↵ers.
Complete detector data is assembled for events accepted by the L2 and then sent to the EF farm.
The EF has access to full detector data and employs o✏ine reconstruction algorithms requiring com-
putationally more intensive analysis. The design L2 time budget is 40 ms and the design EF budget
is 4 s.
A sophisticated software framework (steering framework) configures and executes the HLT [71, 72].
It implements the logic of the execution of the HLT algorithms and monitors HLT performance. The
processing of HLT triggers starts from an RoI position selected by the previous level. A series of
HLT algorithms is executed until an event is either rejected or accepted. HLT trigger algorithms
are executed sequentially, each algorithm builds on results from a previous algorithm as illustrated
in Figure 3.7.2. Order of algorithm execution can influence resource utilization by the HLT triggers.
For example, muon triggers first search for a track in muon detectors7 and processing is terminated if
5The L1 system can be upgraded to 100 kHz.
6The EF system was run between 400-600 kHz in 2012. The output is constrained more by o✏ine CPU and storage
space than disk I/O.
7Inner tracking detectors have significantly more channels than muon tracking detectors.
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(a) Trigger and DAQ design architecture. (b) HLT trigger signature.
Figure 3.9: Figures illustrate the design architecture of the DAQ and the HLT. The rates shown on
the left figure are design limits. The ReadOut Bu↵ers (ROBs) are hosted in 151 PCs of
the ReadOut Subsystem (ROS PCs).
no track is found. This logic results in faster event rejection avoiding unnecessary data retrieval and
inner detector track reconstruction.
Scale factors can be applied to L1 or HLT signatures to reduce frequency for processing triggers:
1 means that all events are processed while 10 means that 1 in 10 events is processed. A trigger is
de-activated if the scale factor is negative. Scale factors can be applied at the output of L1 and inputs
of L2 and EF. These scale factors are used to control trigger rates during LHC fills.
The L1 and HLT trigger rates are limited by: a) the maximum L1 rate; b) network bandwidth and
CPU capacity of the ROS bu↵er PCs; c) a number of available CPUs. Exceeding any of these limits
results in dead-time and reduces data taking e ciency. In addition, o✏ine computing resources set
a limit on the EF rate. The following section describes software which measures the trigger resource
utilization and predicts the resource usage as a function of the LHC luminosity. This software is a
primary tool for development of trigger menus to ensure that the system limits are not exceeded.
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3.7.3 Detailed trigger monitoring framework
The HLT steering framework records monitoring data using histograms which are accessible in real
time in a control room and archived for later analysis. The steering framework also captures detailed
step by step information which traces an execution flow of HLT algorithms in individual events.
Minimal information is recorded for every event: decisions for L1, L2 and EF triggers and unique
event id. More detailed monitoring data (referred to as trigger cost data) is captured for about 1
out of 10 events, including rejected events. The detailed information includes execution times for
individual algorithms and ⌘ and   coordinates of the RoIs. For the L2 algorithms, the time required
to retrieve data from bu↵ers is also recorded, together with size and location of the requested data.
A typical payload size for detailed trigger cost data is about few hundred bytes.
The trigger cost data is bu↵ered within an HLT application and the data is extracted using
dedicated triggers. The bu↵ers are attached to 1 out of 100 rejected events,8 and events are recorded
via the data-flow system as calibration events. For these events all other data is stripped to reduce
bandwidth use and storage size. The cost files are processed in real time by a standard ATLAS data
processing system.
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Figure 3.10: Average processing times for L2 and EF events at L = 1 ⇥ 1033cm 2s 1, including
rejected events. The latency for data retrieval by the L2 algorithms is a small fraction
of the total L2 time.
The recorded trigger cost data measures trigger rates, CPU time spent per trigger algorithm and
signature, and latency for requesting data by the L2 algorithms. These measurements are automat-
ically published using simple web pages; they are presented as sortable web tables which show top
8So that monitoring data is not recorded with events selected for physics analysis.
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resource consumers among all of the HLT signatures and algorithms. Average event processing times
are also monitored and are within limits, as shown in Figure 3.10.
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Figure 3.11: Figure illustrates uses for detailed monitoring data. The left figure correlates a mean
processing time with the mean number of collisions per event (µ). The right figure
compares rates for L2 data requests for two di↵erent readout layouts for the pixel tracking
detector.
The trigger cost data has additional uses beyond web monitoring. The data can be correlated
with di↵erent variables, for example LHC running parameters available from ATLAS databases. This
is possible because the cost data contains a full record of HLT execution for individual events. One
useful example is a study of CPU processing times as a function of the mean number of collisions
(µ). Detector occupancy increases with µ which can in turn increase processing times. Figure 3.7.3
shows the average L2 processing time for two selected algorithms as function of µ. For the calorime-
ter clustering algorithm, the growth is very small, but for the ID tracking algorithm the growth is
significant.
Rate of data requests by the L2 algorithm is another of the DAQ limits. It was noticed in 2010
that there were variations in the rates of data requests between di↵erent geometrical areas of the
pixel tracking detector. This was traced to less than optimal layout of the pixel readout. The trigger
cost data was used to optimize a new layout. This was possible because the data contains addresses
of the individual ReadOut Bu↵ers (ROBs), which identify corresponding ROS PC(s). Figure 3.7.3
shows that using the new readout map results in more uniform request rates; the detector was later
re-cabled to use this map.
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3.7.4 Trigger rates
Trigger rates are monitored in real time by a control room shifter. Trigger rates can be adjusted,
or triggers completely disabled, using scale factors described in Section 3.7.2. In practice, it is not
possible to manually adjust hundreds of triggers in the control room. Instead, trigger menus are
developed in advance for a number of pre-determined luminosity working points. The shifters can
then select among the available working points to match current luminosity.
We developed an analysis framework for computing trigger rates as a function of instantaneous
luminosity using collision data. This framework relies on collision data recorded using dedicated
triggers (enhanced bias data). These triggers select collisions unbiased by HLT triggers and include
a mixture of low and high pT threshold L1 triggers and random triggers. About 2 million events
are recorded for every stable LHC and ATLAS configuration. This number of events is su cient to
extrapolate trigger rates by a factor of ten in the LHC luminosity with better than 1 Hz precision.
O✏ine processing of trigger software allows emulation of the online trigger system. A complete
trigger menu is evaluated on the enhanced bias data. This menu can contain new triggers or updates
to existing L1 and HLT triggers. Decisions for individual triggers are recorded using the software
described in Section 3.7.3. Detailed monitoring data for each event is recorded in a compact format
using local files, instead of the data flow system used online.
The recorded trigger decisions are converted to rates by normalizing event counts to the e↵ective
integrated luminosity of the enhanced bias data. The normalized event counts predict trigger rates
for individual triggers and group of triggers. Figure 3.13 compares the predictions with actual online
trigger rates for exactly the same detector conditions and LHC luminosity. The predictions are
accurate to within a few percent. The di↵erences are mostly due to variations in the mean number
of pp collisions per event.
The rates are linearly extrapolated to expected LHC luminosity. Majority of high pT triggers scale
linearly with luminosity. These triggers tend to dominate bandwidth and thus overall trigger rates
also scale linearly. The total rates for L1, L2 and EF are checked against the system limits described
in Section 3.7.2. Triggers are enabled or disabled as necessary to ensure that the rates do not exceed
these limits. If necessary, new trigger selections are developed to reduce rates. This procedure is
repeated until all trigger rates satisfy the limits.
The L2 triggers read data from RoIs with a typical size of  R ⇡ 0.4. Retrieved data is cached
by the steering framework which significantly reduces loads on the ROS PCs. Data request rates
depend on many parameters: type of triggers, rate of L1 triggers, RoI size, LHC luminosity, algorithm
ordering, etc. The data are requested from the ROS PCs, where each PC interfaces to read out bu↵ers
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(a) Comparisons of actual and predicted L2 data
request rates.
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(b) Comparisons of L2 data request rates at two
di↵erent luminosity points.
Figure 3.12: Rate of data requests by L2 trigger algorithms from L2 bu↵er PC. Each bin on the X
axis corresponds to one ROS bu↵er PC. The PCs are grouped by a sub-detector type.
for a given sub-detector and geometrical region of the detector. Each individual ROS PC can sustain
a rate of about 20 30 kHz depending on the sub-detector type and the size of data. If a data request
rate exceeds the capacity of at least one of the ROS PCs then the system is unable to read complete
detector data.
The pattern of data requests is emulated o✏ine using the enhanced bias data. The detailed trigger
cost data is extracted and used to predict the data request rates. Figure 3.12 shows comparisons
between the predicted and actual data request rates. The predictions agree well with actual rates.
This functionality is routinely used for trigger menu development to ensure that the ROS limits are
not exceeded during data taking. Figure 3.12 also compares the ROS request rates at two luminosity
points. The ROS rates do not scale proportional to luminosity because of improvements in trigger
software, the optimized pixel readout and tighter trigger selections. For the next run, the L2 and EF
are merged to run on the same commodity PC, which slightly reduce the request rates to the ROS as
well as reduce the CPU time spent unpacking the data at each trigger level.
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Figure 3.13: Figures show trigger rates for individual triggers and groups of triggers. The predicted
rates are compared with actual recorded rates which agree well with each other.
Chapter 4
H!WW (⇤) Search Strategy
4.1 Introduction
The LHC collisions produce a large number of SM processes. The largest is QCD (multi-jet) pro-
duction, which happens in most proton-proton collisions. QCD includes all interactions that do not
have an electroweak vertex9. QCD happens at a rate that is too large for ATLAS to even record all
of it10. To reduce this background, the W’s in H!WW (⇤) are required to decay into a lepton and
a neutrino. Leptons do not get produced directly in QCD interactions (strong force). Leptons are a
sure sign of electroweak physics, and they almost completely avoid the QCD background.
Requiring both W bosons to decay semi-leptonically (W! `⌫) (` =e or µ), produces a pair of
electrons or muons and a pair of neutrinos. Selecting leptons restricts to electroweak interactions.
The cross-section for many of the SM electroweak processes on the LHC are shown in Figure 4.1.
Most of the backgrounds have a much larger cross-section than 125 GeV ggF Higgs production, which
has a cross-section of roughly 19 pb at 8 TeV. The largest is following backgrounds are shown roughly
in the order of importance to the H!WW (⇤)! `⌫`⌫ analysis.
• SM WW! `⌫`⌫ production is produced 14 times more often than H!WW (⇤), and it has the
same final state of 2 leptons and 2 neutrinos. This background is mostly irreducible.
• W+jet! `⌫+jet is produced at 104   105 times more often than than H!WW (⇤). It only has
1 W, so the other lepton comes from jets faking leptons. This background is important because
it is di cult to model the jet faking leptons well.
9High pT photon plus jets would be considered QCD for the H!WW (⇤) analysis, so it really means that there is
no W± or Z.
10In Run 2, ATLAS will no longer be able to record all leptonic decays of W± and Z interactions either.
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• Top pair production (tt̄! W+bW b̄) is produced much more often than signal, but it is pro-
duced with two b-quarks. To enter the analysis both b-quarks either have to b lost or mis-
identified.
• Wt! WW+b, (single top production) has to lose a b-quark to enter the analysis.
• W  ! `⌫ +   can enter the H!WW (⇤) analysis if the photon is mis-identified as an electron.
• W ⇤ ! `⌫+`+`  can enter the H!WW (⇤) analysis if the  ⇤ is goes through a very asymmetric
decay. Then one of the leptons can be too low pT to be reconstructed by the detector.
• Z/DY ! ⌧⌧ is produced roughly a 100 times more often than the signal with the taus decaying
leptonically. This background has the same final state with two leptons and neutrinos from the
tau decays. However, it tends to have lower momentum electrons and muons, which allows for
almost all of this background to be removed with kinematic criteria.
• Z/ ⇤! ee and Z/ ⇤!µµ is produced 104 times more often than H!WW (⇤)! `⌫`⌫. However,
this background is only found in the same lepton flavor channels. It can be avoided by looking
at events with an electron and a muon in the final state. Also Z/ ⇤! ee and Z/ ⇤!µµ does
not have any neutrinos in the final state, which mean is used to remove this background.
• WZ! `⌫ + `+`  can enter the H!WW (⇤) analysis if one of the leptons is missed or is outside
the detector acceptance.
• ZZ! ⌫⌫ + `+`  has the same final state as the signal, but kinematic di↵erences from the Z
resonance as well as being a very small cross-section.
As outlined in Section 2.4, H!WW (⇤) has a large branching ratio of the Higgs decays. This
section will expand on the search strategy for a Higgs decaying to two W bosons, which then decay
leptonically. The use of the full leptonic final state dramatically reduced pure QCD (multijets)
background in which there are no electroweak vertices. The following chapters will layout more
specific areas that I contributed to: lepton selection in Section 5, modeling jets faking leptons in
Section 6, better measurement of the neutrinos in Section 7, and more details specific to the VBF
analysis in Section 8.
This section as well as Sections 5, 6, and 7 will present the preliminary analysis that has not yet
been approved by ATLAS. I am presenting these results because I made a very significant impact on
the updated result. I am an editor of the ATLAS internal documentation, and I believe these results
will be made public soon. The last publication [8] is referred to as “Moriond”, which is the conference
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R
L dt
[fb 1] Reference
W
total
0.035 PRD 85, 072004 (2012)  = 94.51 ± 0.19 ± 3.7 nb (data), FEWZ+HERA1.5 NNLO (theory)
Z
total
0.035 PRD 85, 072004 (2012)  = 27.84 ± 0.18 ± 1.1 nb (data), FEWZ+HERA1.5 NNLO (theory)
t̄t
total
1.1 ATLAS-CONF-2012-134  = 177 ± 3 ± 11 pb (data), top++ NNLO+NNLL (theory)
20.3 ATLAS-CONF-2013-097  = 237.7 ± 1.7 ± 11.2 pb (data), top++ NNLO+NNLL (theory)
tt channel
total
1.0 PLB 717, 330 (2012)  = 83 ± 4 +20 19 pb (data), NLO+NNLL (theory)
20.3 ATLAS-CONF-2014-007  = 82.6 ± 1.2 ± 12.0 pb (data), NLO+NNLL (theory)
WW
total
4.6 PRD 87, 112001 (2013)  = 51.9 ± 2.0 ± 4.4 pb (data), MCFM (theory)
  
fiducial
4.9 JHEP 01, 086 (2013)44.0+3.2 4.2 pb (data), 2 NNLO (theory)
Wt
total
2.0 PLB 716, 142-159 (2012)  = 16.8 ± 2.9 ± 3.9 pb (data), NLO+NNLL (theory)
20.3 ATLAS-CONF-2013-100  = 27.2 ± 2.8 ± 5.4 pb (data), NLO+NNLL (theory)
WZ
total
4.6 EPJC 72, 2173 (2012)  = 19.0 +1.4 1.3 ± 1.0 pb (data), MCFM (theory)
13.0 ATLAS-CONF-2013-021  = 20.3 +0.8 0.7
+1.4
 1.3 pb (data), MCFM (theory)
ZZ
total
4.6 JHEP 03, 128 (2013)  = 6.7 ± 0.7 +0.5 0.4 pb (data), MCFM (theory)
20.3 ATLAS-CONF-2013-020  = 7.1 +0.5 0.4 ± 0.4 pb (data), MCFM (theory)
t̄t 
fiducial
1.0 ATLAS-CONF-2011-153  = 2.0 ± 0.5 ± 0.7 pb (data),
Whizzard+NLO (theory)
W 
fiducial, njet=0
4.6 PRD 87, 112003 (2013)  = 1.76 ± 0.03 ± 0.22 pb (data),
MCFM (theory)
Z 
fiducial, njet=0
4.6 PRD 87, 112003 (2013)  = 1.05 ± 0.02 ± 0.11 pb (data),
MCFM (theory)
ZjjEWK
fiducial
20.3 arXiv:1401.7610 [hep-ex]  = 54.7 ± 4.6 +9.9 10.5 fb (data),
Powheg (theory)
ts channel
total
0.7 ATLAS-CONF-2011-118  < 26.5 pb (95% CL upper limit) (data), NLO+NNLL (theory)
t̄tZ
total
4.7 ATLAS-CONF-2012-126  < 0.71 pb (95% CL upper limit) (data), HELAC-NLO (theory)
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Figure 4.1: Production of SM processes measured at on ATLAS at 7 and 8 TeV.
at which it was first released. Since the results are not public yet, the results Section 9 and VBF
Section 8 will present the Moriond results to which I also contributed a great deal.
4.2 Trigger Selection
The first step in any analysis on ATLAS is to select the triggers, which have some harsh requirements.
This plays a critical role in how many signal (H!WW (⇤)! `⌫`⌫) are available for analysis.
Candidate events for the H!WW (⇤) analysis are recorded with unprescaled single lepton triggers
“or”-ed with di-lepton triggers to recover e ciency from the incomplete muon trigger coverage as well
as lower threshold pT requirements for electrons and muons. Table 4.1 shows the trigger setup for the
2012 run. The triggers are divided by the lepton flavor combinations which are labeled ee, eµ, µe,
and µµ with the higher pT (leading) lepton listed first. The details of the triggers will be described
in subsequent sections.
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Table 4.1: Trigger setup for the 2012 dataset.
ee channel EF e24vhi medium1 || EF e60 medium1||EF 2e12Tvh loose1
||EF 2e12Tvh loose1 L2StarB
µµ channel EF mu24i tight || EF mu36 tight||EF mu18 tight mu8 EFFS
eµ & µe channels EF e24vhi medium1 || EF e60 medium1 || EF mu24i tight || EF mu36 tight
||EF e12Tvh medium1 mu8
The single and di-lepton triggers are used to collect events in both the main analysis and for the
W+jet control region, which is discussed in Section 6.
4.2.1 Electron Trigger Description
The numbers after “EF e” in the trigger names indicate the pT threshold in the EF of the ATLAS
trigger in GeV. The su x medium is the tightness in the electron identification criteria, and vh means
that the trigger has both ⌘ dependent pT thresholds and a hadronic leakage cut at the Level 1 trigger.
The hadronic leakage requirement consists of a veto on hadronic energy greater than 1 GeV deposited
in the hadronic layers of the calorimeter, within a region of 0.2 ⇥ 0.2 in ⌘⇥  behind the EM cluster.
The i after the vh indicates that there is a track isolation criteria used. For the EF e24vhi medium
trigger, the relative track isolation cut,
 P
n trk p
n
T
 
/pT (e) < 0.1, is used at the EF selection stage.
Here
 
⌃n trkpnT
 
is the sum of tracks having pT> 1 GeV within a cone of  R < 0.2 around the electron
candidate. The electron track is removed from the sum.
4.2.2 Muon Trigger Description
The numbers after EF mu in the muon trigger names in Table 4.1 indicate the pT threshold values in
the event filter (EF) of the ATLAS trigger in GeV. The su x tight is added for the triggers seeded by
a L1 MU15 trigger, which is the trigger criteria at the first trigger level. The i after the pT threshold
denotes that the isolation requirements are made. For the EF mu24i tight trigger, a relative track
isolation cut,
 P
n trk p
n
T
 
/pT (µ) < 0.12, is used at the EF selection stage. ⌃n trkpnT is the summed
over all tracks with pT> 1 GeV and found within  R < 0.2 of the muon. The muon track is excluded
from the sum. The EFFS in the di-muon trigger means that there is a full scan of the detector for
the second muon, which looks for additional muons with near o✏ine quality at the event filter (EF)
trigger level.
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4.2.3 E ciency gain from “or”-ing with di-lepton triggers
The di-lepton triggers were added because of their gain in acceptance as can be seen in Table 4.2.
The dilepton trigger thresholds also allow for the loosening of the lepton pT thresholds from 25 GeV
! 22 GeV for the leading lepton. In the ee and µe channels, the dilepton trigger thresholds are too
high for any contribution to events with a sub-leading lepton below 15 GeV.
Table 4.2: Signal e ciency gains from adding di-lepton triggers. E ciency gains are computed for
the ggF Higgs with 0 additional jets.
Channel pT>25,10 pT>22,10
ee channel 2.6% 9.1%
µµ channel 9.0% 18.5%
eµ channel 1.6% 8.3%
µe channel 2.1% 8.2%
The µµ channel gains the most signal acceptance back because both muons are now triggerable
down to 18 GeV. The single muon trigger requires the triggered muon to have pT>24 GeV. Most
of the e ciency loss for muon triggers comes from the ⌘-  holes in the level 1 trigger system. The
di-muon and the single lepton trigger use the same level 1 trigger. However, the third trigger level’s
pT threshold is lower for the di-muon trigger, which allows allows the lower pT muons to also fire the
level 1 trigger. The di-muon runs what is called a full scan (FS) in the third trigger level, which is
very similar to o✏ine reconstruction of muons. Basically, there is no e ciency loss at the third and
final trigger level.
4.2.4 Correcting Trigger Simulation to Data
Combined performance (CP) groups provide dedicated corrections for the simulation for each trigger
leg, which for the single lepton triggers there is only one trigger leg. For the dilepton triggers, there
are typically two di↵erent legs with di↵erent criteria. The corrections to the simulation are called
scale factors (SF), and they correct the simulated e ciency for the trigger to the data e ciency, so
SF= e↵datae↵
simulation
. They are derived using the ATLAS “standard candle”, which is Z boson decaying to
two electrons or muons. Z/ ⇤! `` provides a very pure sample to measure the trigger e ciency, and
with two leptons, one is used to identify the event and the other is then unbiased. More details about
using Z/ ⇤! `` control samples will be discussed in Chapter 5.
I developed the procedure to combine the inputs for each trigger leg from the CP group to one
combined trigger SF for the “or” of all of the triggers in Table 4.1. The details of this complicated
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“or”-ing as well as the error propagation are shown in Appendix Trigger Scale Factor.
4.3 Object Selection
TheH!WW (⇤)! `⌫`⌫ analysis has four main objects to select, which are muons, electrons, neutrinos,
and quark or gluon hadronization (jets). It is possible for the objects identified as electrons, muons,
and jets to overlap such that they come from the same detector signatures, so an overlap remove
procedure is applied. All electrons are reconstructed as jets because they deposit energy in the
calorimeter. Muons and electrons can overlap due to muon radiation in the calorimeter plus the
muon track being mistaken for an electron. If the muon fails the full selection criteria given later in
Section 4.3.2 but overlaps with an electron, there is a looser muon criteria that removes the entire
event. Jets and muons can overlap because of muon radiation as well. Finally, muons are produced
in quark hadronization, therefore, muons inside jets are not considered as one of the two leptons in
the H!WW (⇤) analysis. A summary of the overlap removal is given in Table 4.3
Table 4.3: Overlap removal for the leptons and jets in the H!WW (⇤) analysis.
Object Angular Distance Procedure
 R(muon, electron)<0.1 Keep only the muon
 R(muon, jet)<0.3 Keep only the jet
 R(electron, jet)<0.3 Keep only the electron
 R(electron, electron)<0.1 Keep the highest pT electron
4.3.1 Missing Transverse Energy Selection
The neutrinos are inferred through momentum conservation, so the measurement of neutrinos relies
on the measurement of all of the other particles in the event. The inferred missing momentum is called
the missing transverse energy (MET). With each proton bunch crossing, there are roughly 20 di↵erent
proton-proton collisions in the 2012 data taking. The collisions are spread out over roughly 10 cm
in the beam pipe, and many of the collisions have charged particles produced, which all intersect at
the a vertex. The vertex with the two leptons associated to it is called the primary vertex (PV). All
other collisions are referred to as pileup interactions. One big improvement since Moriond is to move
from a MET that considered all the particles from all proton-proton collisions as measured by the
calorimeters, called calorimeter MET or calo MET, to one that uses only particles identified as coming
from the PV, called jet corrected track MET (Emiss,track,jetCorrT ). This improved the resolution on the
neutrino transverse momentum by 10-20%, and the details of its calculation as well as the specific
value of cuts on MET will be discussed in Chapter 7.
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A brief summary of the MET criteria for the H!WW (⇤) analysis is shown in Table 4.4, and
the following is a very short justification for the MET choices, which will be elaborated upon in
Chapter 7. The type of MET and the cuts values are di↵erent for same flavor leptons (ee, µµ) and
opposite flavor lepton pairs (eµ) due to the di↵ering background compositions. The di↵erent flavor
channel has almost all backgrounds with real neutrinos. The dominant background in the same flavor
channel is Z/ ⇤!µµ and Z/ ⇤! ee, which do not have any neutrinos; however, the cross-section for
Z/ ⇤!µµ and Z/ ⇤! ee is so large that rejecting events with mis-measured or fake MET is di cult.
To better reject Z/DY, the another form of MET is introduced, which is the sum of tracks
associated to the PV with pT>500 MeV. It is called track MET (E
miss,track
T ), and it has lower resolution
on neutrino pT but is better at rejecting fake MET.
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Figure 4.2: Same flavor µµ channel uses Emiss,trkT,Rel (left) and E
miss
T,Rel (right) after the low mass resonance
veto. The Z/ ⇤!µµ (green) background peaks at 0 while the ggF Higgs (red line) signal
(scaled by a factor of 100) has real MET. The plot is unblinded simulation only.
The MET direction relative to the high pT objects (analysis leptons as defined in Section 4.3.2
and jets with pT>25 GeV) in the event is used to reject events with poorly measured jets and leptons.
The motivation is that neutrinos are rarely pointing at a high pT object, and it is more likely that the
MET is coming from a mis-measurement in the object or the object did not really belong to the PV.
As the MET gets closer in   to a high pT object, the less it is likely it is coming from a neutrino, the
relative MET is defined as EmissT,Rel = E
miss
T · sin  MET,closest object. Relative MET can be defined for
any of the three types of MET defined above: calo MET, track MET, and jet corrected track MET.
The relative MET is only used in the same flavor channel to reject the Z/DY background. In the
di↵erent flavor channel, it is too ine cient for signal because most of the backgrounds have neutrinos.
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Table 4.4: Cuts on Emiss,track,jetCorrT , E
miss
T , and E
miss,track
T applied in the current H!WW (⇤)! `⌫`⌫
analysis. The - indicates no selection is required.
Jet bin ggF H!WW (⇤) Search H+0 , = 1, and 2 VBF H!WW (⇤) Search
flavor state ee, µµ eµ, µe ee, µµ eµ, µe
Emiss,track,jetCorrT - E
miss,track,jetCorr
T > 20 GeV E
miss,track,jetCorr
T > 50 GeV -
Track MET Emiss,trkT,Rel > 40 GeV (35 GeV in 1-jet) - - -
Calo MET EmissT,Rel > 40 GeV - E
miss
T > 55 GeV -
4.3.2 Lepton Selection
The H!WW (⇤)! `⌫`⌫ analysis has two isolated leptons in the final state. The pernicious W+jet
background, which has one isolated lepton from W decay and a jet, which may be mis-identified as
a (fake) lepton. W+jet is produced at a much larger rate than the Higgs. Di culty in modeling
this background leads to large uncertainties, and the lepton selection was optimized to give the best
performance trading signal e ciency for background rejection. The optimization depends on the
lepton pT because the fake backgrounds are much less common at higher pT, and the selection criteria
are loosened to gain signal acceptance. For example, the changes in the electron PID for pT > 25 GeV
increased the signal acceptance by 6% over the Moriond result with little additional fake background.
The procedure for optimization will be discussed in Chapter 5. Something to keep in mind is that
the trigger choices discussed in the previous section have already determined some of the lepton pT
thresholds and isolation selections.
The leptons are first selected using the ATLAS particle identification (PID) criteria similar to
the ones defined in these electron notes [73, 74, 75, 76] and these muon notes [77, 78]. In addition,
both the muon and electron have track isolation (PtCone) and calorimeter isolation (EtConeCor)
within a cone of  R <0.3 or 0.4. Since jets are generally composed of more than one particle,
isolation requirements suppress the jet backgrounds in the lepton selection. The calorimeter isolation
is corrected for contributions from pileup vertices. To ensure that the lepton is from the PV, a
cut on the distance along the beamline from the PV, which labeled z0. To reduce contributions
from semileptonic b-decays, a cut on the distance of closest approach in the transverse plane to the
beamline, which is called the impact parameter (d0) is made. The impact parameter cut is actually
on the significance of the impact parameter distance (D0Sig), which is given by d0/ d
0
.  d
0
is the
uncertainty on the tracking system measurement of the impact parameter. A summary of the muon
selection criteria is given in Table 4.5, and the selection criteria for electrons is shown in Table 4.6.
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Table 4.5: Muon selection criteria in the H!WW (⇤)! `⌫`⌫ analysis, which change with the muon
pT.
Cut Muon pT
10-15 GeV 15-20 GeV 20-25 GeV 25- GeV
PID STACO combined muons
Track Isolation PtCone40/pT< 0.06 PtCone30/pT< 0.08 PtCone30/pT< 0.12
Calorimeter Isolation EtConeCor30/pT< 0.06 EtConeCor30/pT< 0.12 EtConeCor30/pT< 0.18 EtConeCor30/pT< 0.30
Impact Parameter D0Sig< 3.0
Z0 |Z0 sin ✓|< 1.0 mm
Table 4.6: Electron selection criteria in the H!WW (⇤)! `⌫`⌫ analysis, which change with the muon
pT.
Cut Electron pT
10-15 GeV 15-20 GeV 20-25 GeV 25- GeV
PID Very Tight Likelihood Medium++ with
Conversion Bit and B-layer
Track Isolation PtCone40/pT< 0.06 PtCone30/pT< 0.08 PtCone30/pT< 0.10
Calorimeter Isolation EtConeCor30/pT< 0.20 EtConeCor30/pT< 0.24 EtConeCor30/pT< 0.28
Impact Parameter D0Sig< 3.0
Z0 |Z0 sin ✓|< 0.4 mm
4.3.3 Jet Selection
The quarks and gluons are both identified as energy deposits in the calorimeter. The quarks and gluons
both produce large numbers of particles as the hadronize during the collision, and the resulting charged
particles and calorimeters deposits are referred to as jets. The jets are reconstructed by clustering the
energy deposits within a radius in  R of 0.4 using an anti-kT algorithm [79]. The anti-kT algorithm
has some nice theoretical properties (infrared and collinear safe) that make it better than just adding
the energy inside a cone of  R <0.4. It is also able to deal with hadronic showers that are non-circular
as well as separate particles coming from two nearby quarks or gluons.
The only distinction that can be made between the quark flavors is whether the quark is a b or
not11, which is called b-tagging. b jets are identified by a second vertex that is well separated from
the primary vertex. To identify as a b-jet, H!WW (⇤) uses what is called the 85% operating point
of the MV1 tagger, which is a multivariate technique that takes the vertex information into account.
The operating point indicates the e ciency for identifying a true b-jet. The higher the e ciency is
the higher the rate of other jets faking a b-jet is. Since the H!WW (⇤) analysis does not have a
b-jet in the final state, the b-tagging is used to veto mainly the tt̄ background, and the fake rate
corresponds to a loss in signal e ciency.
The jets are also associated to the PV using the tracks from charged particles in the jet. The tracks
11The top quark decays into a W and b before it enters the detector.
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are associated to the jet using the same anti-kT algorithm as was used to cluster the energy deposits.
Each track is then associated to primary vertex by proximity in along the beamline (distance in z0).
The jet is considered as part of the PV interaction if the transverse momentum of all PV tracks in
the jet (
P
PV trk pT) is larger than 50% of the total transverse momentum of all tracks associated to
the jet (
P
trk pT). The ratio
P
PV trk
p
T
trk
p
T
is called the jet vertex fraction (JVF). The JVF value is -1 if
there are no tracks associated to the jet.
A summary of all of the jet selections in the H!WW (⇤) analysis is given in Table 4.7. In addition,
there are a few quality criteria that jets are required to pass to ensure that they are well measured,
but they remove less than 1% of jets.
Table 4.7: Jet selection criteria in the H!WW (⇤)! `⌫`⌫ analysis.
Cut Value
pT > 25 (30) GeV for |⌘| < 2.4 (> 2.4)
Jet vertex fraction |JVF| > 0.5 for |⌘| < 2.4 and pT<50 GeV
b-tagging veto jets passing 85% MV1 b-tagger with pT>20 GeV
4.4 H!WW (⇤)! `⌫`⌫ Event Selection
4.4.1 Pre-Selection
TheH!WW (⇤)! `⌫`⌫ analysis requires two opposite sign leptons (electron or muon) with the criteria
shown in Table 4.6 and 4.5. The leading lepton is required to have pT>22 GeV and the sub-leading
lepton has pT>10 GeV. As in the previous section, the di↵erent flavor channel (eµ) in Section 4.4.2
and same flavor (ee and µµ) in Section 4.4.3 have very di↵erent background compositions. Most of the
sensitivity is sensitivity comes from the di↵erent flavor channel with the same flavor adding around
10% in significance. Low mass resonances such as J/ and upsilon decay to opposite sign dilepton
pairs, but are not simulated. The are removed by requiring the invariant mass of the two leptons
(m``) to be larger than 10 GeV in the di↵erent flavor and larger than 12 GeV in the same flavor.
The next event selection is the MET criteria. The reasoning for the large MET in the same flavor
channel were given above in Section 4.3.1, and further justification will be given in Chapter 7.
The ggF Higgs production is produced to first order without any additional jets; however, tt̄
production decays into two W bosons and two b-jets. tt̄ has a very large cross-section compared to
the Higgs, so the H!WW (⇤) analysis is binned in the number of jets (Njets), which is shown in
Figure 4.3.
A summary of the above pre-selections is given in Table 4.8.
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Figure 4.3: Njets in the di↵erent flavor channel (left) and same flavor channel (right) after the low
mass resonance veto. The tt̄ (yellow) background peaks at 2 jets while the ggF Higgs (red
line) signal (scaled by a factor of 1000 (100) on left (right)) peaks at 0. This motivates
binning in Njets. The plot are unblinded.
Table 4.8: Pre-selection for the H!WW (⇤) analysis.
Cut Value
Di↵erent Flavor Same Flavor
pT 2 leptons pT>22 (10) GeV for lead (sub-lead)
Leptons ee and µµ eµ
Charge Opposite sign
m`` >10 GeV >12 GeV
Njets 0, 1, and 2
MET See Table 4.4
b-veto Nb-jet == 0 with 85% e cient
b-tagger for pT>20 GeV
4.4.2 Di↵erent Flavor Selection
4.4.2.1 0-jet Selection
The di↵erent flavor 0-jet bin is dominated by Z/DY ! ⌧⌧ , which tends to have leptons that are
pointing in the opposite direction. The spin-0 Higgs signal with its V-A decays of the W bosons tends
to have leptons pointing in the same direction. The pT of the leptons (p``T ) provides a good separation
between the Higgs signal and Z/DY ! ⌧⌧ as shown in Figure 4.4. The   `` is also required to be
less than 1.8 to reduce the Z/DY ! ⌧⌧ background. The direction of the MET is also required to be
in the opposite direction of the leptons with |  ``,MET | >1.57.
The remaining background is mostly W+W , which tends to have a larger invariant mass of the
two leptons while the H!WW (⇤) signal with two leptons in the same direction and one W o↵ mass
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Figure 4.4: p``T (left) and   `` (right) in the 0-jet di↵erent flavor channel. The Z/DY ! ⌧⌧ (brown)
background peaks at low p``T while the ggF Higgs (red line) signal (scaled by a factor of
10) peaks at large values. The plot is unblinded simulation only.
shell has a low m`` as shown in Figure 4.5. So the signal region requires m`` <55 GeV. The Moriond
analysis used a cut of 50 GeV; however, enough signal is expected to justify extending the m`` cut to
55 GeV. The signal is roughly uniform in m``, but the background is much lower for m`` <30 GeV.
Also the background composition is very di↵erent in the low m`` and high m`` bins. Therefore, the
analysis is split into two bins 10<m`` < 30 GeV and 30<m`` < 55 GeV.
The large invariant mass (55<m`` < 110 GeV) region is extremely close to the signal region, so it
is used to normalize the W+W  background, which is called a control region. The m`` > 110 GeV is
used to validate the prediction of the lower invariant mass control region; however, since it is farther
in m`` from the signal region, it has larger extrapolation uncertainties.
The sub-leading lepton pT as shown in Figure 4.5 has a strong change in background composition.
By binning in the sub-leading lepton pT, the larger amounts of W+jet background, which has larger
uncertainties can be separated from the regions with better constrained backgrounds. The Moriond
analysis required the sub-leading lepton pT>15 GeV, but the sub-leading lepton pT binning allows
the analysis to be extended down to 10 GeV.
4.4.2.2 1-jet Selection
The 1-jet category has a large amount of Z/DY ! ⌧⌧ background, but the jet gives the Z some
pT. So p``T is not as e↵ective at removing Z/DY ! ⌧⌧ as it is the 0-jet. However, since the Z has
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Figure 4.5: m`` in the 0-jet di↵erent flavor channel after the p``T cut. The W
+W  (blue) background
is broadly distributed in m`` while the ggF Higgs (red line) signal peaks at large values.
The ggF Higgs is scaled up by a factor of 5 to show the shape. The plot is unblinded
simulation only.
some pT, an approximation that the neutrinos are collinear with leptons is made [80]. The collinear
approximation gives an analytical solution for the full Z mass (m⌧⌧ ). The m⌧⌧ is required to be less
than 66 GeV, which greatly reduces the Z/DY ! ⌧⌧ background as shown in Figure 4.6.
In the 1-jet bin, there is a significantly larger amount of QCD (multi-jet) background, which for
Moriond was removed with a harsh EmissT,rel cut. This completely removed the topology of the neutrinos
pointing at the jet, which was removing around 1/3 of the signal. However, the maximum transverse
mass (max mT(W)) rejects QCD while maintaining much higher signal e ciency. The max mT(W)
is defined as
max
li=1,2
mT(W ) =
q
(P liT + E
miss
T )
2   |PliT +E
miss
T |2. (4.1)
mT is an approximate mass of the W calculated ignoring the missing information on the z-
component of the neutrino system. The mT(W) tends to peak near a little below the W mass of
80 GeV, but for QCD, the MET does not come from a W. So QCD peaks at low mT(W). The
separation of Higgs signal and QCD is shown in Figure 4.6.
The same Higgs cuts as the 0-jet analysis are used, and the m`` and   `` are shown in Figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.6: The 1-jet di↵erent flavor channel. The Z/DY ! ⌧⌧ (brown) background peaks at low
max mT(W) while the ggF Higgs (red line) signal (scaled by a factor of 5) peaks at large
values. The plot is unblinded simulation only.
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4.4.2.3 2-jet Selection
The 2-jet non-VBF analysis requires Njets 2, and vetoes the VBF multi-variate analysis and a veto of
the VH analysis. This analysis was added since Moriond and is only di↵erent flavor. It adds around
3% expected significance of the Higgs over background, but it is completely dominated by the tt̄
background. This is a completely systematically limited addition to the analysis because of the very
large tt̄ background.
The Higgsstrahlung (WH and ZH) production and the VBF events that fail the VBF multivariate
technique and the VH veto add only a 5% additional signal. Most of the analysis is dominated by
ggF Higgs production.
The 2-jet ggF analysis uses the same higgs related cuts on m`` and   `` to selection Higgs-like
decays. The mT distribution is then fit. A summary table of the di↵erent flavor cuts is given in
Table 4.9.
Table 4.9: Cut Selection for the di↵erent flavor H!WW (⇤) analysis.
Cut Value
0-jet 1-jet 2-jet
Nb-jet (85%) 0
|  ``,MET | >1.57 radians - -
max mT(W) - >50 GeV -
Z/DY ! ⌧⌧ Veto - m⌧⌧>66 GeV
p``T >30 GeV - -
Analysis Veto - - VBF and VH veto12
m`` <55 GeV
  `` <1.8 radians
4.4.3 Same Flavor Selection
The same flavor channel is completely limited by very large Z/ ⇤! ee and Z/ ⇤!µµ production.
The Z/DY events have no neutrinos in the final state so cutting on MET reduces this background.
The average pileup of 20 in 8 TeV dataset significantly degraded the MET resolution, which means
that there is less discrimination between H!WW (⇤) and Z/DY. This means that the same flavor
(ee and µµ) channels only adds 4% to the significance of the di↵erent flavor (DF) channels.
To reduce the Z/DY background, cuts on both the calorimeter MET and the track based MET
are required. The calorimeter and track based MET provide independent confirmations that events
have neutrinos. Unfortunately, this is still not su cient, so there is a requirement of the soft hadronic
12Vetoes the VBF BDT. The VH veto requires |m
jj
  85 GeV | > 15 GeV and  y
jj
>1.2.
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recoil. All of these MET cuts remove a lot of the signal, which is the reason for the small addition in
significance. A summary table of the same flavor cuts is given in Table 4.10.
Table 4.10: Cut Selection for the same flavor H!WW (⇤) analysis.
Cut Value
0-jet 1-jet
Nb-jet (85%) 0
Z/DY ! ⌧⌧ Veto - m⌧⌧>66 GeV
p``T >45 GeV
m`` <55 GeV
frecoil <0.05
  `` <1.8 radians
4.5 Background Modeling
W+W  production is the largest background to ggF H!WW (⇤) production, and it is irreducible
because it has the same final state. To normalize the W+W  background, a control region with large
m`` is used. The control region is very pure in W+W  with relatively small extrapolation uncertain-
ties, which are derived by comparing MC@NLO and Powheg event generation. The uncertainties
are 2-3%. The total W+W  uncertainties are dominated by experimental uncertainties, which are
roughly 7%.
The W+jet and QCD (multi-jet) backgrounds are fully data driven, and they will be discussed in
detail in chapter 6.
The non-WW diboson background comes from several sources. The largest is Wgamma, in which
the photon undergoes a very asymmetric conversion. This will leave one of the electrons from the
e+e  pair is too low pT to be found. The other lepton comes from the W decay. The W ⇤ background
is the next largest, which also has a very asymmetric decay, and one of the l+l  pair is generally too
low pT to be found. The higher mass  ⇤ is referred to as WZ! `+( )⌫`+`  production, and it enters
the H!WW (⇤) analysis by losing a lepton to detector acceptance or through on of the ⌘-  holes in
the muon spectrometer. There are also small contributions from ZZ! `+` ⌫⌫̄, which is irreducible,
but the cross-section is very small. Finally, there is a tiny contribution from ZZ! `+` `+`  in which
2 leptons were lost.
Top events must lose two b-jets to enter the H!WW (⇤) analysis either to not being found as
jets at all (0-jet) or begin mis-tagged as non-b-jets (1 and 2-jet ). In the 0-jet bin a data derived
correction is used because it is rare to miss a jet and even more rare to miss two as in decays. In
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the 1 and 2-jet analysis, the Nb-jet >1 region is used to normalize the top background. Uncertainties
are derived for the extrapolation from these control regions.
Finally, the Z/DY ! ⌧⌧ background is normalized using a control region, which reverses the   ``
(m⌧⌧ ) cut used to remove it in the 0-jet (1-jet). The same flavor Z/DY background is normalized
using a data driven method for measuring the soft hadronic recoil (frecoil).
4.6 Signal Extraction
The Moriond analysis fit the transverse mass (mT) in bins of m``. The following binning for the ggF
and VBF are used (discussed in Section 8):
• ggF Fit: mT ⌦ { 0, 1-jet } ⌦{ 10 <m`` <30, 30 <m`` <50 GeV } ⌦ {ee, µµ, eµ, µe }
• VBF Fit: mT ⌦ {di↵erent flavor, same flavor }
The H!WW (⇤) analysis sees an excess that is very signal-like in shape and normalization. The
transverse mass (mT) and the m`` are shown for the 0 and 1-jet opposite flavor in Figure 4.8. The
largest background, which is WW, is well modeled in the control region of large m``.
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Figure 4.8: 7 and 8 TeV data in the 0 and 1-jet mT (left) and m`` (right). The Higgs signal is stacked
on top of the background. The mT plots is after requiring m`` < 50 GeV. The red line
in data - bkg shows the SM prediction for ggF H!WW (⇤). H!WW (⇤) peaks at low
m``, and the mid range of m`` is the WW control region. The hashed band shows the
statistical and systematic uncertainties.
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The updated analysis added binning in sub-leading lepton pT and a category of the ggF analysis
with  2-jets. The VBF analysis moved to a multivariate technique called a boosted decision tree
(BDT).
• ggF Fit: mT ⌦ { 0, 1,  2-jet } ⌦ { 10 <m`` <30, 30 <m`` <55 GeV } ⌦ { 10< psub-leadT < 15,
15< psub-leadT < 20, 20< p
sub-lead
T } ⌦ {ee, µµ, eµ, µe }
• VBF Fit: BDT distribution ⌦ {di↵erent flavor, same flavor }
Summary table of the improvements since Moriond is shown in Table 4.11. The jet corrected track
MET, which is a measurement of the neutrino pT, provides a 10% improvement by using it in the mT
calculation. Table 4.12 shows the contributions of many of the bins listed above. The di↵erent flavor
0+1-jet adds 87% of the sensitivity.
Table 4.11: Impact of the improvements to the di↵erent flavor (DF) 0-1 (2) jet ggF di↵erent flavor
analysis. The expected Z0, which is the significance of the rejection of the background
only hypothesis, is shown. The improvement over the “Moriond” (row one) analysis and
the over the “previous” (row above) improvement are shown.   is the Z0 minus the Z0
for the row above it.
Improvement to the DF 0 and 1 jet analysis Z0 Expected   / Previous   / Moriond
Moriond 2.80 N/A
Increase MC Statisticsa13 2.84 1.3% 1.3%
Lepton Optimizationa 2.92 2.8% 2.9%
Dilepton Triggers and lowering leading 3.04 4.0% 4.3%
lepton pT 25!22 GeVa
Improved W+jet uncertainties 3.15 3.6% 3.9%
mT(Calo MET) ! mT(Emiss,track,jetCorrT )a 3.43 9% 10%
Double the mT bins to use the better 3.62 5.5% 6.8%
mT resolution and increased MC statsa
Add sub-leading lepton pT 3.73 3% 3.9%
binning and 10<pT<15 GeVa
SS CR to normalize non-WW diboson background 14 3.87 3.7% 5%
In situ b-tagging e ciency in the 1-jet 3.93 1.5% 2.1%
Re-optimize the MET criteria in 0 and 1-jeta 4.23 7% 10%
Add ggF+2-jet analysis 4.36 3.0% 4.5%
13 a indicates improvements in which I played a large role.
14No uncertainties on di↵erences between OS and SS assigned yet. They are expect to fairly large, so this improvement
is likely to be reduced significantly.
15Corresponds to the last row of Table 4.11
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Table 4.12: Contributions to the total H!WW (⇤) significance over background. The ggF, VBF,
jet bins, same flavor (SF), di↵erent flavor (DF), and 2011 7 TeV data contributions are
shown.
Analysis Z125exp µ̂
125
exp
DF 0j 3.22 +0.42 / -0.35
DF 1j 2.74 +0.61 / -0.43
DF 0+1j 4.23 +0.30 / -0.27
SF 0j 1.41 +0.91 / -0.82
SF 1j 1.00 +1.12 / -1.00
SF 0+1j 1.70 +0.71 / -0.64
DF+SF 0+1j 4.36 +0.30 / -0.26
DF ggF 2j 1.41 +0.99 / -0.72
DF ggF 012j15 4.36 +0.29 / -0.26
2011 DF 0+1j 1.90 +0.59 / -0.54
DF 012j+SF0j+2011DF01j 4.93 +0.26 / -0.23
DF VBF BDT 2.30 -
SF VBF BDT 1.20 -
DF+SF VBF BDT 2.69 +0.49 / -0.41
ggF 4.56 +0.29 /  0.25
VBF 2.33 +0.56 /  0.48
Overall 5.68 +0.23 / -0.20
Chapter 5
Leptons
5.1 Introduction
Leptons are very clean objects and are a very desirable final state as they are clear tags of electroweak
physics. The criteria on leptons is tuned to give the best performance for the analysis. Corrections to
the isolation variables, shown in Section 5.1, correct for energy from other proton collisions in same
bunch crossing. The multiple interactions per bunch crossing is referred to as pileup. Section 5.2
discusses the fully data driven procedure used to optimize lepton selection for theH!WW (⇤) analysis,
and the methodology is extendable to other analyses. Finally, data driven corrections for the selection
e ciencies are applied to the simulation, and the derivation is described in Section 5.3.
Muon Isolation
To reject muons from jets, a calorimeter isolation is used. However, the calorimeter isolation is
very dependent on the pileup conditions, a pileup correction is therefore applied. To derive the
calorimeter correction, the Z tag and probe method is used. The signal sample is collected with the
EF mu24 tight MG trigger with a mass of the dilepton system within 10 GeV of the mz. For each
Z, one of the two leptons in the final state is required to have passed the trigger and o✏ine selection
criteria, leaving the other lepton not required to pass the calorimeter isolation, leaving that isolation
distrbution unbiased. The median probe calorimeter isolation value is fit using a quadratic function
of the number of primary vertices in the event. The functional form can be seen in Equation 5.1.
EconeXXT,corrected = E
coneXX
T   a[⌘]n2vx   b[⌘]nvx   c[⌘] (5.1)
where a, b, and c are obtained from fitting the median isolation distribution versus the number of
primary vertices (vx) in bins of ⌘. Mean EtCone and a mean from a gaussian fit were considered in
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place of the median, but the median of the EtCone variable in each bin of the number of primary
vertices was least biased by the non-gaussian tails. While the calorimeter isolation’s pileup dependence
should be linear, there is a small quadratic term to account for reduced vertex e ciency in events
with more pileup collisions. The pileup corrections are less than was seen in 2011 because of changes
to the noise suppression applied to calorimeter cells. This leads to a smaller correction in 2012 than
we see in 2011 data. The EtCone30 and EtCone40 dependence on the number of primary vertices
and the fits can be seen in Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: Quadratic calorimeter isolation corrections for 2011 and 2012. The di↵erence in slope is
due to a change in the noise suppression applied to the calorimeter cells in 2012. (Left) :
Corrections for EtCone30, (Right) : Corrections for EtCone40.
The correction results in a more uniform e ciency across all pileup as shown in Figure 5.2. The
isolation correction e↵ectively loosens the isolation criteria as the pileup increases, which may deteri-
orate the background rejection. This is checked by plotting the background rejection versus the signal
e ciency for several di↵erent pileup scenarios. The background rejection does not change significantly
after the correction as shown in Figure 5.3.
5.2 Optimizing Lepton Selection
5.2.1 Strategy
TheW+jet uncertainty was the largest systematic in the 2011 analysis, and the optimization of lepton
selection was the largest improvements to the first 2012 WW analysis, which was presented at the
ICHEP conference [81]. The lepton selection was optimized to achieve a reduction of 40% in W+jet.
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Figure 5.2: The signal e ciency for a fixed cut value is shown versus the average number of pileup
collisions per bunch crossing (left) and versus the number of reconstructed pileup vertices
(right). The corrected isolation (black) has a much smaller decrease in signal e ciency at
higher pileup than the non-corrected (red).
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Figure 5.3: ROC curve before (left) and after (right) the isolation correction is shown for di↵erent
numbers of reconstructed vertices. The larger the number of reconstructed vertices means
increased pileup. The black points are shown for a fixed cut value (fixed operating point).
The Nvtx dependent correction to the isolation does not degrade the background rejection
significantly, but the black points are closer together along the signal e ciency axis after
the correction.
The procedure varies the isolation or particle identification cuts and recomputes the significances as
Significance =
s · ✏2zq
(s+ bprompt) · ✏2z + bW+jet · ✏z · f ratioW+jet +
Pbkgs
n  
2
n
, (5.2)
where s is the amount of signal, bprompt is the amount of background with prompt leptons (non-
fake), ✏z is the e ciency relative to the old isolation selection for leptons coming from Z’s, f ratioW+jet is
the ratio of the fake rate relative to old lepton selections, and  n is the systematics for each background
contribution. ✏z is computed in data using a Z control region, and f ratioW+jet is computed in data using
a control QCD (multi-jet) control region.
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This method is extremely powerful because two control regions can be used to “rerun” the analysis
with any electron or muon definition. It does not require re-computing corrections to data for each
particle identification because data control regions are used. The one limitation of the method is that
not all backgrounds scale in the same way. For example, photon conversions that fake electrons do
not scale like either leptons from Z or QCD jets. A term could be added to account for this, but the
conversion background is pretty small in theH!WW (⇤) analysis. So this e↵ect is typically ignored
in the optimization.
Additional complication comes in when binning the analysis. There is a correlated uncertainty
between background components when binning. A simple example is to consider the significance
(s/
p
b+  2b ) of a uniform signal and uniform background. Splitting such a distribution into two
equal bins should not change the significance. However, if the correlation is not account for, the
significance is increased to s/
q
b+ ( 12 ·  b)2. Splitting into n equal bins gives s/
q
b+ ( 1n ·  b)2. This
implies that systematic uncertainties can be set to 0 by binning infinitely finely, which is not correct.
The missing piece is the correlation of the uncertainty between the bins. This is important for the
H!WW (⇤) analysis that fits the transverse mass (mT) shape. The W+jet fake rate uncertainty is
fully correlated between each mT bin. The more general equation for optimization with binning is
given in Equation 5.3, where the n is the number of bins and ⇢ij is the correlation between the two
bins. For most optimizations ⇢ij is set to 1. The signal and background can still be scaled by ✏z and
f ratioW+jet, respectively, but they are dropped to simplify the equation.
Significance =
vuut
✓ nX
i=0
siq
si + bi +  2bi +
Pn
j=0,j 6=i( i j⇢ij)
◆2
(5.3)
The optimization was done in three bins of sub-leading lepton pT: 10-15, 15-20, 20-25, and   25
GeV . Lower pT leptons have a larger contribution of jets faking the lepton, so they prefer tighter
isolation criteria. High isolation e ciency is more important higher pT leptons because there is less
fake background. The two-dimensional scans over the track calorimeter isolation for the muon are
shown in figure 5.4.
5.2.2 Muon Selection
Given the nature of jets faking muons, the muon isolation cuts are optimized in bins of sub-leading
muon pT , which were 10-15, 15-20, 20-25, >25 GeV. A 2 dimensional (2D) scan over the optimal
PtCone and EtCone (cell-based) variables for the sub-leading lepton is used to find the maximal
significance in the µµ and e(high)µ channels as seen in Figure 5.5. The optimization of the e(high)µ
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Figure 5.4: Assuming a Higgs of mass mH = 125GeV , the significance is computed in a two-
dimensional scan over isolation selections for the muon. The plots show a heat map looking
for the best significance. The isolation was optimized separately in bins of sub-leading
lepton pT corresponding to the upper left plot (15-20GeV ), upper right (20-25GeV ), and
the lower center (  25 GeV ).
channel is favored over the µµ channel for its higher sensitivity. The optimal calorimeter isolation cuts
were parameterized as a function of muon pT. The resulting parameterization is EtConeCor30/PT <
0.014PT   0.15 && EtConeCor30/PT < 0.20. The same is done for the optimal track isolation cuts,
which are parameterized as PtCone30/PT < 0.01PT   0.105 && PtCone30/PT < 0.15.
The z0 cut was also changed to a z0 sin ✓ < 1 in order take into account the fact that more forward
tracks have a longer projection on the z-axis and thus a larger uncertainty. The impact parameter
and z0 sin ✓ cuts are also optimized using a 2D scan over the significance. These variables are sensitive
to heavy flavor decays. The optimization was performed after the isolation cuts are applied because
of correlations between heavy flavor decays and isolation. The significance plots are shown in Figure
5.7. The d0sig is required to be less than 3. A summary of cuts is found for the 2011 dataset is shown
in Table 5.1. The isolation cuts were also re-optimized since the last public H!WW (⇤) results, but
they have no change in performance.
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Figure 5.5: Example 2-d optimization plots for muons with sub-leading muon 10 < pT < 15 (left)
and 15 < pT < 20 (right). The significance is shown for di↵erent PtCone and EtConeCor
isolation cuts.
Table 5.1: Muon isolation and impact parameter cuts for the 2011 7 TeV data.
Cut Value
EtConeCor30/PT EtConeCor30/PT < min(0.014PT   0.15, 0.20)
PtCone30/PT PtCone30/PT < min(0.01PT   0.105, 0.20)
D0Sig < 3.0
Z0 sin ✓ < 1.0 mm
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Figure 5.6: (Left) z0 cut loses e ciency at higher ⌘ due to poorer resolution. (Right) A z0 sin ✓ < 1
mm cut loosens for these more forward muons, which reduces some tension between data
and MC.
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Figure 5.7: Significance for di↵erent d0sig and z0 requirements for sub-leading muon 15 < pT < 20
in the µµ channel (left) and sub-leading muon 15 < pT < 20 in the e(high)µ channel
(right). The optimal impact parameter selection was chosen by maximizing the expected
significance.
5.2.3 Electron Selection
The electron isolation and impact parameters were optimized similar to muons as shown in the
previous section. The changes since the last H!WW (⇤) public result are negligible. One additional
piece of optimization for the 2012 8 TeV analysis is that the particle identification (PID) cuts were
optimized using the same procedure as the isolation and impact parameter optimizations. The results
comparing the Moriond “tight++” electron identification, which is a cut based identification, to the
new electron PID cuts that uses a likelihood (LH) with the Very Tight (VTLH) operating point are
shown in Table 5.2. The total improvement from moving to VTLH electron PID improves the analysis
by less than 1%. The electron 22<pT<25 GeV has contributions from the dilepton triggers, which
uses tighter PID criteria than the VTLH in some cases, which leads to some e ciency loss of 8%.
However, the di-lepton triggers are generally a small gain of roughly 8% in e ciency. Combining
these two, the e ciency loss of “tight++” versus VTLH is less than 1%.
Table 5.2: Significance calculation for electron the tight++ and Very Tight LH (VTLH) particle
identification in 2012. The errors on the extrapolations are shown in the ratio of VTLH
and tight++ significances. These optimizations were done in the leading muon and sub-
leading electron channel.
Electron pT (GeV) Tight++ (Moriond) VTLH VTLH / Tight++
10-15 0.36 0.40 1.10 ± 0.04
15-20 0.70 0.72 1.03 ± 0.01
20-25 0.84 0.85 1.01 ± 0.004
The very small fake background was for electrons with pT>25 GeV means that “tight++” PID
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is too tight. The medium quality cut gains 11% signal e ciency with a factor of 3 increase in jet
faking electron backgrounds. The jet fakes are actually still quite small, but this was tried in previous
analyses. The problem is the large increase in photon conversion backgrounds was too large because
the medium quality does not require a detector hit near the beam-line, which is called a b-layer hit.
This rejects photons, which do not have tracks, that convert through an asymmetric conversion to an
e+e  pair. However, it was found that the b-layer hit requirement as well as conversion veto could be
added to the medium PID with a small loss in e ciency. Therefore, the electron PID was moved from
tight++ to medium with a conversion veto and a b-layer hit, which gains 8% signal e ciency for an
80% increase in the W+jet background with pT>25 GeV. The gain from loosening the pT > 25 GeV
electrons improved the significance by another 3% after including the W+jet systematics.
A summary of the changes in PID for the electron since the Moriond publication is shown in
Table 5.3.
Table 5.3: Summary of the particle identification criteria changes since the last public 8 TeV
H!WW (⇤) results (Moriond).
Electron pT (GeV) Moriond Updated PID
10-25 tight++ VTLH
25- tight++ Medium with conversion bit and B-layer bit
5.3 Correcting Lepton Variables to Data
The lepton isolation and impact parameter criteria are modeled in the simulation, but this modeling
needs to be compared to data. Fortunately, the Z/ ⇤!µµ and Z/ ⇤! ee resonance production
provides a very pure sample to test the modeling. In fact, it has su cient statistics and purity that
corrections to the simulation are derived.
The Z boson decaying into two leptons means that we can identify one lepton with strict require-
ments (tag) to reduce backgrounds, but the other lepton (probe) is left completely unbiased by any
selection to the first lepton. This is called tag and probing. The tag and probe method identifies
leptons passing all selection criteria used in the event, which is called a tight selection. Leptons that
do not have any isolation or impact parameter requirements are called loose. The tag and probe
selects pairs of 2 tight leptons (NTT ) and one loose and one tight lepton (NTL). The lepton e ciency
(✏) is then defined as:
✏ =
NTT
NTL +NTT
(5.4)
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Figure 5.8: Background template is extracted from the same sign region, and the normalization is fit
for in them`` distribution in bins of lepton pT. The figure shows the fit in the 20< pT < 25
GeV bin.
The NTT is included in the denominator because of combinatorics. Both leptons are tags, so the
event is counted twice in the denominator of the scale factor calculation.
The correction to the simulation, which is called the scale factor, relates the data e ciency and
simulation (MC) e ciency. The scale factor, SF = ✏data✏
MC
, is applied to the simulation to correct it to
the data.
Isolation scale factors are computed in bins of lepton pT. The background shape template was
derived from the same sign muons. The ATLAS detector does an excellent job identifying the muon
charge, so there are basically no muons from Z bosons that have their charge mis-identified. With
no isolation or impact parameters on the muon, most of the muons in the same sign are from QCD
(multi-jets). The normalization in the opposite sign is fit to the invariant mass of the two muons
(m``). The m`` range for the fit was varied to extract a systematic for the background normalization.
A sample fit from the 2011 7 TeV analysis is shown in Figure 5.8. The resulting scale factors are shown
in Figure 5.9. The scale factors in 8 TeV data are very similar. The assigned systematic comes largely
largely from the ⌘ dependence. If needed, the scale factors could also correct for the ⌘ dependence,
but the scale factor uncertainties do not play a significant role in the H!WW (⇤) analysis.
The electron SFs were computed similarly.
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Figure 5.9: Isolation scale factors for the muon. The ⌘ (upper left) dependence is taken as a sys-
tematic, and the isolation scale factors are binned in pT (upper right). The number of
reconstructed vertices (Nvtx) (lower left) does not have a significant dependence.
Chapter 6
W+jet and QCD (multi-jet) Estimation
6.1 Introduction
Events in which W bosons are produced in association with jets give rise to background to WW
events when the jet is misidentified as a lepton. This is an extremely rare process, which is greatly
reduced by requiring the leptons to be isolated. However, W+  1-jet is produced around 104 times
more often than H!WW (⇤). This very large production rate means that it is almost impossible
to simulate enough MC to model this background. Additionally, since it is such a rare process, it
di cult to believe it will be modeled accurately by the MC. A data-driven method to estimate this
background is employed [82]. In this method, the QCD (multi-jet) background, which enters the
analysis with two jets are misidentified as leptons, can be similarly estimated with this procedure.
The detailed procedure of the W+jet background estimation called the Fake Factor Method is given
in this section. The QCD background estimation and the QCD background subtraction from the
W+jet control sample is presented later in Section 6.9.
6.2 Fake Factor Method
The W+jet background contribution is estimated using a control sample of events in which one of
the two leptons satisfies the identification and isolation criteria described in Section 5, which is aimed
at selecting the lepton from the W decay. The other lepton (denoted “anti-identified” or “anti-id”)
fails these criteria but satisfies a loosened selection, which tries to enhance the contributions of jets
that are close to passing all identification cuts. Anti-identified electrons satisfy loosened isolation
requirements and must fail at least one electron identification requirement, which may be on the
shapes of the electron showering in the calorimeter or quality of the electron track. The anti-identified
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muons loosen the track quality and isolation selections. The pairs of one id and one anti-id lepton
is used to predict the W+jet background by applying an extrapolation factor to convert the rate of
anti-id leptons to id leptons. This region is referred to as the W+jet control region (CR) for the rest
of this chapter.
To extrapolate from the anti-identified lepton definitions to the fully identified one, an extrapo-
lation factor is computed. This extrapolation factor is referred to as a “fake factor” in the rest of
this note. The fake factor is defined in Equation 6.1 as the ratio of the number of jets satisfying the
full lepton identification (Nid), to those satisfying the anti-id selection (Nanti-id). The fake factor is
measured in a control sample that is rich is jets, and uncertainties are applied to cover the di↵erences
in jet composition in the control sample to the jets produced in W+jet production. The measurement
of the fake factors is the subject of the next section.
fl ⌘
Nid
Nanti-id
(l = e or µ). (6.1)
6.3 Dijet Fake Factor Measurement
6.3.1 Measurement
QCD (multi-jet or dijet) production happens at an enormous rate on the LHC, and these events
can be selected using the kinematics of QCD topologies to find very pure samples of jets faking
leptons. Dedicated heavily prescaled single lepton triggers, called supporting triggers, are used to
accept events that would otherwise be rejected by the much stricter H!WW (⇤)! `⌫`⌫ analysis
triggers. The supporting triggers are heavily prescaled because only a small subset of the collisions
are needed to measure the fake factor with su cient statistical uncertainties, and they make looser
requirements than the anti-id definitions so that an unbiased sample is collected. The selection for
id and anti-id leptons changes as lepton pT changes, and the sources of faking leptons also changes
as shown in Figure 6.1. The detector, which is fairly uniform in the azimuthal angle  ; however, the
forward regions of the detector tend to have more material. Leptons with large rapidity (|⌘| > 2.1)
lack particle tracking coverage for the full isolation cone, which degrades the discrimination of the
track isolation. Hence, the fake factors are binned in lepton pT and ⌘. The fake factors are also
computed separately for the muons and the electrons, and for both electrons and muons, a fake factor
is computed for anti-id definitions that satisfy the triggers, called “triggered fake factors”, used by the
H!WW (⇤) analysis (note: these are not the supporting triggers mentioned earlier in this paragraph),
and a fake factor satisfying a looser set of selections, called “non-triggered” or just “fake factors”,
that are used when the other lepton in the event fires the tight analysis trigger criteria, which leaves
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the lepton completely unbiased by the trigger. The non-triggered fake factors account for 80-90% of
the fakes.
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Figure 6.1: The flavor composition of jets faking muons (left) and electrons (right) in QCD (multi-jet)
simulation.
Starting with the muons, the supporting triggers used for the fake factor estimate are the EF mu6,
the EF mu15, and the EF mu20 tight. The EF stands for the event filter, which is the third and final
level of the ATLAS trigger. The mu15 designates this is a muon trigger, which requires hits in the
muon spectrometer, and the 15 is the pT threshold applied in the EF. The lower pT threshold trigger
is used until the higher pT threshold trigger becomes fully e cient, which is called the trigger plateau.
For the muons, the trigger plateau is approximately the EF pT requirement. Events passing these
triggers are then selected using the following criteria:
• Exactly one id or anti-id lepton to reduce the Drell-Yan (Z/ ⇤ ! ee, µµ) contamination
• Low transverse missing energy: EmissT <25 GeV to reject W! `⌫
• Low transverse mass: mT(W)<40 GeV to reject W! `⌫
The transverse mass of the W is defined asmT(W) =
q
2p`TE
miss
T · (1  cos  ). In this expression,
p`T is the lepton transverse momentum and    is the di↵erence in azimuthal angle between the lepton
and EmissT directions. The remaining Z and W contamination is then subtracted o↵ using simulation,
and the mT(W)>40 GeV region is used to normalize the W contamination to data. The separation
of QCD and W+jet for the mT(W) and EmissT is shown in Figure 6.2. It is important to note that
the W contamination to the 1 lepton sample is di↵erent from the dilepton sample where one of the
leptons is from a jet. In the 1-lepton sample, the W contamination comes from the W decaying to an
isolated lepton and neutrino.
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Figure 6.2: Transverse mass (mT) and EmissT used to reject W! `⌫ production [83].
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Figure 6.3: The muon pT spectrum is shown for id muon (left) and ant-id (right) from a combination
of the EF mu6, EF mu15, and EF mu24 triggers. The Z/DY (red) and W+jet (green)
contamination are shown. The muon pT distribution fails back down due to the changing
of the trigger prescales.
The electrons use a ratio of two triggers with di↵erent selections to decrease the amount of data
that is needed. One of the triggers makes tighter selections that are closer to identified electron
selection.
6.3.2 Systematics
The W+jet systematic was the largest sytematic in the 2011 analysis, and the optimization of lepton
selection was the largest improvement in the first 2012 H!WW (⇤) analysis. The lepton selection was
optimized using the same procedure as used in Section 5.2 to achieve a reduction of 40% in W+jet.
The procedure varies the isolation or particle indentification cuts and recomputes the significance as
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shown in equation 5.2.
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Figure 6.4: The muon fake factor versus the mean number of collisions per proton bunch crossing (µ).
The di↵erent colors indicate di↵erent muon pT ranges. The largest µ dependence comes
from 15<pT<20 GeV muons (red), which shape a positive slope. The two yellow bands
indicate the 10% systematic to cover the µ dependence.
The procedure for calculating systematics on the fake factor is to compare the fake factor in
simulation for the region where it was measured (dijet rich region) to the W+jet fake factor. It
is important to match the parton showering model between the dijet simulation and the W+jet
simulation because the di↵erent models for quark and gluon hadronization (parton showering) may
be larger than the di↵erences between fdijet and fW+jet. The di↵erences are assigned as a systematic,
which is around 40% of for the fdijet. The closure tests are for dijet fake factors show some large
di↵erences that appear not to be statistical as shown in Figure 6.5. Future tests should look at other
parton shower models.
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Figure 6.5: Comparison of fake factor measured in dijet simulation and W+jet simulation. The
vertical axis is the (fW+jet - fdijet)/fdijet. This is an example closure test from the 8 TeV
simulation with Pythia6 used as the parton shown model. The yellow band indicates the
size of the systematics to cover the di↵erences between a dijet fake factor and W+jet fake
factor.
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Table 6.1: Summary of the total fake factor uncertainties in the 15 - 20 GeVbin for electron. The
individual contributions are combined in quadrature to give to total uncertainty.
Source Electron
⌘ range |⌘| < 1.0 1.0 < |⌘| < 2.0 2.0 < |⌘| < 2.47
Sample Dependence 45% 45% 45%
Statistical Error 0.9% 4.4% 4.4%
Pile-Up Error 10.4% 4.4% 7.7%
EW-Contamination 0.4% 0.3% 1.1%
Total Uncertainty 46% 45% 46%
The fake factors were recomputed for the optimal muon and electron isolation selections. When
making tighter selections, the uncertainties can always get larger. However, the uncertainties were
found to be consistent with the previous selection criteria. The sum of the systematic variations can be
seen in figure 6.6, and a summary of the 15-20 GeV electron uncertainties is shown in Table 6.1. The
15-20 GeV muons are shown in Table 6.2, and the anti-id lepton definitions are shown in Section 6.5.
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Table 6.2: Summary of the total fake factor uncertainties in the 15 - 20 GeVbin for muon. The
individual contributions are combined in quadrature to give to total uncertainty.
Source Muon
⌘ range |⌘ < 1.0 1.0 < |⌘| < 2.0 2.0 < |⌘| < 2.5
Sample Dependence 40% 40% 40%
Statistical Error 1.5% 1.3% 2.3%
Pile-Up Error 10.3% 7.0% 5.4%
EW-Contamination 0.3% 0.6% 0.7%
Total Uncertainty 41% 41% 40%
6.4 Z/DY Fake Factor Measurement
6.4.1 Measurement
Two oppositely charged same flavor leptons are then selected to reconstruct Z!ee and Z!µµ. After
that the Z mass window defined as 81 GeV < M`` < 107 GeV is required. The invariant mass
distributions for Z!ee and Z!µµ are found in Figure 6.7. Even after the Z mass window selection,
some contamination of diboson backgrounds remains. The diboson backgrounds include ZZ, Z ,
Z ⇤, WZ, and W ⇤ as shown in Figure 6.8. Most of these backgrounds show up in the id lepton
selection. Two additional selection criteria are made to remove these backgrounds.
• ZZ veto : event is vetoed if there is another opposite sign leptons pair is in 76
< M`` < 107 GeV
• WZ veto : event is vetoed if there is a W boson candidate satisfying MT (lep,MET ) >
30 GeV
After ZZ and WZ veto, the fake factors are measured by taking the ratio of the number of numerators
to the number of denominators as a function of pT as shown in Figure 6.9. At the end, the ⌘ dependence
of the fake factor is taken from the di-jet fake factor measurement. The Z/DY fake factor does not
have enough statistics to measure the pT and ⌘ dependence.
The procedure for calculating systematics on the fake factor is to compare the fake factor in
simulation for the region where it was measured (Z/DY rich region) to the W+jet fake factor. It
is important to match the parton showering model between the Z/DY simulation and the W+jet
simulation because the di↵erent models for quark and gluon hadronization (parton showering) may be
larger than the di↵erences between fZ/DY and fW+jet. The di↵erences are assigned as a systematic,
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Figure 6.7: The invariant mass distributions of Z !ee (left) and of Z !µµ (right) after two oppositely
charged same flavor leptons selection with leading electron pT > 25 GeV and leading muon
pT > 22 GeV requirements. The Z+jet mc prediction is not explicitly shown in the plots
but they are shown by taking the di↵erence between data and other backgrounds. To
suppress the contamination of other backgrounds such as diboson backgrounds and fake
backgrounds, the Z mass window selection defined as 81 < M`` < 107 GeV is also applied.
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Figure 6.8: The MT (lep,MET ) distributions for electron channel (left) and for muon channel (right)
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background is dominated in electron and muon channel. Further MT selection is therefore
needed to reduce the contamination of these background.
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Figure 6.9: The Z+jets fake factor as a function of pT in electron channel (left) and in muon channel
(right). The red points show the fake factor before the subtraction of the EW contamina-
tion in the Z+jets data sample. The blue points show the fake factor after the subtraction
and the change in fake factor by varying the amount of EW contamination. Since the
statistics are very small above 25 GeV, the fake factor is evaluated by merging pT bins
above 25 GeV.
which is around 20% of for the fZ/DY. The closure tests are for Z/DY fake factors are shown in
Figure 6.10.
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Figure 6.10: Comparison of fake factor measured in Z/DY simulation and W+jet simulation. The
vertical axis is the (fW+jet - fZ/DY)/fdijet. This is an example closure test from the
8 TeV simulation with Alpgen+Pythia6 used as the parton shown model. The purple
band indicates the size of the systematics to cover the di↵erences between a Z/DY fake
factor and W+jet fake factor. The larger yellow band is the systematic for the dijet fake
factor for comparison.
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Table 6.3: Comparison of systematics on the di-jet and the Z+jets in electron channel.
stat. ± EW syst. ± sample dependence (total) % di-jet Z+jets
10 < pT < 15 2.9 ± 1.9 ± 60.0 (60.1) % 17.6 ± 10.5 ± 20.0 (28.6) %
15 < pT < 20 5.0 ± 1.9 ± 60.0 (60.1) % 34.0 ± 19.2 ± 20.0 (43.8) %
20 < pT < 25 3.9 ± 1.9 ± 60.0 (60.1) % 52.1 ± 24.8 ± 20.0 (61.1) %
pT > 25 3.6 ± 4.2 ± 60.0 (60.1) % 29.6 ± 23.1 ± 20.0 (42.5) %
Table 6.4: Comparison of systematics on the di-jet and the Z+jets in muon channel.
stat. ± EW syst. ± sample dependence (total) % di-jet Z+jets
10 < pT < 15 1.1 ± 1.8 ± 40.0 (40.1) % 10.2 ± 2.6 ± 20.0 (22.6) %
15 < pT < 20 0.5 ± 1.8 ± 40.0 (40.1) % 17.9 ± 5.1 ± 20.0 (27.3) %
20 < pT < 25 0.9 ± 1.8 ± 40.0 (40.1) % 28.6 ± 8.9 ± 20.0 (36.0) %
pT > 25 1.6 ± 4.2 ± 40.0 (40.2) % 34.1 ± 21.0 ± 20.0 (44.8) %
6.4.2 Systematics with Comparison To Dijet Fake Factors
The H!WW (⇤) analysis moved from a dijet derived fake factor to the Z/DY fake factor because the
flavor composition and jet pT spectrums are more similar to W+jet. This reduced the uncertainties
as shown in Table 6.3 for the electron and Table 6.4 for the muon.
6.5 Lepton Anti-Id Definitions
6.5.1 Electron Anti-Id Definition
The definitions of the id electron is shown in Table 6.5. The non-triggerable anti-id definition ex-
trapolates in isolation as well as particle identification, which is very pure in jets. The id definition
is vetoed from the anti-id selection so they are completely distinct sets. The non-triggerable anti-id
definition is shown in Table 6.6. The single electron trigger on ATLAS has particle identification that
is too restrictive for the non-triggerable anti-id definition. Therefore, a di↵erent definition is designed
around the trigger, which is shown in Table 6.7. The triggerable anti-id definition has a larger uncer-
tainty on the extrapolation to id leptons coming from W+jet production. It is only used to predict
less than 12% of the fake leptons in the W+jet predictions. The triggerable anti-id definition tends
to be made up of more heavy flavor quarks, so it is better for the QCD prediction. It is used for
almost all of the QCD fake prediction.
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Table 6.5: The definition of the id electron (numerator).
Identified Electron
Author 1 or 3
pT > 10 GeV
|⌘| < 2.47, excluded crack region (1.37 < |⌘| < 1.52)
|z0 ⇥ sin(✓)| < 0.4 mm, |d0/ (d0)| < 3
topoEtCone30Corr/ET < 0.20 , PtCone40/ET < 0.06 (10  15 GeV)
topoEtCone30Corr/ET < 0.24 , PtCone30/ET < 0.08 (15  20 GeV)
topoEtCone30Corr/ET < 0.28 , PtCone30/ET < 0.10 (20  GeV)
VeryTight Likelihood (10  25 GeV)
Medium++ with conversion bit and b-layer requirement (25  GeV)
Table 6.6: The definition of the anti-id electron (denominator).
Anti-id Electron
Author 1 or 3
pT > 10 GeV
|⌘| < 2.47, excluded crack region (1.37 < |⌘| < 1.52)
|z0 ⇥ sin(✓)| < 0.4 mm, |d0/ (d0)| < 3
NSCThits +N
Pixel
hits   4
topoEtCone30Corr/ET < 0.30
PtCone30/ET < 0.16
Fails isEM Medium++
Fails the identified electron
Table 6.7: The definition of the triggered anti-id electron (triggered electron denominator).
Triggered Anti-id Electron
Author 1 or 3
pT > 15 GeV
|⌘| < 2.47, excluded crack region (1.37 < |⌘| < 1.52)
|z0 ⇥ sin(✓)| < 1.2 mm, d0/ (d0) < 9
NSCThits +N
Pixel
hits   4
isEM Medium++
Ptcone and Etcone cuts Removed
Fails the identified electron
6.5.2 Muon Anti-Id Definition
The id and the anti-id definitions are shown for muons in Table 6.8 and Table 6.9, respectively. The
muon anti-id definition loosens the track and calorimeter isolation as well as the impact parameter.
The anti-id vetoes the id muon to ensure that they are distinct sets.
Similar to the electron, the muon has a non-triggerable and triggerable anti-id definition. The
triggerable definition was mention above. The non-triggerable definition has to pass a very tight
track isolation cut in the trigger, so the calorimeter isolation is completely removed. This definition
is still only 60% pure in jets. Prompt muons (non-fake) contaminate this region, so it is used as little
as possible. The definition of the triggerable muon anti-id definition is given in Table 6.10.
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Table 6.8: The definition of id muon (numerator).
Identified Muon Definition
STACO Combined Muon
pT > 10 GeV
|⌘| < 2.5
|d0/ (d0)| < 3
|z0 ⇥ sin(✓)| < 1 mm
EtCone30Corr/PT < 0.06 , PtCone40/PT < 0.06 (10  15 GeV)
EtCone30Corr/PT < 0.12 , PtCone30/PT < 0.08 (15  20 GeV)
EtCone30Corr/PT < 0.18 , PtCone30/PT < 0.12 (20  25 GeV)
EtCone30Corr/PT < 0.30 , PtCone30/PT < 0.12 (25  GeV)
Table 6.9: The definition of anti-id muon (denominator).
Anti-id Muon Definition
STACO Combined Muon
pT > 10 GeV
|⌘| < 2.5
d0 Impact Parameter Requirements Removed
|z0 ⇥ sin(✓)| < 1 mm
EtCone30Corr/PT < 0.15 (10  15 GeV)
EtCone30Corr/PT < 0.25 (15  20 GeV)
EtCone30Corr/PT < 0.30 (20  GeV)
Track isolation cuts Removed
Fails the identified muon selection
Table 6.10: The definition of the triggered anti-id muon (triggered muon denominator).
Triggered Anti-id Muon Definition
STACO Combined Muon
pT > 25 GeV
|⌘| < 2.5
d0 Impact Parameter Requirements Removed
|z0 ⇥ sin(✓)| < 1 mm
PtCone30/pT < 0.12
Fails the identified muon selection
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6.6 W+jet Control Region
6.6.1 Selection
The W+jet control region is aimed at modeling the rate at which jets fake leptons in the id+id
leptons. The anti-id leptons and id-leptons can overlap other each other as well as with jets. The
objects should not be double counted, so a procedure is used to emulate the id+id lepton selection as
close as possible. The overlap removal between id leptons, anti-id leptons, and jets is done to treat
the anti-id leptons as similar to the id leptons as possible. The overlap treatment is summarized in
Table 6.11.
Table 6.11: Id lepton, anti-id lepton, and jet overlap procedure for the W+jet and QCD control
region.
Object 1 Object 2  R < Criteria Procedure
id muon id electron 0.1 Remove electron
anti-id muon anti-id electron 0.1 Remove electron
anti-id muon id electron 0.1 Remove muon
id muon anti-id electron 0.1 Remove electron
id electron id electron 0.1 Keep higher pT electron
anti-id electron anti-id electron 0.1 Keep higher pT electron
id electron anti-id electron 0.1 Keep higher pT electron
id electron jet 0.3 Keep electron
id muon jet 0.3 Remove jet
anti-id electron jet 0.3 Keep electron
anti-id muon jet 0.3 Remove muon
id electron jet sub-threshold 0.3 Remove jet
anti-id electron jet sub-threshold 0.3 Remove jet
anti-id muon jet sub-threshold 0.3 Remove jet
Naively, the control region is the selection of exactly 1 id lepton and 1 anti-id; however, the analysis
does not remove events with extra anti-id leptons. Therefore, the combinatorics of events with 1 id
lepton and multiple anti-id leptons says that we should create a “candidate” event for each anti-id
lepton. Each “candidate” event treats all of the other the anti-id leptons as a jet. The QCD (multi-
jet) estimates, which require 2 anti-id leptons, also need “candidate” event treatment to take care of
event with more than 2 anti-id leptons.
The size of “candidate” event treatment vs requiring exactly 1 id and 1 anti-id lepton was evaluated,
and it is 2±0.2% in 0-jet, 10±2% for the 1-jet, 27±10% in 2-jet. The di↵erences are smaller than the
uncertainties on the W+jet fake factor, so this e↵ect is ignored in the 8 TeV W+jet prediction. The
VBF analysis (2-jet) rejects W+jet very well, so this is not concerning.
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6.6.2 Triggering for the W+jet CR
The W+jet control region consists of triggerable and non-triggerable anti-id definitions, and this
has to predict the W+jet and QCD backgrounds in the signal region that uses triggerable lepton
definitions 16. The strategy is to minimize the use of the triggerable anti-id definitions. For the muon,
the triggerable definition has much lower purity of fakes.
The muon triggerable anti-id definition is used when only the isolated 24 GeV single muon trigger
fired. All other cases can use looser isolation selection for the anti-id definition because the other
triggers do not have an isolation cut.
The electron is more complicated because the non-triggerable anti-id definition does not fire the
dilepton trigger. The triggerable definition is used whenever only the dilepton trigger fired. The
electron piece of the dilepton trigger satisfies a looser set of criteria than the single electron trigger;
however, the muon piece of the dilepton trigger is only about 75% e cient. The QCD estimate requires
two anti-id leptons, so this has to enter through the triggerable anti-id definition. The di↵erence in
e ciency is corrected for the QCD estimate because it a↵ects almost every event. For the W+jet
prediction, this e↵ect is small because the electron would have pT>25 GeV and is the fake. The muon,
which is from the W decay, would have be sub-leading. This happens around 13% of the time in the
eµ channel, so the correction is to the W+jet normalization is <4%.
A subtle feature of the above strategy is that the triggerable anti-id definitions need to veto the
isolated trigger definition. The summary of anti-id usage is:
• If the isolated 24 GeV muon trigger fired, then use the triggerable muon anti-id definition;
otherwise, use the non-triggerable one.
• If only the di-lepton trigger fired, then use the triggerable electron anti-id definition; otherwise,
use the non-triggerable definition.
6.6.3 Purity of the W+jet CR
The muon anti-id is around 87% pure in W+jet events, and the electron anti-id is 92% pure. The
contamination of backgrounds with two isolated leptons for all fitted variables in the 0-jet analysis
after all selections is shown in Figure 6.11.
16The Very Tight likelihood electron identification is an exception because its requirements are looser than the
trigger.
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Figure 6.11: The mT(Higgs) (upper left), m`` (upper right), and sub-leading lepton pT (lower) are
shown after all 0-jet cuts in the W+jet control region, which are events with an id and
an anti-id lepton. The small contamination of electroweak backgrounds is shown stacked.
6.6.4 Scale Factors for Anti-id Definitions
For prompt isolated leptons, a scale factor is derived to correct the isolation, impact parameter, and
particle identification criteria to data as discussed in Section 5.3. Similarly, the isolated leptons that
contaminate the W+jet CR can also be corrected to data using the same Z tag and probe technique
to derive corrections to the simulation, which are called scale factors (SF).
The Z mass peak is shown in the W+jet CR before any kinematic selections in Figure 6.12. The
results of the scale factor calculation are shown in Table 6.12, and they appear to to discrepant with
unity, which means the simulation modeling is significantly di↵erent that data.
Even though the scale factors are significantly di↵erent from unity, the impact on the W+jet
prediction in the H!WW (⇤) analysis is much smaller than the uncertainty on the fake factor. This
is mainly a cosmetic fix that subtracts the Z/DY contamination more accurately in the same flavor
channels. The impact is around 3-5% reduction in the W+jetprediction in the eµ and µe channels as
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Figure 6.12: The m`` is shown in the W+jet CR for the µµ (red), ee (black), and eµ (green). The
very large amount of Z/DY at 90 GeV means that it is pure enough to compute scale
factors for the anti-id lepton selection.
Table 6.12: Lepton scale factors (SF) for the non-triggered anti-id lepton definitions. The uncertain-
ties are statistical only.
Lepton pT (GeV) Muon SF Electron SF
10-15 1.16±0.03 1.37±0.04
15-20 1.16±0.01 1.11±0.02
20-25 1.16±0.005 1.11±0.01
25- 1.39±0.003 1.33±0.004
shown in Table 6.13.
Table 6.13: Lepton scale factors (SF) for the non-triggered anti-id lepton definitions in the lepton
flavor channels. eµ indicates lead electron and sub-leading muon. The uncertainties are
statistical only.
Cut With SF applied ee µµ eµ µe
to MC subtraction
m`` < 55 GeV No 56.1±1.8 41.4±2.1 53.1±2.2 52.2±1.1
Yes 54.1±1.8 38.6±2.1 50.6±2.2 96.2±1.8
  `` < 1.8 radians No 51.9±1.8 38.6±2.1 45.8±2.1 88.2±1.7
Yes 50.0±1.7 36.0±2.1 43.4±2.1 86.0±1.8
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6.7 W+jet Shape Modeling
6.7.1 W+jet CR Shape Modeling
The shape of the W+jet data driven is extremely important because the H!WW (⇤) analysis fits
kinematic shapes to extract the Higgs signal. So validation of the W+jet control region is tested by
comparing the data control region shapes to the simulation in the 0-jet as shown in Figure 6.13 after
the p``T selection. The MC is scaled to the same normalization as the data driven estimate, so only
the shape is compared, which agree pretty well. The simulation used is Alpgen+Herwig.
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Figure 6.13: Data driven W+jet prediction (black) and the W+jet MC (green) shape comparisons
for the mT (upper left), m`` (upper right), sub-leading lepton pT (upper right), and   ``
(upper right) after the p``T requirement in the 0-jet analysis.
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6.8 W+jet Impact
With the Higgs having a mass of around 125 GeV, the Higgs cannot decay to two W bosons with their
a mass of 80 GeV because of conservation of energy. So as discussed in Section 2.4, the Higgs boson
decays to one W on its mass shell of 80 GeV and the other W is “o↵-mass-shell” at ⇠45 GeV. This
means that the lepton from the “o↵-shell” W! `⌫ decay will typically have a much lower pTthan
the one from the “on-shell” W. The W+jet background kinematically emulates this Higgs signature
because the W is produced “on-shell”, and the fake leptons from jets tend to have a softer pT. The
Higgs analysis fits the transverse mass (mT(Higgs)) and m`` discriminating variables as described in
Section 4.6, and the W+jet appears very similar to the Higgs as shown in Figure 6.14. The W+jet
background also has large uncertainties coming from the fake factor as discussed earlier in this chapter
and is similar in size to the signal, which makes this a very di cult background to model. Checking
events with a same sign lepton as will be shown at the end of this chapter provides some confidence
in the modeling.
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Figure 6.14: W+jet (light and dark blue) and 125 GeV Higgs (red) have similar kinematics in the
mT (left) and m`` (right) discriminating variables.
6.9 QCD (Multi-jet) Estimation
6.9.1 QCD (Multi-jet) Introduction
Events where the hard collision only involves quarks and gluons with no electroweak vertices and have
multiple jets are referred to as multi-jet or QCD events. QCD events can enter the H!WW (⇤)! `⌫`⌫
analysis if two of the final state jets are mis-identified as leptons. This is a very rare occurrence;
however, the cross-section for QCD is very large. The last public results for the H!WW (⇤) analysis
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Analysis Njets EmissT Signal QCD W+jet (QCD removed) QCD/W+jet Percentage
(QCD removed) psublT > 15 (p
subl
T < 15)
Moriond-style 0 EmissT,Rel>25 132.3 1.93 92.9 4.6% (2.0%)
Current 0 Emiss,track,jetCorrT >20 155.5 5.30 114.8 5.0% (3.1%)
Moriond-style 1 EmissT,Rel>25 67.8 8.07 39.4 15.2% (20.4%)
Current 1 Emiss,track,jetCorrT >10 & maxmT(W)>50 96.4 8.73 57.7 14.3% (15.3%)
Moriond-style VBF EmissT >20 5.23±0.14 0.52±0.10 0.55±0.35 207% (95%)
Current VBF no cut 5.96±0.15 1.12±0.15 0.54±0.42 120% (245%)
Table 6.14: QCD comparison of the current analysis to a Moriond style analysis with the EmissT cuts
and lepton pT reverted. The QCD remains small or relatively unchanged as a fraction of
W+jet. The VBF analysis is the cut based analysis, and the BDT is expected to have
better rejection of QCD.
was produced for the Moriond conference in 2013 [82]. This result was also included in the combined
Higgs properties publication [8]. For Moriond 2013 analysis, QCD was not considered as a separate
background because it was very small and was included in the data driven W+jet prediction. QCD
was in fact predicted at twice its rate in the fake factor method, which is used to predict the sum
of W+jet and QCD backgrounds. The H!WW (⇤) event selection has changed in ways that might
enhance QCD compared to the Moriond analysis. For this reason, a more sophisticated procedure
was developed to separate W+jet and QCD in the fake factor method.
A summary of the changes in W+jet and QCD relative to a Moriond style analysis and the new
cuts are shown in Table 6.14. The Moriond style analysis raises the EmissT cuts and the lepton pT back
to the Moriond thresholds, and the QCD remains small and a relatively small fraction of the W+jet
background in the updated analysis. The VBF analysis is the cut based one, and the BDT has better
rejection of QCD.
Changes with respect to Moriond: To improve the W+jet and QCD background estimates,
the new procedure handles them separately. This involves subtracting the QCD from the W+jet
control region, which eliminates the double counting of QCD, and making a new dedicated QCD
control region. It is also necessary to correct the fake factor used in the QCD estimate for the
di↵erent flavor composition compared to the W+jet control region.
6.9.2 QCD in the Fake Factor Method
The H!WW (⇤) analysis uses three samples of dilepton events to measure the Higgs signal, predict
the W+jet background, and predict the QCD background. Each of these regions has contributions
from electroweak (EW) processes with the leptons coming from W! `⌫, Z/ ⇤! ``, or  -conversions
(NEW), W+jet (NW+jet), and QCD (NQCD). The first region as defined in Equation 6.2 is the signal
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region (SR), which requires two fully identified, isolated leptons (id or numerator). The EW processes
are prediction from simulation and are labelled with “MC”.
Nid+id = N
QCD
id+id +N
W+jet
id+id +N
EW,MC
id+id (6.2)
The second region is referred to as the W+jet CR, which has one fully identified, isolated lepton
(id or numerator) and one jet-enriched definition (anti-id or denominator). This region is rich in
W+jet events, but it still has some contributions from QCD and EW processes. The EW processes
are predicted using simulation (MC). The number of events are shown in Equation 6.3.
Nid+anti-id = N
QCD
id+anti-id +N
W+jet
id+anti-id +N
EW,MC
id+anti-id (6.3)
The third region is referred to as the QCD CR, which has two jet-enriched definitions (anti-id
or denominator). This region is rich in QCD events, but it still has a very small contribution from
W+jet and EW processes. Both the W+jet and EW processes are predicted using simulation (MC).
The number of events are shown in Equation 6.4.
Nanti-id+anti-id = N
QCD
anti-id+anti-id +N
W+jet,MC
anti-id+anti-id +N
EW,MC
anti-id+anti-id (6.4)
To extrapolate between the QCD control regions to theW+jet CR and the SR, the dijet fake factor
is used as defined in Section 6.3. The dijet fake factor is measured in a QCD rich low EmissT region
with one fake; however, corrections are required to ensure that the flavor dependence is accounted for
correctly when requiring two leptons. This is because the fake factor depends on the flavor composition
of the jets which in turn depends on the requirements placed on other objects in the event. When
there is another anti-id lepton in the event (referred to as the awayside object), the relevant fake
factor will be labeled fdijet00. When the awayside object is an “id” lepton like in the W+jet CR, then
the fake factor is labeled fdijet0. The derivation of the corrections to fdijet for the awayside object is
described in Section 6.9.6. The fdijet depends also on the lepton pT and flavor. Other e↵ects such as
pileup and EmissT dependence will be assessed and taken as a systematic if needed.
The large amount of complexity from estimating this background as well as our inability to simulate
su cient numbers of events to study this background means that this background should be removed
as much as possible with the isolation and impact parameter cuts on the leptons. Also QCD has
very di↵erent kinematics from the the H!WW (⇤) signal. The QCD tends to have low MET and our
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signal has high MET. The other distinguishing characteristic is the lack of a W, which is exploited in
the use of the maximum transverse mass of the W as defined in Equation 6.5.
maxmT(W ) = max
i=0,1
s
2 · E`iTE
miss,track,jetCorr
T ·
✓
1  cos  
◆
(6.5)
The iteration i considers the two leptons in the event and uses the following inputs: the ET of the
lepton, the jet corrected track MET (Emiss,track,jetCorrT ), and the angle between the two object   .
For events with a W, this mT(W) tends to be near the mass of the W, which is around 80 GeV/c2.
However, QCD tends to peak at small values of mT(W) because the MET points near one of the two
fake leptons as shown in Figure 6.15. Since the H!WW (⇤) signal has W’s in its final state, then the
max mT(W) is cut on to greatly reduce this background. The regions that are cut away will be used
for validation of the QCD prediction.
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Figure 6.15: The modeling of QCD (white) peaks at low values of mT(W) for both the mT(W) with
the leading lepton (left) and the mT(W) with the sub-leading lepton (right) shown in
the same sign 1-jet di↵erent lepton (DF) flavor. However, W+jet (light blue) peaks at
low values mainly for the sub-leading lepton on the right.
6.9.3 Triggering for QCD Estimation
The trigger acceptance for QCD CR is di↵erent from the W+jet CR due to the isolation and particle
identification that is cut on in the trigger. The W+jet CR for most events triggers on the generally
higher pT lepton from the W for which the o✏ine requirements are tighter than the trigger’s. The
W+jet CR then uses a non-triggerable anti-id definition to predict W+jet in the signal region (SR).
On the other hand, the QCD CR has both leptons coming from jets, which means that both leptons
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need a looser isolation or particle identification to from which to extrapolate into the SR. The dilepton
triggers make looser requirements on the leptons that are selected, which the events from the QCD
CR pass. Therefore, the QCD prediction is mainly accepted through the dilepton triggers, which use
the triggerable anti-id definition summarized in Section 6.5. A summary of trigger definitions used is
given in the W+jet Section 6.5.
6.9.4 QCD Subtraction from W+jet CR
Solving Equation 6.3 for the NW+jet and applying the fW+jet, which is the fake factor for W+jet
events, the prediction for W+jet in the SR (NW+jetid+id ) is given by Equation 6.6.
NW+jetid+id = fW+jet · (Nid+anti-id  N
QCD,MC
id+anti-id  NEWid+anti-id) (6.6)
NEW,MCid+anti-id is estimated using simulation. The remaining contribution from QCD will be subtracted
using a data driven method. Equation 6.4 is solved for the QCD prediction in the W+jet CR
(NQCDid+anti-id), and fdijet
00, the dijet fake factor with a correction for an awayside anti-id lepton, is
applied in Equation 6.7. The factor of two is from having two jets, and either jet can fake. This is
the same factor of 2 that leads to the double counting of QCD in the simple fake factor method used
in the Moriond analysis.
NQCDid+anti-id = 2 · fdijet00 · (Nanti-id+anti-id  N
W+jet
anti-id+anti-id  N
EW,MC
anti-id+anti-id) (6.7)
The W+jet and EW contributions to the QCD CR, NW+jet,MCanti-id+anti-id and N
EW,MC
anti-id+anti-id, are sub-
tracted using simulation. They are a very small subtraction, which is typically less than 5%. A
more thorough study of the composition of the QCD CR is shown in Section 6.9.12. Equation 6.7 for
NQCDid+anti-id, which uses the pairs of anti-id leptons is used to predict the QCD contamination in the
W+jet CR by substituting it into Equation 6.6, which gives Equation 6.8.
NW+jetid+id = fW+jet·(Nid+anti-id [2·fdijet00·(Nanti-id+anti-id N
W+jet,MC
anti-id+anti-id N
EW,MC
anti-id+anti-id)] N
EW,MC
id+anti-id)
(6.8)
In the final fit for the H!WW (⇤) yield, the electron and muon fakes are separated, so the QCD
must be subtracted separately from each W+jet CR: µ+anti-id electron, electron +anti-id µ, etc.
fdijet00 depends on the anti-id definition as well as the other lepton in the event because the jet flavor
composition is very di↵erent for the awayside lepton being an electron and it being a muon. To account
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for the di↵erences in flavor composition, a correction factor “c” is defined to be applied to the fake
factor fdijet that is extracted from the inclusive dijet sample, such that fdijet00 = c
00away-side anti-id
near-side ·fdijet.
The near-side refers to the anti-id definition that the fake factor is applied to, and the awayside refers
to the other lepton in the event, so c
00e anti-id
µ refers to the correction to be applied to the muon
factor in events where the awayside contains an anti-id electron. Note that there are triggered and
non-triggered denominator definitions as well as pT dependence of the fake factor definitions, so a
di↵erent correction is required for each lepton definition and awayside lepton definition. This will
be discussed more at the end of this section. The W+jet e-fake and W+jet µ-fake estimates are
separately corrected for QCD using the Equation 6.9.
NW+jet electron fakeid µ+predicted-id e = fW+jet·
✓
Nid µ+ anti-id e c
00e anti id
µ ⇥fdijet⇥N
QCD
anti-id µ +anti-id e N
EW
id-µ+ anti-id e
◆
,
(6.9)
where NW+jet electron fakeid µ+predicted-id e is the amount of pure W+jet contribution to two identified leptons with
a real muon and a fake electron.. The µ and e terms can be interchanged to predict the amount
of W+jet for electron and muon fakes. The NQCDanti-id µ+anti-id e is the number events with a pair of
two denominators after subtracting the EW and W+jet contributions. Note that the order of the
objects in the subscript does not indicate the leading and sub-leading lepton. The notable di↵erence
from Equation 6.8 is the lack of a factor of 2 in the QCD subtraction. This is because the muon fake
would end up in the subtraction of the muon denominators and not in the electron fakes. In fact, the
factor of 2 is really too simplistic and would only be true if the correction for muon fakes and electron
fakes were the same. In reality, the correction is c
00e anti-id
µ + c
00µanti-id
e , and both of these, for example,
contribute to the e-lead and µ-sub-lead channel.
The use of fW+jet is important to note in Equation 6.9 because of its e↵ect on the subtraction of
QCD from the the W+jet CR. The subtraction removes the number of id+anti-id pairs due to QCD
from the W+jet CR, but when estimating the number of id+id events due to W+jet, we multiply the
QCD subtraction by fW+jet because that is the factor that the QCD contamination of the W+jet
CR would be multiplied by. Finally when correcting the fW+jet to the opposite sign or same sign
fake factor to account for di↵erences in jet flavor composition for fake leptons with the same charge
as the W and opposite charge of the W, it is important to apply these corrections to the subtraction
of QCD as well.
Another complication for cases where the anti-id definitions are not the same in the QCD and
W+jet CRs, the subtraction is more complicated because one denominator needs to be corrected to
the other. The following derivation in Equation 6.12 relates two di↵erent denominator definitions,
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which is used in the electron fakes to relate the triggered anti-id definition to the non-triggerable
definition. The derivation begins by requiring that the QCD contribution to the id+anti-id sample
should be the sample whether it is estimated from the anti-id+anti-id or anti-id triggered+anti-id
sample. The equality in Equation 6.10 shows this statement in terms of the fake factors and correction
factors we have already defined.
cµe anti-id trigfdijet ·N
QCD
µ anti-id+e anti-id trig = c
µ
e anti-idfdijet ·N
QCD
µ anti-id+e anti-id (6.10)
cµe anti-id trig
cµe anti-id
=
NQCDµ anti-id+e anti-id
NQCDµ anti-id+e anti-id trig
(6.11)
(6.12)
To summarize, here is a list of all of the needed correction terms. The correction term is either for
an electron or muon, and that electron or muon can be for a triggered anti-id or a non-triggered anti-
id definition. The awayside lepton can be either lepton flavor, and either an id, anti-id, or triggered
anti-id. Combining these together 2⇥2⇥ 2⇥ 3 =16 di↵erent correction terms.
It is also interesting to note that NQCDanti-id µ+anti-id e is used 3 times. Once to subtract from the
electron fakes, once to subtract from the muon fakes, and a third time to predict the QCD background
with two fully identified leptons. This third use is the subject of the next section.
6.9.5 QCD Prediction
The QCD prediction in the id+anti-id region is given by Equation 6.7. For the next lepton to fake,
the fdijet is applied, and it is corrected for the presence of an awayside id-lepton, which is labeled
fdijet0. Similar to the QCD subtraction from the W+jet CR, corrections for the awayside object are
defined as fdijet0 = c
0away-side id
near-side fdijet, but here they are for an awayside id lepton and not an awayside
anti-id lepton. The prediction for QCD in the SR is given by Equation 6.13.
NQCDid+id = fdijet
0 · fdijet00 · (Nanti-id+anti-id  NW+jetanti-id+anti-id  NEWanti-id+anti-id) (6.13)
6.9.6 Simulation Derived QCD Correction
This section describes the techiniques used to deal with the very limited QCD simulation statistics.
Requiring two id or two anti-id leptons is not possible, so some assumptions are made to events with
one id or anti-id lepton to extract the necessary c correction terms. This section is intended only for
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people interested in the details of this calculation. All others can skip to the next Section 6.9.7, which
discusses how to reduce the large number of corrections term.
The dilepton QCD fake factor can be quite di↵erent from the dijet fake factor measured in data,
which is for a single lepton fake. The the requirements on the awayside can greatly enhance the heavy
flavor contributions. A correction for the di↵erences in flavor composition is derived in simulation.
Section 6.9.8 describes the validation of the simulation described corrections. This section describes
the technical details of the procedure to derive these corrections in simulation, which are very com-
plicated due to the poor MC statistics. These details are not critical to understanding the remaining
sections, so those who would like to skip this can move to the next Section 6.9.7.
Looking at NQCDid+anti-id, we realize that one numerator (id) biases the other jet that ends up as
a denominator (anti-id), so we label the fake rate of the second jet as fdijet0 = c
0away-side id
near-side ·fdijet as
mentioned in section 6.9.4. Having only one jet fake is exactly the fake factor that is measured in the
dijet sample in data.
Recall that the fake factor fdijet is ratio of the inclusive count of all identified (id) leptons called
numerators (N) divided by the count of all anti-identified (anti-id) leptons called denominators (D)
in dijet events. When requirements are placed on another object in the event, the awayside, the
composition of the N and D samples changes. We refer to these as Nbias and Dbias. If su cient MC
stats existed, then the QCD fake factor correction, c, would be computed as
c =
1
fdijet
· N
bias
Dbias
. (6.14)
The bias on the fake factor cannot be directly measured in simulation because the dijet MC stats
are very poor, so some approximations are made to estimate the correction term. Requiring one
numerator or denominator in the dijet sample gives a su ciently large sample to measure fake rates
and flavor composition, but requiring two numerators or denominators gives a sample that is much
too small. In order to overcome this, we use the ansatz that the two sides of a dijet events are only
correlated by their flavor composition. For simplicity, only three jet flavors are considered: b-quarks,
c-quarks, and light flavor (LF).
Implementing the ansatz, the Nbias and Dbias are first written as the sum of three flavor com-
ponents as shown in Equation 6.15. Note that the sub-scripts on c that describe the nearside and
awayside objects were dropped from the equation for simplicity.
c =
1
fdijet
· N
bias
LF +N
bias
b +N
bias
c
DbiasLF +D
bias
b +D
bias
c
. (6.15)
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The NbiasLF is then estimated using the factorization by writing them is as the product of N
bias
LF =
NLF ·
JawaysideLF
Jjet unbiasedLF
. The
JawaysideLF
Jjet unbiasedLF
is the ratio of LF jets with a numerator or denominator require-
ment to the number of LF jets with no event requirements. The above is for the LF numerator and
denominator, but the c-quark and b-quark can be substituted for LF in all of the equations.
This paragraph gives a more detailed description of the variables used above for those interested.
The numerator and denominator near side jet composition (the jet with  R(truth jet, numerator or
denominator)< 0.4) is reweighted to match the awayside jet flavor . To do so, define the following
replacing light flavor (LF) for b-quarks and c-quarks to get the heavy flavor definitions:
• NLF to be the number of LF numerators unbiased by any requirements on the awayside jet (i.e.
as measure in the incluside dijet sample without any requirements on the awayside object).
• DLF to be the number of LF denominators unbiased by any requirements on the awayside jet
(i.e. as measure in the incluside dijet sample without any requirements on the awayside object).
• Jjet unbiasedLF to be the number of LF jets (i.e. This is a jet with no numerator or denominator
isolation applied.) with no other event requirements.
• JawaysideidLF to be the number of LF awayside jets when there is a numerator required in the
event. The jet is separated in  R > 0.4 from the numerator.
The ratio
JawaysideLF
Jjet unbiasedLF
can be written in a more meaningful way by dividing the top and bottom
of Equation 6.15 by
Jawaysideall
Jjet unbiasedall
. This is the ratio of jets with an awayside numerator or denominator
to the number of inclusive jets (i.e. no event selection). The division of the above ratios are defined
to be ⇠LF =
JawaysideLF /J
awayside
all
Jjet unbiasedLF /J
jet unbiased
all
. ⇠ physically corresponds to the change in jet composition after
requiring one fake lepton in an event. ⇠ = 1 means no change, and ⇠ larger or smaller than 1 means
an increase or decrease, respectively, of that flavor jet. The biased number of LF jets can also be
written as N biasLF = NLF · ⇠LF . Plugging these into equation 6.15, the following can be computed as
c =
1
fdijet
· NLF · ⇠LF +Nb · ⇠b +Nc · ⇠c
DLF · ⇠LF +Db · ⇠b +Dc · ⇠c
. (6.16)
NLF , Nb, Nc, DLF , Db, and Dc are measured in the dijet simulation with less than ⇡ 30% MC
statistical uncertainty. ⇠LF ⇠b, and ⇠c are also measured in the simulation with decent statistical
precision. The largest uncertainty comes from using an awayside muon due to the limited muon MC
statistics. ⇠LF ⇠b, and ⇠c for an awayside electron are shown in figure 6.16, and ⇠ averaged over all
jet pT is shown in table 6.9.6. Due to the poor statistics, the ⇠ averaged over jet pT is used.
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Table 6.15: Awayside jet corrections (⇠) from a numerator and denominator for the electron and
muon. ⇠ is change in bottom, charm, and LF jets averaged over all jet pT by having
an awayside muon or electron numerator or denominator. ⇠ = 1 means no change in jet
composition.
Lepton definition Flavor
Mean (⇠) bottom charm Light Flavor (LF)
Electron Numerator 3.0 ± 0.5 1.1 ± 0.2 0.94 ± 0.01
Electron Denominator 1.15 ± 0.03 1.05 ± 0.01 0.995 ± 0.002
Electron Triggerable Denominator 3.40 ± 0.11 1.13 ± 0.04 0.928 ± 0.004
Muon Numerator 8.0±0.2 1.18±0.04 0.82±0.005
Muon Denominator 7.0±0.1 1.26±0.01 0.82±0.002
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Figure 6.16: The change in the awayside jet fractions for an awayside electron as a function of the jet
pT. An ⇠ = 1 indicates no change, and being larger than 1 indicates an increase in that
jet flavor. The bottom (green), charm (red), and light flavor (black) jets.
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Figure 6.17: QCD correction to the fake factor for flavor composition. The correction for the non-
triggereable denominator (left) and triggered denominator (right) electrons in events with
a muon numerator. The uncertainties from each component are shown and is dominantly
the b-cross-section for the non-triggereable denominator.
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The correction factors must be derived for each denominator definition and both awayside lepton
flavors. A 20% uncertainty coming from the pT of the awayside lepton is assumed for the dijet fake
factor; the larger the pT of the jet the harder it is for the jet to fake our isolated leptons because
more of the energy has to be missed. Since the pT of the faking jet is not known, the RMS of the
jets faking leptons is extract from simulation. Then the awayside jet is varied by this ±RMS around
the appropriate jet pT in from simulation, which results in roughly a 20% uncertainty. Additional
systematics on the fake factor, which is derived in data from a QCD rich region, come from EW
contamination, data statistics, and pileup dependence were included on the QCD estimation and are
shown in the W+jet section 6.3. The additional systematics on the correction term (c) from varying
the b-jet and c-jet fractions up and down by 50% and the simulation statistical uncertainties.
The uncertainties and correction factors are shown for the electron in Figure 6.17 and for the muon
in Figure 6.18, and a table of uncertainties for the correction factors and fdijet used in the analysis are
in Table 6.9.6 for 10 GeV correction factors. The uncertainties on the muon and electron correction
factors and fdijet are added in quadrature to get the total uncertainty on QCD. Not all uncertainties
are shown because some corrections are very similar as discussed in the next section.
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Figure 6.18: QCD correction to the fake factor for flavor composition. The correction for the muon
with an awayside muon (left) and awayside electron (right). The uncertainties from each
component are shown and is dominately b-jet fraction.
6.9.7 Simplifications Made
A priori each set of anti-id or anti-id and id pairs needs its own specific correction term c. However,
some of the denominators are similar enough to not significantly impact the QCD correction term. The
muon triggered denominator extrapolates mostly in calo isolation while the non-triggered extrapolates
less in calo isolation and more in track isolation. The worry is that this could change the flavor
compositions su ciently to change the correction factor; however, the di↵erences in the fake factor
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Table 6.16: The percentage uncertainties on fdijet and the QCD correction factors for 10-15 GeV
leptons in the di↵erent flavor.
Uncertainties Uncertainties
cµe anti-id trig c
µ
e anti-id c
e
µ
b-XS 0.00 0.32 0.03
c-XS 0.04 0.04 0.00
jet pT 0.20 0.20 0.20
MC Stat 0.21 0.21 0.03
⇠ Stat 0.10 0.06 0.25
Pileup 0.10 0.10 0.10
EW Contamination 0.05 0.05 0.05
Total 0.33 0.45 0.34
correction between the triggered muon denominator and the non-triggered muon denominator are
within less than 5% as is shown in Figure 6.19. So no distinction is made between the non-triggered
denominator corrections and the triggered muon denomintors corrections. The non-triggered muon
denominator represents most of the muon fakes, so its correction term is used for both denominators.
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Figure 6.19: QCD corrections for the triggered muon denominator and non-triggered muon denom-
inator in dijet simulation events with an awayside electron numerator. The di↵erences
are less than 5%, so only the non-triggered correction is used.
The awayside lepton definition results in di↵erent correction factors for an awayside id lepton, used
in fdijet0, and for an awayside anti-id lepton, used in fdijet00. The corrections do not depend very much
on whether awayside lepton is an id or anti-id lepton as shown in Figure 6.20. The di↵erences are less
than 5% on corrections which have an approximately 33-45% uncertainty. To reduce the very large
number of corrections, the awayside id lepton is used for both the awayside id and awayside anti-id
leptons. The one exception is the e↵ect of the awayside non-triggerable electron on the muon, which is
roughly 10% di↵erent; this di↵erence is used. The id lepton makes stricter requirements, so it makes a
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bigger impact on the jet flavor composition. With this simplification, c
00away-side anti-id
near-side = c
0away-side id
near-side ,
therefore, the primes are dropped for future discussion.
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Figure 6.20: QCD corrections comparing the e↵ect of an awayside id lepton (red) and an awayside
anti-id lepton (black and green). The uncertainties are a sum in quadrature of the b-
quark cross-section variance and simulation statistics. The corrections for the muon
(lower) and electron (upper) as a function of lepton pT are shown. The e↵ect of an
awayside anti-id vs an awayside id lepton is small except for the non-triggerable electron
anti-id e↵ect on the muon.
6.9.8 Data Validation of QCD Corrections
The QCD corrections are validated using a very pure kinematic region of low max mT(W) events
in the 1-jet W+jet CR. The mT(W) is expected to peak slightly below mW ⇡ 80 GeV for W+jet
events, but for QCD, it should peak near 0. The low max mT(W) events are not used by the analysis
because of the max mT(W)> 50 GeV cut, so they are used to check that the correction terms are well
modeled in the data. The validation is two fold. The correction term for the QCD anti-id+anti-id
prediction in the W+jet CR (id+anti-id) is checked as well as the signal region (id+id) prediction for
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QCD. The former is useful to validate the individual correction terms for muons and electrons while
the later validates the full QCD prediction in the id+id sample applying all corrections.
To solve for the correction term, the following formulation is used in Equation 6.20 by setting the
prediction for QCD from the QCD CR and the W+jet CR equal to each other. While deriving the
correction in the lead-e sub-lead-µ channel, the anti-id definitions are the same in the W+jet CR and
the QCD CR, which is used in Equation 6.19 to cancel the correction ceµ. The simplification from the
previous section that ce anti-id trigµ = c
e
µ is used along with assuming that the correction term does not
depend much on the lepton pT, which is valid in most cases from the simulation.
NQCDid+id prediction from the W+jet CR = N
QCD
id+id prediction from the QCD CR
(6.17)
ce anti-id trigµ f
µ
dijet · c
µ
e anti-id trigf
e trig
dijet ·N
QCD
µ anti-id+e anti-id trig = c
e
µf
µ
dijet ·N
QCD
e id+µ anti-id (6.18)
cµe anti-id trigf
µ
dijet · f
e trig
dijet ·N
QCD
µ anti-id+e anti-id trig = f
µ
dijet ·N
QCD
e id+µ anti-id (6.19)
cµe anti-id trig =
fµdijet ·N
QCD
e id+µ anti-id
fµdijet · f
e trig
dijet ·N
QCD
µ anti-id+e anti-id trig
(6.20)
For cases where the anti-id definitions are not the same in the QCD and W+jet CR, the correc-
tion factors do not cancel. Therefore, when validating in the the W+jet CR, a combination of the
correction terms is compared to data as shown in Equation 6.24. . This is relevant for the lead-µ
sub-lead-e channel, in which the QCD CR uses the triggerable anti-id definition and the W+jet CR
uses the non-triggerable anti-id definition for the electrons.
NQCDid+id prediction from W+jet CR non-trig anti-id = N
QCD
id+id prediction from QCD CR with trig anti-id
(6.21)
ce anti-id trigµ f
µ
dijet · c
µ
e anti-id trigf
e trig
dijet ·N
QCD
µ anti-id+e anti-id trig = c
e
µf
e
dijet ·N
QCD
µ id+e anti-id (6.22)
ce anti-id trigµ · c
µ
e anti-id trig
cµe anti-id
=
f edijet ·N
QCD
µ id+e anti-id
fµdijet · f
e trig
dijet ·N
QCD
µ anti-id+e anti-id trig
(6.23)
(6.24)
Removing the MET cuts, the 1-jet QCD validation region after the   `` < 1.8 cut for opposite
sign leptons is shown in figure 6.21, which demonstrates the purity of the low max mT(W). The
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W+jet MC indicates that there is very little W+jet at low max mT(W). The “Data driven QCD”
is given by fdijet
2 ·NQCDanti-id+anti-id, which is strongly peaked near 0. The “Data Driven W+jet (QCD
removed)” assumes that the correction terms are 1, and it fdijet ·NW+jetid+anti-id. The shape of the “Data
Driven W+jet (QCD removed)” indicates that not all of the QCD contamination was removed. Using
the above Equations 6.24 and 6.20 the correction term is extracted from max mT(W)<20 GeV.
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Figure 6.21: The di↵erent flavor 1-jet bin with no EmissT criteria applied after the   `` cut. The
W+jetMC,W+jet data driven with EW backgrounds subtracted, and QCD data driven
are shown, and the W+jet MC indicates that the low max mT(W) is a very pure QCD
sample. The correction term applied to the QCD fake factor is assumed to be 1. The
large amount of “Data Driven W+jet (QCD removed)” at low max mT(W) indicates
that not all of the QCD was subtracted out, and the correction terms are larger than 1.
The data driven corrections are derived by scaling the QCD predictions in Figure 6.22 to match
the W+jet CR for electron and muon anti-ids. The MC correction factor is adjusted to account for
the di↵erences in trigger e ciency between the id+anti-id region and the anti-id+anti-id, which use
the single and dilepton triggers, respectively. The di↵erences in e ciencies are roughly 15-20% for a
triggered muon and 5% for a triggered electron. The correction terms derived in data agree within
the uncertainties of with the ones derived in simulation and are shown in table 6.17.
Correction Term Channel C-data C-MC
cµe anti-id eµ 2.33 ± 0.17 2.1±0.9
ceµ eµ 1.07 ± 0.10 1.2±0.4
cµe anti-id trig µe 1.75 ± 0.10 1.6±0.7
ce anti-id trigµ ·c
µ
e anti-id trig
cµ
e anti-id
µe 0.47 ± 0.05 0.58±0.19
Table 6.17: QCD correction terms derived in data from the maxmT(W ) < 20 GeV. The MC is cor-
rected for the di↵erence in dilepton and single lepton triggers. The QCD uncertainties are
the sum in quadrature of all of the systematics, and the data uncertainties are statistical
only. The correction terms are derived from figure 6.22.
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Figure 6.22: The di↵erent flavor 1-jet bin with no EmissT criteria applied after the   `` <1.8 cut.
The QCD and W+jet numerator-numerator predictions are shown for eµ (left) and µe
(right) with no QCD subtracted from W+jet and correction factors set to 1.
Emiss,track,jetCorrT c
µ
e anti-id
ce anti-id trigµ ·c
µ
e anti-id trig
cµ
e anti-id
0-10 GeV 2.75 ± 0.35 0.59±0.10
10-20 GeV 2.50 ± 0.36 0.50±0.08
20-30 GeV 2.50 ± 0.36 0.45±0.09
>30 GeV 1.67 ± 0.26 0.34±0.07
Table 6.18: EmissT dependence of the QCD correction terms is derived in data in the 1-jet DF with
maxmT (W ) < 20 GeV.
6.9.9 EmissT Dependence of QCD Corrections
Since the heavy flavor decays can produce neutrinos, the correction terms could depend on EmissT .
Splitting the maxmT (W ) < 20 GeV events into 10-GeV bins of E
miss,track,jetCorr
T , the E
miss
T depen-
dence is shown in table 6.18. The correction terms tend to decrease as a the EmissT is increased. One
possible cause for the decrease is aW+jet contamination, which is larger in the higher Emiss,track,jetCorrT
bins, and this contamination is not easily accounted for with the limited W+jet MC statistics. If the
flavor composition of the fakes is being changed with the EmissT cut, then this is what the systematics
are supposed to cover, and the variations of the corrections terms are covered by the uncertainties
on c, which are roughly 40%. Also without a good way to estimate the W+jet contamination, no
correction is made for the trend of the correction factor to decrease with increased EmissT .
6.9.10 Data Agreement with QCD
Since the QCD should not have a large amount of real MET from neutrinos, the Emiss,track,jetCorrT cut
is removed to check the QCD modeling. Also requiring the leptons to be like sign removes a large
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amount of the electroweak processes, which have prompt (isolated) leptons. This leaves a much more
pure sample to check the modeling of fakes. The m`` mT, and sub-leading lepton pT with the W+jet
and QCD systematics is shown in the same sign 0-jet DF before the p``T requirement in Figure 6.23.
In the µe channel, the sub-leading lepton pT distribution for QCD does not increase in the 10-15 GeV
bin, which is due to the dilepton trigger. The trigger plateau for the electron in the eµ trigger is 15
GeV, so only the single lepton triggered events can have electrons with pT less than 15 GeV. This
raises the leading lepton pT threshold to 25 GeV for the µe lowest pT bin, which reduces the QCD
significantly.
The modeling the 1-jet and 2-jet bins is also investigated. The modeling of the same sign 1-
jet di↵erent flavor (DF) region before the Z/DY ! ⌧⌧ veto is shown in Figure 6.24 with no MET
requirement. The same sign 2-jet DF region before them`` cut is shown in Figure 6.25. The agreement
with data is within the systematic uncertainties in all of these jet bins.
In the 1-jet, it is possible to reduce the Z/DY ! ⌧⌧ background su ciently to look at the modeling
of QCD in the di↵erent flavor channel, which is shown in Figure 6.26. No MET requirement is made
and the max mT(W) cut is removed to enhance the QCD, but all other cuts are made. The signal
region is blinded, which is the reason for the lack of events with 80 < mT < 150 GeV.
Additional plots with separation between W+jet and QCD are shown in the Appendix Plots for
QCD (multi-jet). QCD and W+jet agree within their uncertainties for each of the jet bin.
The cutflows for the same sign region with no MET or max mT(W) cut applied are shown for the
0-jet (6.19), 1-jet (6.20), and VBF (6.21). The control regions agree well with data.
HWW HWW ggf HWW vbf WW WZ/ZZ/W  tt̄ SingleTop Z+jets Z+jets ⌧⌧ Z  QCD W+jets data bkgs Data
Same Sign 25.1 ± 1.4 0.779 ± 0.097 24.4 ± 1.4 38.72 ± 0.84 2226 ± 18 183.5 ± 1.7 61.8 ± 2.4 323 ± 33 95.5 ± 3.9 315.9 ± 7.7 1343.7 ± 4.8 2489 ± 26 7077 ± 47 6939 ± 83
m`` >10 GeV 25.1 ± 1.4 0.775 ± 0.097 24.3 ± 1.4 38.64 ± 0.84 2122 ± 17 182.9 ± 1.7 61.5 ± 2.4 302 ± 32 95.3 ± 3.9 306.4 ± 7.6 1320.1 ± 4.7 2477 ± 26 6906 ± 46 6763 ± 82
Njets== 0 7.68 ± 0.72 0.403 ± 0.069 7.28 ± 0.72 23.45 ± 0.65 1111 ± 11 4.15 ± 0.25 2.89 ± 0.30 157 ± 22 62.8 ± 3.2 221.2 ± 6.4 683.6 ± 3.6 1110 ± 17 3376 ± 32 3143 ± 56
Cut0jDPhillMET 7.42 ± 0.71 0.403 ± 0.069 7.02 ± 0.71 23.06 ± 0.65 1073 ± 11 3.99 ± 0.25 2.86 ± 0.30 141 ± 22 58.6 ± 3.1 189.4 ± 6.0 587.1 ± 3.3 1083 ± 16 3162 ± 30 2981 ± 55
p``T>30 GeV 5.73 ± 0.62 0.337 ± 0.063 5.39 ± 0.62 15.34 ± 0.53 654.2 ± 9.2 3.36 ± 0.22 2.11 ± 0.22 31 ± 10 4.57 ± 0.80 41.3 ± 2.8 28.94 ± 0.92 566.6 ± 8.1 1347 ± 16 1312 ± 36
m`` <55 GeV 2.22 ± 0.39 0.304 ± 0.060 1.92 ± 0.39 2.79 ± 0.23 392.6 ± 6.8 0.70 ± 0.10 0.534 ± 0.071 0.95 ± 0.34 1.90 ± 0.53 25.5 ± 2.2 11.50 ± 0.73 265.1 ± 5.5 701.6 ± 9.1 656 ± 26
  `` < 1.8 2.15 ± 0.39 0.248 ± 0.055 1.91 ± 0.39 2.47 ± 0.21 358.1 ± 6.5 0.599 ± 0.095 0.475 ± 0.068 0.56 ± 0.27 0.67 ± 0.30 20.8 ± 2.0 7.97 ± 0.67 167.1 ± 4.4 558.7 ± 8.2 542 ± 23
Table 6.19: Same sign 0-jet DF (eµ+ µe) control region with no EmissT cut applied.
HWW HWW ggf HWW vbf WW WZ/ZZ/W  tt̄ SingleTop Z+jets Z+jets ⌧⌧ Z  QCD W+jets data bkgs Data
Same Sign 25.1 ± 1.4 0.779 ± 0.097 24.4 ± 1.4 38.72 ± 0.84 2226 ± 18 183.5 ± 1.7 61.8 ± 2.4 323 ± 33 95.5 ± 3.9 315.9 ± 7.7 1343.7 ± 4.8 2489 ± 26 7077 ± 47 6939 ± 83
m`` >10 GeV 25.1 ± 1.4 0.775 ± 0.097 24.3 ± 1.4 38.64 ± 0.84 2122 ± 17 182.9 ± 1.7 61.5 ± 2.4 302 ± 32 95.3 ± 3.9 306.4 ± 7.6 1320.1 ± 4.7 2477 ± 26 6906 ± 46 6763 ± 82
Njets== 1 9.78 ± 0.87 0.231 ± 0.054 9.55 ± 0.87 10.60 ± 0.44 655.4 ± 9.6 31.25 ± 0.69 19.9 ± 1.3 106 ± 20 22.6 ± 1.7 63.3 ± 3.5 415.7 ± 2.5 601 ± 14 1925 ± 26 1932 ± 44
Nb-jet == 0 8.07 ± 0.78 0.200 ± 0.050 7.87 ± 0.78 9.15 ± 0.40 563.3 ± 9.0 8.24 ± 0.35 7.26 ± 0.81 88 ± 18 18.6 ± 1.6 52.1 ± 3.1 311.6 ± 2.1 449 ± 12 1508 ± 24 1492 ± 39
Z/DY ! ⌧⌧ Veto 6.19 ± 0.69 0.180 ± 0.047 6.01 ± 0.68 5.57 ± 0.31 396.6 ± 7.6 5.89 ± 0.30 4.85 ± 0.69 37 ± 11 7.4 ± 1.1 28.3 ± 2.3 165.0 ± 1.6 303.9 ± 9.2 954 ± 17 983 ± 31
m`` <55 GeV 2.53 ± 0.42 0.119 ± 0.039 2.41 ± 0.42 1.31 ± 0.15 232.7 ± 6.2 1.81 ± 0.16 2.72 ± 0.52 29.2 ± 9.9 3.40 ± 0.69 17.0 ± 1.7 124.8 ± 1.4 172.9 ± 7.6 586 ± 14 550 ± 23
  `` < 1.8 2.05 ± 0.36 0.119 ± 0.039 1.93 ± 0.36 1.17 ± 0.14 198.6 ± 5.8 1.58 ± 0.15 2.22 ± 0.48 23.9 ± 8.9 1.86 ± 0.54 14.6 ± 1.6 67.5 ± 1.0 127.6 ± 6.1 439 ± 12 408 ± 20
Table 6.20: Same sign 1-jet DF (eµ+ µe) control region with no EmissT or max mT(W) cuts applied.
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HWW HWW ggf HWW vbf WW WZ/ZZ/W  tt̄ SingleTop Z+jets Z+jets ⌧⌧ Z  QCD W+jets data bkgs Data
Same Sign 25.1 ± 1.4 0.779 ± 0.097 24.4 ± 1.4 38.72 ± 0.84 2226 ± 18 183.5 ± 1.7 61.8 ± 2.4 323 ± 33 95.5 ± 3.9 315.9 ± 7.7 1343.7 ± 4.8 2489 ± 26 7078 ± 47 6939 ± 83
m`` >10 GeV 25.1 ± 1.4 0.775 ± 0.097 24.3 ± 1.4 38.64 ± 0.84 2122 ± 17 182.9 ± 1.7 61.5 ± 2.4 302 ± 32 95.3 ± 3.9 306.4 ± 7.6 1320.1 ± 4.7 2477 ± 26 6907 ± 46 6763 ± 82
Njets  2 7.64 ± 0.78 0.141 ± 0.041 7.50 ± 0.78 4.60 ± 0.29 355.7 ± 8.9 147.5 ± 1.5 38.8 ± 2.0 39 ± 12 9.9 ± 1.3 22.0 ± 2.1 220.8 ± 1.9 766 ± 13 1605 ± 20 1688 ± 41
Nb-jet == 0 4.64 ± 0.59 0.088 ± 0.031 4.55 ± 0.59 3.16 ± 0.23 252.4 ± 8.0 15.14 ± 0.48 7.70 ± 0.94 29 ± 10 7.1 ± 1.1 13.8 ± 1.6 124.9 ± 1.5 244.5 ± 8.3 698 ± 16 824 ± 29
m`` <50 GeV 1.26 ± 0.30 0.062 ± 0.025 1.20 ± 0.29 0.398 ± 0.086 81.7 ± 4.4 2.95 ± 0.21 2.18 ± 0.56 13.0 ± 7.8 3.91 ± 0.82 3.54 ± 0.88 64.88 ± 0.97 71.8 ± 5.1 244 ± 10 269 ± 16
  `` < 1.8 1.15 ± 0.28 0.062 ± 0.025 1.09 ± 0.28 0.367 ± 0.083 70.3 ± 3.8 2.64 ± 0.20 1.55 ± 0.52 12.4 ± 7.8 2.03 ± 0.54 3.15 ± 0.84 41.29 ± 0.77 54.6 ± 4.2 188.3 ± 9.8 216 ± 15
ptotT <15 GeV 0.75 ± 0.23 0.026 ± 0.017 0.72 ± 0.23 0.283 ± 0.072 53.7 ± 3.6 1.77 ± 0.16 1.52 ± 0.45 7.7 ± 6.5 1.59 ± 0.48 1.32 ± 0.52 20.37 ± 0.53 43.0 ± 3.2 131.3 ± 8.1 162 ± 13
mjj >600 GeV 0.0146 ± 0.0053 ± 0.0146 ± 0.0053 0.0000070 ± 0.0000070 2.10 ± 0.51 0.073 ± 0.034 0.096 ± 0.096 ± 0.29 ± 0.24 0.0028 ± 0.0028 0.557 ± 0.084 1.40 ± 0.57 4.52 ± 0.81 6 ± 2.4
 yjj > 3.6 0.0130 ± 0.0051 ± 0.0130 ± 0.0051 0.0000070 ± 0.0000070 1.46 ± 0.45 0.062 ± 0.032 0.096 ± 0.096 ± 0.063 ± 0.063 0.0028 ± 0.0028 0.532 ± 0.083 1.25 ± 0.56 3.47 ± 0.73 5 ± 2.2
Central Jet Veto 0.0130 ± 0.0051 ± 0.0130 ± 0.0051 0.0000070 ± 0.0000070 0.70 ± 0.33 0.012 ± 0.012 0.096 ± 0.096 ± 0.063 ± 0.063 ± 0.275 ± 0.061 0.66 ± 0.39 1.81 ± 0.53 3 ± 1.7
OLV 0.0130 ± 0.0051 ± 0.0130 ± 0.0051 0.0000070 ± 0.0000070 0.46 ± 0.24 0.012 ± 0.012 ± ± ± ± 0.238 ± 0.051 0.51 ± 0.36 1.23 ± 0.43 3 ± 1.7
Z/DY ! ⌧⌧ Veto 0.0122 ± 0.0050 ± 0.0122 ± 0.0050 0.0000070 ± 0.0000070 0.46 ± 0.24 0.012 ± 0.012 ± ± ± ± 0.218 ± 0.050 0.57 ± 0.35 1.26 ± 0.43 3 ± 1.7
Table 6.21: Same sign 2-jet DF (eµ+ µe) control region with no EmissT cut applied.
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Figure 6.23: Same sign 0-jet DF modeling of QCD with the MET cut removed is shown for the eµ
(left) and µe (right) before the p``T cut. The mT (upper), m`` (middle), and sub-leading
lepton pT (lower) agree with data within the uncertainties. No normalization factors are
applied to the non-WW diboson samples. The yellow uncertainty band is the sum in
quadrature of the MC statistical uncertainty, the W+jet, and QCD uncertainties.
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Figure 6.24: Same sign 1-jet DF modeling of QCD with the MET cut removed is shown for the eµ
(left) and µe (right) before the Z/DY ! ⌧⌧ veto. The mT (upper), m`` (middle), and
sub-leading lepton pT (lower) agree with data within the uncertainties. No normalization
factors are applied to the non-WW diboson samples. The yellow uncertainty band is the
sum in quadrature of the MC statistical uncertainty, the W+jet, and QCD uncertainties.
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Figure 6.25: Same sign 2-jet DF modeling of QCD with the MET and max mT(W) cuts removed is
shown for the eµ + µe before the mT cut. The mT (upper left), max mT(W) (upper
right), and lead (middle left) sub-leading lepton pT (middle right), and the mjj (lower
left) and  yjj (middle right) agree with data within the uncertainties. No normalization
factors are applied to the non-WW diboson samples. The yellow uncertainty band is the
sum in quadrature of the MC statistical uncertainty, the W+jet, and QCD uncertainties.
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Figure 6.26: Blinded opposite sign 1-jet DF modeling of QCD with the MET cut removed is shown
for the eµ (left) and µe (right) before the   `` cut. The mT (upper), max mT(W)
(middle), and sub-leading lepton pT (lower) agree with data within the uncertainties.
No normalization factors are applied to the non-WW diboson samples. The yellow
uncertainty band is the sum in quadrature of the MC statistical uncertainty, the W+jet,
and QCD uncertainties.
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6.9.11 Impact of QCD With Corrections
The QCD estimates with corrections in the 0-jet, 1-jet, and VBF OF are shown in figure 6.22. The
QCD prediction is less than 1% of the total background in the 0, 1-jet channels, and it is less than
10% in the cut-based VBF analysis.
The fake factor method using f · N id + anti-id to predict the sum of QCD and W+jet should
over-predict QCD by roughly a factor of 2. However, it predicts a very similar amount of QCD
and W+jet by chance. The correction term, c, is approximately the 2. Despite having a almost an
identical normalization with the two methods, the QCD has a very di↵erent mT shape from W+jet
as shown in Figure 6.27. Therefore, the new method discussed in this section has the advantage that
the QCD and W+jet shapes and normalizations are separated in the fit so that one cannot pull or
constrain the other.
6.9.12 Data Driven QCD CR Purity
The purity of the QCD CR is very high at 74, 99, and 99% in the 0, 1, and 2-jet di↵erent flavor
channels, respectively, as can be seen in the mT distribution for the OF in Figure 6.28 and for the
SF in Figure 6.29. The QCD is very small in the 0-jet, so the larger non-QCD contamination is not
worrisome. The contamination from all MC samples used in the analysis are subtracted out, and
additionally the W+jet MC is subtracted to remove events in which the prompt lepton from the W
satisfies the anti-id definition.
Since the analysis is also split into bins of sub-leading lepton pT, the contamination for the sub-
Cut Emiss,track,jetCorrT Threshold QCD W+jet Old W+jet (no QCD removed) New (QCD+W+jet) Total Background Signal
0-jet   `` < 1.8 0 13.2± 1.4±5 287.2± 5.1±75 305.6± 4.9±80.1 300.4 ± 5.3±75 2123 196
0-jet 0.75 ·mH < mT < mH GeV 0 0.7 ± 0.8±0.4 133.2± 3.1±34 134.0± 3.0±35.0 133.9 ± 3.2±35 821 123
0-jet   `` < 1.8 10 12.5 ± 1.4±5 285.6 ± 5.1±74 302.9± 4.9±79.4 298.1 ± 5.2±74 2116 196
0-jet 0.75 ·mH < mT < mH GeV 10 0.7 ± 0.8±6.3 133.2± 3.1±34 134.0± 3.0±35.0 133.9 ± 3.2±35 821 123
0-jet   `` < 1.8 20 9.9 ± 1.4±4 279.2 ± 5.0±72 292.8± 4.8±77.5 289.1 ± 5.2±72 2094 195
0-jet 0.75 ·mH < mT < mH GeV 20 0.7 ± 0.8±6.3 133.2± 3.1±34 134.0± 3.0±35.0 133.9 ± 3.2±35 821 123
1-jet   `` < 1.8 0 7.3 ± 0.4±3.1 95.9 ± 3.3±24.3 105.3±3.3±26.7 103.2 ±3.4±24.4 1027 104
1-jet 0.75 ·mH < mT < mH GeV 0 0.7 ± 0.2±0.3 39.9 ± 1.8±10.1 40.8±1.8± 10.4 40.6±1.8±10.1 330 56
1-jet   `` < 1.8 10 7.3 ± 0.4±3.1 95.8 ± 3.3±24.3 105.2±3.3±26.7 103.1 ±3.4±24.4 1026 104
1-jet 0.75 ·mH < mT < mH GeV 10 0.7 ± 0.2±0.3 39.9 ± 1.8±10.1 40.8±1.8± 10.4 40.6±1.8±10.1 330 56
1-jet   `` < 1.8 20 6.8 ± 0.4±2.9 89.4 ± 3.1±22.7 98.1±3.1±25.0 96.2 ±3.1±22.9 1001 100
1-jet 0.75 ·mH < mT < mH GeV 20 0.7 ± 0.2±0.3 39.7 ± 1.8±10.1 40.6±1.8± 10.3 40.4±1.8±10.1 329 56
VBF mT < 1.2 ·mH GeV 0 0.7 ± 0.1±0.3 0.5 ± 0.4±0.3 1.5±0.4±0.5 1.2±0.4±0.5 6.9 6.1
VBF mT < 1.2 ·mH GeV 10 0.7 ± 0.1±0.3 0.4 ± 0.4±0.3 1.4±0.4±0.5 1.1±0.4±0.4 6.5 5.9
VBF mT < 1.2 ·mH GeV 20 0.5 ± 0.1±0.2 0.4 ± 0.3±0.2 1.1±0.3±0.3 0.9±0.4±0.4 6.0 5.4
Table 6.22: Data driven predictions of the multi-jet background for the unblinded di↵erent jet chan-
nels in the signal region. The Emiss,track,jetCorrT and max mT(W) selections are applied.
The QCD background is estimated from the fake factor procedure applied to events with
two denominators, and the fake factor is corrected for heavy flavor biases. The W+jet
is shown without the QCD subtracted as was done for past analyses, and with QCD
subtracted as is proposed for the analysis discussed in this paper. The statistical and
systematic uncertainties are shown. The VBF is the cut based analysis.
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Figure 6.27: QCD (white) has a di↵erent shape than the W+jet (blue) in the 1-jet (left) and the
VBF (right) unblinded opposite flavor signal region.
leading lepton pT is shown in Figure 6.30. The contamination remains very small in all pT bins. These
plots do not have the QCD correction applied, so the reason for the large spike at sub-leading pT of
10 GeV is due to di↵erences in anti-id definition, which have very di↵erent correction factors. The pT
distribution is smoothed by using the correction factors.
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Figure 6.28: QCD CR, which is pairs of exactly two anti-id leptons in the di↵erent flavor channel. The
EW and W+jet contamination are not subtracted in these histograms but are stacked.
The EW contamination very small for the 1 and 2-jet. The QCD CR is shown before
the m`` requirement.
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Figure 6.29: QCD CR, which is pairs of exactly two anti-id leptons in the same flavor channel 1-
jet. The EW and W+jet contamination are not subtracted in these histograms but
are stacked. The EW contamination less than 5% in the 1-jet. The QCD is very small
background in the SF channels due to the very large Emiss,trackT requirements, so the 0-jet
and 2-jet are not shown. The QCD CR is shown before the m`` requirement.
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Figure 6.30: QCD CR, which is pairs of exactly two anti-id leptons in the di↵erent flavor channel. The
EW and W+jet contamination are not subtracted in these histograms but are stacked.
The EW contamination very small for the 1 and 2-jet. The QCD CR is shown before
the m`` requirement.
Chapter 7
Track-based Missing Transverse
Momentum
7.1 Introduction
After the Moriond 2013 analysis, the performance of extracting the neutrino pT was investigated.
The widely used calorimeter based estimate [84] of the Missing Transverse Momentum (MET) is very
susceptible to the number of proton-proton interactions per bunch crossing, which is called pileup.
The other interactions are low Q2 collisions that do not have any interesting high pT physics. The
sum over all of the pileup interaction adds unnecessary noise, which degrades the performance.
A new method to measure the pT of the neutrinos was developed to deal with the increased pileup.
It involves using only using particles associated to the hard scatter vertex, which is called the primary
vertex (PV). The ATLAS experiment defines the PV as the one with the highest sum pT of the tracks
associated to that vertex (
P
trk pT). The interactions are spread out along the beamline over around
8-16 cm, which is the length of the proton bunches. The distance along the beamline is labeled as
z, and the PV has z = 0 using the PV coordinates. Tracks are associated to the PV by requiring
|ztrk ·sin ✓| < 1.5 mm. The performance of this track based MET is shown in Figure 7.1. There is some
worry that the wrong vertex may be chosen in cases like H !    because the photons do not leave
any tracks pointing to the PV. However, the H!WW (⇤)! `⌫`⌫ analysis has two high pT leptons that
point to the correct vertex, so this is not a major concern for H!WW (⇤). As the pileup increases,
the vertices tend to be closer together, which could cause particles from two di↵erent collisions to be
associated to the same vertex, but the pileup in Run 1 is not high enough for this to be a concern.
The following sections in this chapter will describe the definition of the track based MET with
corrections for missing neutrals in Section 7.2. The correction is very important in events with jets as
shown in Figure 7.2. Then a comparison of the MET performance and modeling for the calorimeter
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Figure 7.1: Z/ ⇤!µµ+0 jet events are selected in data. Z/DY has no neutrinos in the final state,
so the truth MET is zero. The mean (left) and RMS (right) for several MET definitions
is shown as a function of the number of average number of interaction vertices (µ). The
track based MET (black) has the mean that is closest to 0 and the smallest RMS for
µ >⇠ 5. Below around µ = 5 the statistics run out and the uncertainty, which is not
shown, is large.
based MET and the track based MET definitions is discussed in Section 7.3. The H!WW (⇤) analysis
uses the MET to compute the transverse mass discriminating variable, and the performance of the
mT with the di↵erent MET definitions is discussed in Section 7.4.
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Figure 7.2: Z/ ⇤!µµ+1 jet events are selected in data. Z/DY has no neutrinos in the final state, so
the truth MET is zero. The mean (left) and RMS (right) for several MET definitions is
shown as a function of the number of average number of interaction vertices (µ). The track
MET corrected for neutrals inside jets (blue) has the mean that is closest to 0 and the
smallest RMS for µ >⇠ 5. Below around µ = 5 the statistics run out and the uncertainty,
which is not shown, is large.
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7.2 Definition of track-based MET
It was well studied that the track-based MET (Emiss,trackT ) has little dependence on the pile-up. The
Emiss,trackT was originally introduced to suppress further the Z+jets background after the cut on the
EmissT . However, the following studies demonstrate that E
miss,track
T has the best resolution on true
MET for the 2012 dataset in events with 0-jets. A correction for the neutrals in jets is added to events
with jets to produce a new definition called Emiss,track,jetCorrT , which adds some pileup dependence;
however, it has the best resolution on true EmissT in events with jets with less pileup dependence
than other definitions of MET. Emiss,track,jetCorrT is described in this section. The nominal (non-jet
corrected) Emiss,trackT is calculated from tracks satisfying the following quality criteria using track
parameters that are extrapolated to the primary vertex (PV).
• pT> 500 MeV
• |⌘| <2.5
• |d0| <1.5 mm (impact parameter (d0) is the closest approach to the PV in the transverse plane
to the beamline)
• |z0 sin(✓)| < 1.5 mm (distance from the PV along the beamline)
• Number of pixel detector hits  1
• Number of SCT hits  6
If lepton tracks fail the above quality cuts but pass a set of lepton selections used by calorimeter
MET (EmissT ), then they are also used in the E
miss,track
T : (1) all electrons are taken into account if
they satisfy: medium++, EclusterT > 10 GeV, |⌘| < 2.47, and are reconstructed by author 1 or 3,
or if they are an analysis lepton as described in Section 4.3.2 and Section 6.5. The analysis leptons
used in H!WW (⇤)! `⌫`⌫ and W+jet background estimation can fail the medium++ identification.
(2) muons are considered if they are STACO combined muons, which means they are statistically
combined fits of the inner detector and muon spectrometer tracks, with pT> 6 GeV and |⌘| < 2.5. A
|z0 sin(✓)| < 1.0 mm is made to reduce the amount of non-analysis leptons from pileup vertices for
the muons and electrons mentioned above.
For the final states with electrons, the cluster energy of electrons is used instead of the electrons’
track pT. The electron track should be identical to the track in the tracking container, which is the
list of all reconstructed tracks. The electron track is removed from the tracking container using a
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 pT/pT < 1.0 ⇥ 10 5 and  R(electron track, track from track container)< 0.05 matching require-
ments. In addition, all tracks within  R(trk, electron cluster)<0.05 are removed because most of
them, as shown in section 7.2.1.2, are a result of the electron radiating a photon which subsequently
converts into an electron and positron pair. These conversions are called tridents for their three result-
ing tracks observed in the detector. For muons, the combined pT provides the best measurement of
momentum, so it is used. The muon inner detector tracks, which are often in the track container, are
removed from the calculation similar to the electron using the  pT/pT < 1.0⇥ 10 5 and  R < 0.05
matching requirements. No additional track removal is done for muons.
The following overlap removal is applied to the tracks, muons, electrons, and jets. The jet overlap
removals only apply to the Emiss,track,jetCorrT and not the E
miss,track
T . Many of the details of the overlap
removal are summarized in section 7.2.1, mentioning the di↵erences from the JetEtMiss version.
- Tracks within  R(track, electron cluster)<0.05 are removed.
- No overlap removal between overlapping electrons and muons is performed as is done by calorime-
ter MET.
- No overlap removal between overlapping muons and jets is performed as is done by calorimeter
MET.
- If multiple electrons are within  R <0.10 of each other, only the highest pT electron is kept as
recommended by electron reconstruction group.
- If analysis electrons are within  R(electron, jet)<0.3, then the jet is removed.
- If non-analysis electrons are within  R(electron, jet)<0.3, then the electron is removed because
non-isolated medium++ quality electrons are more likely jets faking electrons. So the hadronic
calibration is more appropriate.
The above definition is labeled as Emiss,trackT . For the final state with jets, the E
miss,track
T does not
include the measurement of the neutrals, which can be very significant. The jets can be associated to
the PV by using the tracks inside the jet, which point to their proton-proton collision vertex along
the beamline. This association is called the jet vertex fraction (JVF), and the definition is shown in
Section 4.3.3. In order to use the full energy of the jets, the sum momenta of the tracks in analysis jets
are replaced by their calorimeter energy to form a new Emiss,trackT definition called E
miss,track,jetCorr
T ,
which is defined by equation 7.1. The jets used in the correction have pT >25 (30) GeV for |⌘| < 2.4
(|⌘| > 2.4), and the jets are required to have |JV F | > 0.5 for pT <50 GeV and |⌘| < 2.4. Tracks are
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considered to be associated with a jet if they are within a cone of 0.4 of the jet. So in the 0-jet bin,
Emiss,trackT and E
miss,track,jetCorr
T are identical. The E
miss,track,jetCorr
T has the best resolution and scale
on true EmissT for all jet multiplicities as is shown in section 7.3.
Emiss,track,jetCorrT =  
X
i trks
~pT
i +
X
j jets
✓
~pT
j,trk   ~pTj,calo
◆
, (7.1)
where ~pT
j,trk are all tracks associated to jet j and ~pT
j,calo is the jet area corrected transverse
momentum of the jet.
Poorly measured tracks that result in large Emiss,trackT are referred to as mis-measured tracks, and
they are removed with the following the procedure:
- If track matches to a combined muon, then it is allowed. If a track matches to an electron with
 R(track, electron cluster)<0.05, then it will be removed.
- If the track is within  R(track, jet)<0.40 with jet pT>10 GeV and ptrackT > 1.4 · p
jet
T , then
remove the track.
- If a track with pT>100 GeV does not belong to the one of the two above categories, then remove
the track. (i.e. Remove the track if it is not inside a jet and not consistent with a muon track.)
The development of the mis-measured track removal is discussed in the next section 7.2.1.4.
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7.2.1 Improvements to the Emiss,trackT
Including correcting for the neutrals inside jet, several other improvements were made by me to the
track MET calculation since the last H!WW (⇤) publication. Those improvements are motivated in
the section. A summary of all changes are listed below, and their impact is summarized in Table 7.1.
- Electron track-cluster replacement is performed using a  R and relative  pT matching. The
previous matching procedure missed some electron tracks, which lead to duplication of the
electron momentum in the Emiss,trackT calculation.
- Removing trident tracks from electrons. The trident tracks are included in the calorimeter
measurement of the electron, which is used in the Emiss,trackT calculation. Without removing
these tracks, the electron is over-counted in the MET. These trident tracks were not previously
removed.
- |Z0 sin ✓| < 1 cut applied to non-analysis leptons to reduce pileup leptons or fake leptons from
pileup vertices. No Z0 requirement was previously made.
- Mis-measured tracks are removed. No mis-measured tracks were removed in the previous version.
- To correct for the neutrals inside jets, all tracks within 0.4 in  R of the jet using the PV
track parameters are removed. Previously no correction was made. The track removal is also
compared to another method that associates tracks to jets.
- Jet pT thresholds used in the jet correction is compared to the jet pT thresholds used in the
calorimeter MET.
Table 7.1: Impact of changes relative to the Moriond Emiss,trackT definition using the Alpgen Z ! ee
simulation sample to quantify the changes to the Emiss,trackT . The impact on a Z ! ee is
only illustrative, and the physics impact will be considered for other physics processes in
the text.
Di↵erence Impact to events a↵ected Fraction of Events A↵ected Z ! ee Moriond
Remove additional (trident) tracks 37% improvement in RMS ⇡ 0.001 No removal
near the electron  R < 0.05
|Z0 sin ✓| < 1 on additional 42% improvement in RMS ⇡ 0.004 Does not apply
leptons to reduce pileup Reduction in tail cut
Mis-measured track removal Large reduction in tail ⇡ 0.0002 No removal
Correcting for neutrals in jets 33% improvement in RMS all 1-jet events Does not correct
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7.2.1.1 Electron Track-Cluster Replacement:
The electron track-cluster replacement procedure has been updated since Moriond to better identify
the electron tracks so that the electrons are not double counted when the electron cluster pT is added
to the track MET. This is complicated because not all electron tracks pass the Emiss,trackT track quality
cuts. The electron track and the track in the track MET should have identical pT. However, due to
limited float precision in the data storage format, the values are not perfectly identical. The previous
matching procedure required the two track pT to be within 0.01 MeV, so the matching tolerance of 0.01
MeV for higher momentum tracks is too strict for the float precision. This resulted in tracks not being
removed for the higher pT⇡ 60 GeV electrons, and they were double counted in the Emiss,trackT . The
new method requires the track pT to match within a relative momenta cut that is looser than the float
precision and is defined as: |pele trkT  ptrk-met trkT |/pele trkT < 1.0⇥10 5 and  R(ele cluster, trk) < 0.05.
The new matching finds more of the electron tracks and the result is shown in Figure 7.3. The amount
of change is very compiler dependent due to the dependence on the pT computation, so the impact of
this change will vary with setup. For H!WW (⇤), this is a very large impact as shown in Figure 7.4.
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Figure 7.3: The new matching procedure to remove electrons tracks and replace their pT with the
cluster pT improves. Nele is the number of medium++ electrons, and Nele,matched is the
number than of tracks that were found. Some electron tracks will fail the track EmissT
quality cuts, so the distribution is not expected to be identically zero. The plot is shown
in linear (left) and log scale (right). The plots show the improvement by matching more
electron tracks using the relative momenta selection show in red versus the Moriond
procedure which required the track transverse momenta calculation to be identical to
within 0.01 MeV. The matching is checked in the Alpgen Z!ee sample, which typically
has two electrons to match.
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Figure 7.4: Z/DY (green) has no neutrinos in the final state, so the truth MET is zero. The new
matching procedure to remove electrons tracks (left) and replace their pT with the cluster
pT greatly reduces the tails in the E
miss,track
T distribution. The old electron track-cluster
replacement prescription (right) resulted in very large tails (Emiss,trackT ⇠>100 GeV). The
errors shown in the yellow band are simulation statistics only.
7.2.1.2 Trident Track Removal:
After the removal of electron tracks mentioned in the previous section, some additional high pT tracks
remained. The properties of these additional tracks were studied, and they a↵ect around ⇡ 0.001
of Z ! ee events after track isolation is applied to analysis electrons. The non-analysis medium++
electrons do not have to satisfy track isolation cuts in the H!WW (⇤) analysis. Even though track
isolation is applied to analysis electrons, the Emiss,trackT track definition is looser than the track isolation
on analysis electrons. So there are tracks very near the electron that will hit the calorimeter within
the resolution of the electron cluster, so the track will be included in the calorimeter measurement of
the electron. To avoid duplication when doing the electrons’ track-cluster replacement, these tracks
should be removed as well.
After the electron track is removed, a peak of tracks within 0.05 in  R of the electron cluster
using the PV track parameters is shown in Figure 7.5. Some of these tracks can be very high pT
as shown in Figure 7.6. The following is a list of checks made on these tracks. In electrons with
extra tracks nearby, half of them have 1 additional track and the other half have 2, which makes
for a total of 3 tracks near the electron. The number of tracks is not peaked at 3 tracks because of
the track isolation and partially because of track reconstruction ine ency; however, when there are
3 tracks, the charge sums to the truth electron charge about 90% of the time. These electrons with
extra tracks within 0.05 have an average of 1.5 truth photons within 0.05 in  R. 95% of the track’s
relative transverse momentum error for the extra tracks is less than 17%, so the tracks are fairly well
measured. The hadronic energy deposit is less than 0.4 and 1.7 GeV for the 95% of tracks with pT> 10
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Figure 7.5:  R(trk, electron cluster) using the PV parameter after removing the electron track from
the tracking containter. Sherpa WW! `⌫`⌫ (left) and Alpgen high mass Np1 Z! ee
(right) both show a peak of tracks near the electron within 0.05 in  R.
GeV and within  R(electron, track)< 0.05 in Alpgen Z! ee and Sherpa WW! `⌫`⌫, respectively,
so the tracks are not consistent with hadrons. The truth particle as identified by associating hits in
the tracker to truth particles is available for tracks with pT>4 GeV, and over 90% do not match to
any truth particle in the truth container, which is consistent with a Geant track coming a trident for
tracks with 0.05 of the cluster or being a mismeasured track. ⇡7% match electrons, and ⇡3% match
to pions, kaons, or D-mesons.
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Figure 7.6: pT of tracks within R(trk, electron cluster)< 0.05 using the PV parameter after removing
the electron track from the tracking containter. Sherpa WW! `⌫`⌫ (left) and Alpgen
high mass Np1 Z! ee (right) both show similar results.
The most convincing case that these are trident tracks is that the sum of the track pT within 0.05
of an electron better reconstructs the electron cluster ET as shown in Figure 7.7 and in Table 7.2.
There is a small tail at larger EelectronT /p
track
T that is consistent with being a mismeasured track. All of
these properties indicate that most of the extra tracks are consistent with tridents. Checking Sherpa
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Figure 7.7: The electron track including the sum pT of tracks within  R(trk, electron cluster)<
0.05 using the PV parameter (red) and excluding (black) divided by the electron cluster
ET. Including the tracks within 0.05 better reconstructs the electron cluster ET, which
indicates that most tracks are associated to the electron. Sherpa WW! `⌫`⌫ (left) and
Alpgen high mass Np1 Z! ee (right) both show similar results.
Procedure Sherpa WW (µ±RMS) Alpgen Z! ee (µ±RMS)
pT/ET using only the electron track 0.58±0.59 0.51±0.30
pT/ET using tracks within 0.05 of the electron 1.19±0.77 1.05±0.43
Table 7.2: Mean and RMS is shown for the sum pT of tracks within  R < 0.05 of the electron cluster
(red) and for only the electron track (black) divided by the electron cluster ET. Sherpa
WW! `⌫`⌫ and Alpgen high mass Np1 Z! ee show similar improvement by using all
tracks with 0.05. Only events with an additional track within 0.05 of the electron cluster
are shown, and the parameters were extracted from Figure 7.7. Removing all tracks within
0.05 dramatically better matches the cluster ET, which indicates the tracks are tridents.
WW! `⌫`⌫ and Alpgen high mass Np1 Z! ee, a large improvement of 37% in the RMS of Emiss,trackT
- Truth MET in seen by removing the extra tracks because they are already included in the electron
cluster ET is shown in Figure 7.8 and Table 7.3.
Procedure Sherpa WW (µ±RMS) Alpgen Z! ee (µ±RMS)
Remove No Tracks 14.7±23.2 27.5±16.5
JetEtMiss Removal 2.8±18.2 16.4±10.8
Remove tracks within 0.05 of electrons 2.6±17.9 16.1±10.7
Table 7.3: Mean and RMS of the (Emiss,track,jetCorrT - Truth MET) for Sherpa WW! `⌫`⌫ and Alpgen
high mass Np1 Z! ee for the events in Figure 7.8 for events with an additional track within
0.05 of the electron cluster.
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Figure 7.8: Emiss,trackT - Truth MET for several procedures to replace electron tracks with the cluster
ET. The tracks shown must be within  R < 0.05 of the electron cluster. HSG3 procedure
of removing  R(trk, electron cluster)< 0.05 using the PV parameter (black) and the
JetEtMiss procedure (magenta) perform similarly. Sherpa WW! `⌫`⌫ (left) and Alpgen
high mass Np1 Z! ee (right) show similar results.
7.2.1.3 |Z0 sin ✓| < 1 on Additional Leptons:
As pileup increases, the Emiss,trackT requires that jets and tracks are consistent with the PV. The
consistency with the PV is extended to the non-analysis electrons and muons because there is a
significant tail in Z0 sin ✓ as shown in Figure 7.9. The number of leptons with large z0 increase as the
pileup increases as shown in Figure 7.10. The Moriond definition does not apply any Z0 sin ✓ selection
on the leptons included in the Emiss,trackT . Roughly a 42% improvement in RMS of the E
miss,track
T -
Truth MET is shown for a Z!ee and WW! `⌫`⌫ (` =e or µ) in Figure 7.11 and Table 7.4. Exactly
two opposite sign analysis leptons are required in the plots and at least one additional lepton that
fails one more more of analysis lepton cuts.
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Figure 7.9: |Z0 sin ✓| for non-analysis medium++ electrons and combined muons. The fitted curves
are gaussian. There is a clear non-gaussian tail coming from pileup vertices. Sherpa
WW! `⌫`⌫ (left) and Alpgen high mass Z! µµ (right) both show similar results.
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Figure 7.10: The number of muons with |Z0 sin ✓| > 1 (green) is shown as a function of the number of
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Figure 7.11: Requiring non-analysis leptons to have |Z0 sin ✓| < 1 (black) improves the resolution on
Emiss,trackT - Truth MET. The JetEtMiss definition includes all leptons (red). Only events
with non-analysis leptons removed are shown. Sherpa WW! `⌫`⌫ (left), and electron
and muon pT is shown for Alpgen high mass Z! ee (right). Both show similar results.
Procedure Sherpa WW (µ±RMS) Alpgen Z! ee (µ±RMS)
All Leptons 7.3±17.0 29.0±18.2
Requiring |Z0 sin ✓| < 1 -0.2±10.4 20.0±10.6
Table 7.4: Requiring non-analysis leptons to have |Z0 sin ✓| < 1 (red) improves the resolution on
Emiss,track,jetCorrT - Truth MET. Mean and RMS for the Sherpa WW! `⌫`⌫ and Alpgen
high mass Z! ee for the events in Figure 7.8 for events with lepton removed. The removal
dramatically improves the Emiss,trackT resolution.
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7.2.1.4 Mis-Measured Tracks
The ATLAS tracker does an excellent job at reconstructing tracks; however, around 4⇥10 5 of
Z/ ⇤!µµ events have some tracks that are catastrophically mis-reconstructed (TeV tracks that
match to low momentum truth particles). These mis-measured tracks cause non-gaussian tails in the
Emiss,trackT and E
miss,track,jetCorr
T , so this section justifies the removal of very poorly measured tracks
by comparing the inner tracker response to that of the muon spectrometer and the calorimeter. The
criteria for su cient removal of mis-measured tracks is that the leading track, which is not associated
to a jet, electron or muon, is not pointing opposite the Emiss,track,jetCorrT . If the E
miss,track,jetCorr
T is
well measured, then angle between the Emiss,track,jetCorrT and the leading track would be uniformly
distributed; however, a correlation between the lead track and Emiss,trackT is observed before any
mis-measured track removal as shown in Figure 7.12.
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Figure 7.12: Distribution of the leading track pT versus the E
miss,track
T in the Alpgen Z! µµ sample,
indicating a correlation mis-measured tracks and Emiss,trackT . This is prior to any mis-
measured track correction, and it demonstrates that there are mis-measured tracks down
to ⇡ 40 GeV.
With the larger directional correlation between MET and the highest pT track, the properties
of these tracks were investigated. Tracks with pT > 40 GeV, which are not associated to muons,
electrons or jets, have a large relative error on their transverse momentum ( pTp
T
) and a very flat
Z0 sin ✓ as shown in Figure 7.13. These tracks tend to be more forward in the detector; however, they
do not seem to be localized in   as seen in the ⌘ versus   plot in Figure 7.14. The particles producing
such tracks have been studied at truth level and are shown in Table 7.5. They are mainly low pT
pions or kaons.
The above suggests that all tracks not matching to muons, electrons or jets should be removed
with pT>40 GeV. However, the ATLAS detector has holes in the muon spectrometer coverage, which
means for some processes real muons would be removed. This could be rectified by requiring that
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Figure 7.13: The relative cluster isolation in cone 0.2 (upper left), the relative error on the track trans-
vere momentum ( pTp
T
) (upper right), and the Z0 sin ✓ (lower) for tracks with pT>40GeV
that satisfy the mis-measured track definition in the Alpgen Z! µµ sample. The tracks
are very isolated, have a large error on their pT, and a pretty flat Z0 sin ✓, which motivates
their removal.
Truth Particle nearest Track Fraction of tracks
Pions 0.55
Kaons 0.11
Photon conversions 0.25
Other proton, gluon, quarks, etc 0.09
Muons 0.0
Table 7.5: The leading track PID for tracks with pT>40 GeV not matching to any reconstructed jets,
muons, or electrons in the Alpgen Z! µµ sample. Most of these high momentum tracks
match to low pT pions. No match to muons was seen, but that is might be due to low
statistics.
the relative error on the track pT is small, but the relative track momentum error is not available in
the H!WW (⇤) ntuples. Therefore, concerns about removing well measured muons, which deposit
little in the calorimeter and go through a gap in the muon spectrometer, motivated raising the track
pT from 40 GeV to 100 GeV for removal. Missed muons are not a problem for the Z ! µµ events
because both muons are found in the dilepton analysis. However, in the dilepton analysis, missing
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Figure 7.14: ⌘ and   for tracks identified as mis-measured in the Alpgen Z! µµ sample with pT>40
GeV. The tracks tend to be in the forward regions of the detector; however, they are not
localized in  .
a muon in the Emiss,trackT calculation is concerning for events with 3 or more prompt leptons, and
the degradation of Emiss,trackT performance using a 40 GeV threshold is shown in Figure 7.15 for a
tri-lepton WZ! `⌫ `` sample. The e↵ect of missing a muon in the WZ trilepton Powheg sample,
which is a very small background for the dilepton H!WW (⇤)! `⌫`⌫ analysis, was observed to be
reduced from 0.7% of WZ events down to less than 10 4 events by raising the mis-measured track
removal to 100 GeV. This means it is unlikely that any events in the H!WW (⇤) analysis had a real
muon removed. The prescription for mis-measured track removal should be updated in the future
when more information is available about the quality of the tracks.
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Figure 7.15: Emiss,track,jetCorrT - Truth MET for a Powheg WZ trilepton and ZZ 4-lepton samples. One
lepton is fails the analysis lepton criteria to enter the dilepton analysis. The mismeasured
track procedure at 40 GeV (red) degrades the resolution because a real muon track is
removed. The 100 GeV threshold for mismeasured track removal (black) degrades less.
After applying the mis-measured track correction, the Emiss,trackT tail does not point strongly
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opposite the leading track as shown in Figures 7.16 and 7.17. After the correction, the events with
larger Emiss,trackT tend to have E
miss,track
T pointing at the leading track rather than away from it, which
indicates that a jet was missed and the neutrals from the jet are not included in the Emiss,trackT . This
is observed in both Z! ee and Z! µµ in Figure 7.18.
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Figure 7.16: Distributions of   (MET, Leading Track) before (left) and after (right) the mis-
measured track removal. There is a significant reduction in events with large Emiss,trackT
pointing opposite the leading track in the event (reduction in events in the upper right
corner after the removal). Alpgen Z! µµ (lower) and Alpgen Z! ee (upper) both show
improvement after the mis-measured track removal and greatly reduced bias in the tails
toward the leading track direction.
The tracks identified as mis-measured could be removed or replaced by the the calorimeter response
with nearby tracks also removed. The latter switching from track pT to jet pT adds a small addi-
tional improvement over just removing tracks that have pT which is inconsistent with the calorimeter
meaning that the tracks with pT > 100 GeV do not match with  R < 0.4 of a jet with pT > 10 GeV.
The improvement from removing mis-measured tracks versus using the calorimeter ET is shown in
Figure 7.19 and Table 7.6. The jet ET used in the corrections is typically below 20GeV; however,
some jets can be higher ET, but failed the JVF requirements to be an analysis jet due to the di↵er-
ences in the JVF track quality cuts and the Emiss,track,jetCorrT track quality cuts. This is in a sense an
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Figure 7.17:   (Emiss,trackT , leading track) in events with E
miss,track
T > 60GeV before (red) and after
(black) the mis-measured track correction in the Alpgen Z! µµ sample.
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Figure 7.18: The direction of Emiss,track,jetCorrT relative to the lead track for various E
miss,track,jetCorr
T
cuts after the mis-measured track correction. The direction is shown for
Emiss,track,jetCorrT >0 (black), >16 (green), >40 (red), and >64 (blue) GeV. The
Emiss,track,jetCorrT tends to point at the lead track in the tails, which indicates missing
neutrals from a jet. There is no strong indication of remaining mis-measured tracks.
Alpgen Z! ee (left) and Alpgen Z! µµ (right).
extention of the JVF to make the track quality cuts similar. The jet ET used in the correction are
shown in Figure 7.20. Mostly high pT tracks are removed or corrected, and the pT before and after
the correction are shown in Figure 7.21. The improvement from using the calorimeter energy is small
and di cult to calibrate, so the additional correction of using the calorimeter response is not used.
Further comparisons to another method used on ATLAS, which has similar performance is shown
in the Appendix Track MET. There is also a comparison of another method to associate tracks to
jets using the anti-kT algorithm, which is called “ghost” association. This method performs worse
than the  R(track, jet)<0.4 method. The degradation is believed to be related to the di↵erence in
track quality cuts used in “ghost” association, which are tighter than the track MET track quality
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Figure 7.19: Emiss,track,jetCorrT - Truth MET with no removal (black), removing the track (red), and
using the calorimeter ET when the track pT is inconsistent with the calorimeter (green).
Sherpa WW (left) and Alpgen Z! µµ (right).
Sample No Removal Remove Track Use Calo ET
Z! ee+ 0 jet 44.8±48.4 15.3± 10.1 14.3± 8.4
Z! µµ+ 0 jet 46.6±42.2 16.6± 11.1 15.4± 10.4
Z! µµ+ 1 jet 42.0±46.3 24.9± 18.8 19.9± 13.4
Z! µµ+   2 jet 71.9±54.6 28.3± 22.5 23.0± 10.0
WW+0 jet 50.3±52.6 21.3± 13.2 11.1± 11.0
Table 7.6: For events with a track satisfying the mis-measured track procedure, the mean and RMS is
quoted for Emiss,track,jetCorrT - Truth MET with no removal, removing the track, and using
the calorimeter ET when the track pT is inconsistent with the calorimeter . Using the
calorimeter information improves the EmissT resolution.
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Figure 7.20: The jet ET within  R < 0.4 of tracks with inconsistent calorimeter response in the
Alpgen Z! µµ sample. The peak at zero are tracks that did not match to any jet with
pT>10 GeV.
cuts. However, very high pT tracks that pass the ghost association track quality cuts and point at the
center of jets are not ghost associated. So this is not fully understood at this time. The comparisons
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Figure 7.21: Track pT before any removal or calorimeter corrections (black), tracks removed or cor-
rected (red), and tracks after the calorimeter corrections (green). Only tracks not asso-
ciated to jets, muons, or electrons for Alpgen Z! ee (left) and Alpgen Z! µµ (right).
are shown in the Appendix.
7.2.1.5 Jet pT For Jet Correction:
The jet pT corrected to their calorimeter ET is raised from the calorimeter MET definition, which uses
jets with pT>20 GeV. The H!WW (⇤) Emiss,track,jetCorrT uses the analysis jets, which are pT>25(30)
GeV for |⌘| < 2.4(> 2.4). The raised jet threshold improves the core EmissT resolution in the
H!WW (⇤) 0-jet bin with a very small increase in the tail. The 0-jet bin is the most sensitive
in the H!WW (⇤) analysis because of the large tt̄ background at higher jet bins. The higher jet pT
threshold in the forward region reduces the pileup dependence of the Emiss,track,jetCorrT and consoli-
dates the jets used in the analysis. The higher jet bins have similar performance in EmissT resolution
as shown in Figure 7.22 and 7.23. The mean and RMS of the (Emiss,track,jetCorrT - Truth MET) for
each jet bin is shown in Table 7.7 and 7.8.
Jet Bin HSG3 pT>20 GeV
µ±RMS Tail µ±RMS Tail
0-jet 10.5±7.2 22.7 11.8±8.5 18.2
1-jet 17.3±12.0 170.3 17.5±12.1 186.6
2-jet 19.9±13.4 188.1 19.9±13.1 177.7
Table 7.7: Alpgen high mass Z ! eeMET resolution on Emiss,track,jetCorrT -Truth MET. MET RefFinal
uses all jets with pT>20 GeV, and the H!WW (⇤) analysis uses pT>25,30 GeV for |⌘| <
2.4,> 2.4. The tail is defined as |Emiss,track,jetCorrT -Truth MET| >100 GeV.
The jets corrected in the jet corrected track MET were optimized for the 2012 dataset. The
H!WW (⇤) analysis jets are very close to the optimal jets to correct. A very pure sample of Z/ ⇤!µµ
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Figure 7.22: Alpgen high mass Z ! ee MET resolution on Emiss,track,jetCorrT -Truth MET.
MET RefFinal uses all jets with pT>20 GeV, and theH!WW (⇤) analysis uses pT>25,30
GeV for |⌘| < 2.4,> 2.4. The Z sample is broken into the H!WW (⇤) jet bins 0, 1, and
  2-jets.
Jet Bin HSG3 pT>20 GeV
µ±RMS Tail µ±RMS Tail
0-jet 0.0±10.5 0.65 0.9±11.3 0.76
1-jet 1.4±15.3 1.32 2.1±15.4 1.44
2-jet 2.2±19.1 1.45 2.7±18.8 1.23
Table 7.8: Sherpa WW MET resolution on Emiss,track,jetCorrT -Truth MET. MET RefFinal uses all jets
with pT>20 GeV, and the H!WW (⇤) analysis uses pT>25,30 GeV for |⌘| < 2.4,> 2.4.
The tail is defined as |Emiss,track,jetCorrT -Truth MET| >100 GeV.
events were selected by requiring two opposite leptons with m``  mz¡15 GeV. The jet selection for
each of the optimizations is given below:
• For the JVF optimization, pT>20 GeV jets were required.
• For the jet pT optimization, JVF>0.4 jets were required.
• For the jet ⌘ optimization, JVF>0.4 and pT>20 GeVjets were required.
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Figure 7.23: Sherpa WW MET resolution on Emiss,track,jetCorrT -Truth MET. MET RefFinal uses all
jets with pT>20 GeV, and the H!WW (⇤) analysis uses pT>25,30 GeV for |⌘| < 2.4,>
2.4. The WW sample is broken into the H!WW (⇤) jet bins 0, 1, and   2-jets.
The resolution as a function of jet JVF, pT, and ⌘ are shown in Figure 7.24. The optimization
was also done in simulation for events with neutrinos, and the results were similar. For higher pileup
runs, the jets used in the correction should be reoptimized. Particularly the jets in forward region of
the detector without the tracking to match the jet to the PV.
7.3 Performance of track-based MET
The performance for MET varieties in the ggF and VBF Higgs signal samples are compared for the
x-direction and y-direction are shown in Figure 7.25. The mean and resolution on (MET - Truth
MET) and tails are summarized in the Tables 7.9, 7.10, and 7.11. The Emiss,track,jetCorrT has the best
resolution and the smallest tail of all existing MET varieties.
Comparing the performance of the Emiss,trackT definition, the superior pileup robustness of the
Emiss,track,jetCorrT as is shown in Figure 7.26 motivated our analysis to switch to using it in the mT
calculation. The performance improvements over the full 8 TeV datasets are also seen in Z/DY events
as shown in Figure 7.27 and Table 7.12. The Emiss,track,jetCorrT has the best resolution and the smallest
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Figure 7.24: Optimizations of the jets used in the jet corrected track MET using data Z/ ⇤!µµ+1
jet and Z/ ⇤! ee+1 jet CR.
EmissT Mean RMS Integral of tail
Track EmissT -0.022 0.22 28.43
Calo 0.011 0.40 39.23
STVF -0.025 0.32 34.09
Table 7.9: Performance of x-direction of the EmissT in the 0-jet bin. The mean and RMS are for
(MET - Truth MET) / Truth MET. The tail is defined as the integral of events with
|MET  Truth| > 80 GeV.
EmissT Mean RMS Integral of tail
jet-corrected Track EmissT 0.020 0.37 23.41
Track EmissT 0.13 0.80 39.86
Calo 0.05 0.50 28.34
STVF 0.021 0.47 27.17
Table 7.10: Performance of x-direction of the EmissT in the 1-jet bin. The mean and RMS are for
(MET - Truth MET) / Truth MET. The tail is defined as the integral of events with
|MET  Truth| > 80 GeV.
tail of all MET varieties.
It is important to check the Emiss,trackT performance in 2012 data and MC. The plots shown in
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Figure 7.25: Resolution for all of the EmissT varieties in the 0, 1, and 2-jet bins in the ggF (0,1-jet)
and VBF (2-jet) Higgs signal. The Emiss,trackT and E
miss,track,jetCorr
T are identical in the
0-jet bin.
EmissT Mean RMS Integral of tail
jet-corrected Track EmissT 0.05 0.43 13.30
Track EmissT 0.41 0.98 26.01
Calo 0.03 0.47 14.38
STVF 0.07 0.51 14.63
Table 7.11: Performance of x-direction of the EmissT in the 2-jet bin. The mean and RMS are for
(MET - Truth MET) / Truth MET. The tail is defined as the integral of events with
|MET  Truth| > 80 GeV.
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Figure 7.26: The resolution ((True-EmissT )/True) for E
miss
T varieties in the 0, 1, and 2-jet bins in the
ggF Higgs signal sample. The lepton flavors were summed. The left side is the mean of
the resolution and the right side is RMS. The Emiss,trackT is very stable with respect to
pileup, but loses resolution when there is a hard neutral object. The Emiss,track,jetCorrT
recovers the resolution in events with jets while maintaining a smaller pileup dependence
than STVF and MET RefFinal. The Emiss,trackT and E
miss,track,jetCorr
T are identical in the
0-jet bin.
this section are based on the 20.3 fb 1 data . The first set of comparisons is done with the control
regions: the Z, WW , and the top. The Z control is defined as events in the Z mass window
|m``  mZ | < 15 GeV before Emiss,trackT cut, with the two good leptons satisfying the same selections
for H ! WW . Figure 7.28, 7.29, and 7.30 show the distributions of the Emiss,trackT in data and MCs.
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Figure 7.27: The MET varieties in the 0, 1, and 2-jet bins in the Z+jet sample. The left side is Z ! ee
and the right side is Z ! µµ. The Emiss,trackT and E
miss,track,jetCorr
T are identical in the
0-jet bin.
EmissT Mean (GeV) RMS (GeV) Integral of tail
Emiss,track,jetCorrT 17.7 12.5 1163
Track EmissT 24.9 18.7 20274
Calo 22.1 12.8 1543
STVF 19.9 12.8 2437
Table 7.12: Performance of the MET in the 1-jet bin for Z/DY events from Figure 7.27. The mean
and RMS are for MET distribution. The tail is defined as having MET>80 GeV.
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Overall, there is good agreement in all distributions.
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Figure 7.28: Distributions of the Emiss,trackT in Z control region in the final states of ee, µµ, eµ and
µe. The errors shown in the yellow band are statistical and preliminary systematics.
To demonstrate the improved resolution of Emiss,track,jetCorrT over other MET varieties in data, the
m⌧⌧ distributions are shown in the opposite flavor channel in Figure 7.31. The Z/DY ! ⌧⌧ is more
strongly peaked, and good agreement with data is observed.
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Figure 7.29: Distributions of the Emiss,trackT in WW control region in the final states of ee, µµ, eµ
and µe. The errors shown in the yellow band are statistical and preliminary systematics.
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Figure 7.30: Distributions of the Emiss,trackT in Top control region in the final states of ee, µµ, eµ
and µe plus 1-jet. The errors shown in the yellow band are statistical and preliminary
systematics.
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Figure 7.31: m⌧⌧ using EmissT varieties 1-jet bin in the opposite lepton flavor channel. The E
miss
T Ref
Final (upper left), STVF (upper right), and Emiss,track,jetCorrT (lower) are shown. The
Emiss,track,jetCorrT has the strongest peak of Z/DY ! ⌧⌧ . The errors shown in the yellow
band are statistical only.
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7.4 mT Performance
In the H!WW (⇤) analysis, a fit in data to the transverse mass of the dilepton system, defined as
mT(Higgs) =
q
(E``T + E
miss
T )
2   |p``T +E
miss
T |2,
is used to extract the signal strength. Previous analyses used the calo-EmissT (Ref Final) in the calcula-
tion of mT. However, the previous section showed that the jet corrected track MET (E
miss,track,jetCorr
T )
has better resolution on true MET. Also Emiss,track,jetCorrT has better stability against pile-up. There-
fore, this section will show the improvement in resolution for the the mT in the H!WW (⇤)! `⌫`⌫
analysis, which is an important discriminater. Additionally, some increased separation between signal
and background will be shown. The analysis profits not only by cutting on the Emiss,track,jetCorrT , but
also by using it in the calculation of mT, max mT(W) as defined in Equation 7.2, m⌧⌧ , and ptotT .
max
li=1,2
mT(W ) =
q
(P liT + E
miss
T )
2   |PliT +E
miss
T |2 (7.2)
The maximum mT(W) using the leading and sub-leading lepton is used. The P
li
T is the lepton
transverse momentum, and EmissT is the measurement of the neutrino transverse momentum.
The mT(Higgs) distributions in the opposite flavor 0-jet bin are shown using E
miss,track,jetCorr
T ,
STVF, and calo MET RefFinal in Figure 7.32. The broad signal is distribution narrowed by using
the Emiss,track,jetCorrT versus the calo MET RefFinal. Also the backgrounds with lower mT(Higgs) like
W  and W+jet move down away from the signal.
The Emiss,track,jetCorrT has the best resolution on the transverse neutrino momentum, and it also
improves the measurement of the true mT(Higgs) in all jet bins for ggF H!WW (⇤) as shown in
Figure 7.33. The (mT(truth)-mT(reco))/mT(truth) does not extend in the positive direction because
the mT(reco) cannot be negative by definition. The mean and RMS for these mT resolution plots is
shown in Table 7.13. These improvements do not depend on the final state lepton flavor, so similar
improvements are seen in the same flavor. The Emiss,track,jetCorrT is used in the mT calculation for all
H!WW (⇤) analyses discussed in the note.
Table 7.13: The mean and RMS of each jet bin mT(Higgs) resolution from Figure 7.33. The
mT(E
miss,track,jetCorr
T ) has the best resolution on the truth mT(Higgs).
Njets mT(E
miss,track,jetCorr
T ) mT(calo MET) mT(STVF)
0 -0.21±0.34 -0.19±0.39 -0.21±0.36
1 -0.24±0.40 -0.21±0.44 -0.25±0.42
2 -0.28±0.45 -0.26±0.47 -29±0.48
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Figure 7.32: mT distributions after all event selections applied for eµ+µe channels in 0 jet bin. These
plots include the low-pt bin leptons (P SubLeadingT >10GeV)
The use of Emiss,track,jetCorrT in the mT(Higgs) increases the separation between signal and back-
ground. One example is the increased separation of ggF signal and the W  background in the 0-jet
and 1-jet analyses as show in Figure 7.34.
7.4.1 mT(Higgs) Performance as a Function of EmissT
As discussed in Section 7.1, the di↵erent flavor VBF analysis uses no criteria on the MET. This
is motivated by the 11% increase in VBF signal acceptance over the 20 GeV threshold used by
the di↵erent flavor ggF analyses. The performance of the mT(Higgs) using the E
miss,track,jetCorr
T at
di↵erent MET values is studied in this section using the signal simulation. The resolution ofmT(Higgs)
is shown in Figure 7.35. Some small degradation is observed in the mT(E
miss,track,jetCorr
T ) - mT(Truth
MET). The mean and RMS of these distributions is shown in Table 7.14.
The mT(Higgs) and max mT(W) is checked in control regions with the E
miss,track,jetCorr
T criteria
removed, and the agreement with data is compared for Emiss,track,jetCorrT >20 GeV and <20 GeV. The
WW+1-jet control region is shown in Figure 7.36 with the following selection:
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Figure 7.33: ggF H!WW (⇤) signal (mtruthT  mT)/mtruthT distributions after the EmissT requirement
in the eµ + µe channels in 0 (upper left), 1 (upper right), and 2 (lower) jet bins. The
calo EmissT (red), STVF (green), and E
miss,track,jetCorr
T (green).
Table 7.14: The mean and RMS ofmT(E
miss,track,jetCorr
T ) -mT(truth MET) in bins of E
miss,track,jetCorr
T
as shown in Figure 7.35. The mT(Higgs) resolution is slightly worse at lower MET. All
numbers are shown in GeV.
MET Cut µggF 1j±RMS µV BF2j±RMS
0-10 13.2±14.6 11.6±17.8
10-20 6.0±16.3 5.0±17.2
20-30 1.3±15.8 0.9±16.3
30- -5.2±14.2 -3.0±12.7
• OS and opposite flavor leptons (eµ+ µe)
• Njets== 1 and Nb-jet ==0 (MV1 85% pT>20 GeV jets)
• m`` >80 GeV
• Collinear approxiation to veto Z/DY ! ⌧⌧ |m⌧⌧  mZ | > 25 GeV
Note that the max mT(W) cut is removed to increase the acceptance at low MET. The WW control
region is ideal because WW has truth MET, and it has the same final state as the H!WW (⇤) signal.
The Top+2-jet control region is shown in Figure 7.37 with the following selection:
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Figure 7.34: mT(Calo EmissT ) (left) and mT(E
miss,track,jetCorr
T ) (right) distributions after all event se-
lections applied for eµ + µe channels in 0 and 1 jet bin. The improved resolution of
Emiss,track,jetCorrT increases the separation of backgrounds like W  from signal.
• OS and opposite flavor leptons (eµ+ µe)
• Njets  2 and Nb-jet >0 (MV1 85% pT>20 GeV jets)
The top background is the largest background to the VBF analysis, and it has neutrinos from the
W! `⌫ decays. The top background shape is as well modeled in the low MET as the high MET
region. The acceptance of tt̄ with Emiss,track,jetCorrT < 20 GeV is within the uncertainties.
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Figure 7.35: The mT(E
miss,track,jetCorr
T )-mT(Truth MET) for the Higgs mT is shown for di↵erent val-
ues of Emiss,track,jetCorrT : 0-10 GeV (black), 10-20 GeV (red), 20-30 GeV (green), and
>30 GeV (blue). Some degradation in themT(Higgs) is observed at low E
miss,track,jetCorr
T .
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Figure 7.36: The mT(E
miss,track,jetCorr
T ) (left) and max mT(W) (right) shown for
Emiss,track,jetCorrT <20 GeV (upper) and E
miss,track,jetCorr
T >20 GeV (lower) in the
WW+1-jet control region with loosened MET criteria. The yellow band includes the
MC statistical uncertainties added in quadrature with soft track MET uncertainties.
The WW background is normalized to the control region using the same normalization
for low MET and high MET.
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Figure 7.37: The mT(E
miss,track,jetCorr
T ) (left) and max mT(W) (right) shown for
Emiss,track,jetCorrT <20 GeV (upper) and E
miss,track,jetCorr
T >20 GeV (lower) in the
Top+2-jet control region with loosened MET criteria. The yellow band includes the MC
statistical uncertainties added in quadrature with soft track MET uncertainties. The
tt̄ background is normalized to the control region using the same normalization for low
MET and high MET.
Chapter 8
VBF
The VBF analysis is re-optimized to search for the VBF Higgs production whereas the publication
included ggF as signal. The newly optimized selections presented here use the ggF Higgs production
as a background, and it will be treated as such for this section. Measuring the VBF H ! WW
process allows direct access to the Higgs to WW coupling, which is not possible in the gluon-gluon
fusion search due to the loop.
The VBF analysis has additional background contributions from electroweak WW/ZZ/WZ plus 2
jets that are not included in the 0-jet and 1-jet channels because their contribution is negligible there.
These contributions are normalized by theory and are generated using Sherpa. The VBF analysis
uses the same lepton and jet selection as the 0-jet and 1-jet channels and follows the same selection
up to the EmissT cut. The following selections are required in addition to the pre-E
miss
T selections:
• To suppress Drell-Yan and QCD, the EmissT is required to be larger than 45 GeV for the ee and
µµ channel. For the opposite flavor channel, the Drell-Yan comes only from ⌧ decays, so the
EmissT is relaxed to 20 GeV . As opposed to the 0-jet and 1-jet analysis, the cut is not relative
to high pT objects because of larger number of objects in the event (e.g. 2-jets and 2-leptons).
The Emiss,trackT cut is removed from the 2012 analysis because it is not necessary with the lower
number of collisions per proton bunch crossings.
• The number of jets, Njet, is required to be more than 1-jet. In addition, none of the jets are
identified as a b-quark.
• The magnitude of the vector sum of the leptons, EmissT , and jets, ptotT , is required to be less than
45 GeV . This selection removes events having a large amount of soft radiation, and it reduces
mostly the top background.
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• For the opposite flavor channel, the Z ! ⌧⌧ is reduced by using the collinear approximation for
the neutrinos to calculate the invariant mass of the Z, m⌧⌧ . m⌧⌧ must be more than 25 GeV
from the Z mass (|M⌧⌧  Mz| > 25). The cut is removed for the same flavor channel because of
the stricter EmissT cuts.
• The following cuts are referred to as the VBF cuts. The VBF process tends to produce jets that
are well separated in rapidity, which is defined as y = 12 ln
E+pz
E pz , because the process originates
from the collision of two valence quarks. Most backgrounds tend to have more isotropic jet
distributions. The rapidity between the two highest pT jets, which will be referred to as tagging
jets for the rest of this paper, must be larger than 2.8.
• The invariant mass, mjj , must be larger than 500 GeV .
• VBF processes tends to have very clean regions between the two tagging jets. Events with
additional jets between the tagging jets are vetoed for jet pT   20.
• The both leptons are required to be inside the two tagging jets.
• The following cuts are referred to as the Higgs cuts. The spin 0 nature of the Higgs causes the
leptons to point in the same direction resulting in a relatively low invariant mass of the leptons,
m``. This allows us to remove large amounts of top and standard model WW by requiring
m`` < 60 GeV/c2.
• The spin-0 decay is again used when we require the leptons to be close in plain transverse to
the beam line by requiring the azimuthal angle between the leptons,   ``, to be less than 1.6.
• Due to poorer simulation statistics in 2011 than 2012, anmT fit is not possible. As a replacement,
a cut on the Higgs mass of mT < 1.2 ·mH GeV/c2 is required, and the analysis is done as three
channels: eµ, ee, and µµ.
8.0.2 VBF Top control sample
The largest background to the VBF signal is top, and unfortunately MC@NLO tt̄ simulation does
not do a very good job modeling the VBF variables. Note that throughout this section top refers to
both single top (s-channel, t-channel, and Wt) as well as tt̄. Therefore, top is modeled using a data
driven technique, which corrects the VBF variables. The selection for the 2011 top control region is
the same as the 2012 control region and selects a 92% pure sample of top as seen in table 8.1. The
NFs are checked separately for the same flavor and opposite flavor top control regions, and numbers
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are consistent within statistics as shown in table 8.3. Ergo, all lepton flavors ee, µµ and eµ were
combined for the top control region due to poor statistics. The criteria for the top control region is
the same as the signal region described in this section, but the Higgs cuts (m``,   ``, and mT) are
removed, and exactly one b-tag is required. The exactly one b-tag criteria is chosen to select top
events as kinematically similar to the signal region as possible. The top events in the signal region
tend to have only one truth b-quark within the acceptance and above the jet pT threshold.
• Selection requires Njet   2, and exactly 1 b tag (was previously   1 b) with MV1 85% operating
point.
The VBF variable correction for top is to normalize top in the signal region to what is observed
in the control region. The normalization factors (NF) are calculated at each step of the cutflow in
the top CR using NF = Data MCnon-topMC
top
. The modeling of the top control region is not kinematically
identical to the signal region, so a systematic is also calculated for the extrapolation from the control
region to the signal region. The di↵erence between Sherpa and MC@NLO tt̄ covers the discrepancy
in the top control region. Notice the improved or at least reverse trends in mjj and  yjj modeling
with Sherpa compared to MC@NLO as shown in figure 8.1 (for Sherpa) and 8.2 (for MC@NLO).
Therefore, the procedure for correcting top in the control region and applying the NF to the signal
region is applied to Sherpa as well. The di↵erences in prediction between Sherpa and MC@NLO
in the signal region as shown in table 8.2 is treated as a systematic, which is determined at the ptotT
cut. The value of the top extrapolation systematic in 2011 is 23%, and in 2012, it is 15%. The 2012
analysis for Moriond has moved to comparing to Alpgen due to the problems listed below. In 2011,
we continue to compute the top extrapolation systematic using Sherpa because Alpgen tt̄ is not
available with su cient statistics. This will be updated in the near future.
Sherpa’s agreement in the top control region is more obvious in the 2012 data where the statistics
are much higher; therefore, the same procedure is used. MC@NLO is preferred over Sherpa for tt̄
because Sherpa treats the b-quarks as mass-less, and more importantly, it does not describe the
lepton kinematics well as shown in figure 8.1. The top control region stops before the m`` and   ``
selections, so the data driven method will not correct for these di↵erences. However, we can correct
for the VBF cuts using the above normalization procedure.
8.0.3 VBF Z/DY ! ⌧⌧ control sample
The opposite flavor VBF analysis uses a Z/DY ! ⌧⌧ control region to normalize the Z contribution in
the opposite flavor channel (Note that the electroweak Z contribution is not normalized with this NF,
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Figure 8.1: VBF top control region plots using Sherpa for tt̄. The modeling is shown for  yjj
(upper left), mjj (upper right),   `` (lower left), and leading lepton pT (lower right).
The lepton flavors are combined. The di↵erences between Sherpa and MC@NLO span
the di↵erences with the Top CR as seen in figure 8.2: MC@NLO over-predicts at large
mjj , and Sherpa perhaps under-predicts as seen here. 2012 data shows that Sherpa
models the mjj variable pretty well. The leptons are not well modeled using Sherpa, so
MC@NLO is used for tt̄.
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Cut vbf+vh [125 GeV] ggf [125 GeV] WW WZ/ZZ/W  tt̄ SingleTop Z ! ee/µµ Z ! ⌧⌧ Z(EW) W+jets data Total Bkg(+ggf) Observed Data/MC
2jet 5.61 ± 0.07 6.74 ± 0.06 141.70 ± 1.20 47.30 ± 2.00 5854.00 ± 16.00 335.40 ± 5.80 15.60 ± 1.50 337.50 ± 7.90 2.27 ± 0.15 67.60 ± 5.10 6808.11 ± 19.64 7445 1.09 ± 0.01
MET > 45, 20 5.02 ± 0.07 6.01 ± 0.06 132.00 ± 1.20 40.00 ± 1.80 5474.00 ± 16.00 310.00 ± 5.60 9.00 ± 1.10 260.30 ± 6.80 1.91 ± 0.14 48.30 ± 4.60 6281.52 ± 18.99 6899 1.10 ± 0.01
Nb = 0 3.59 ± 0.06 4.39 ± 0.05 96.10 ± 1.00 30.50 ± 1.70 301.10 ± 3.70 38.50 ± 2.00 6.35 ± 0.95 188.90 ± 5.80 1.16 ± 0.11 21.30 ± 2.50 688.30 ± 7.90 735 1.07 ± 0.04
P totT < 45 3.26 ± 0.05 3.66 ± 0.04 82.84 ± 0.94 24.40 ± 1.60 224.50 ± 3.20 31.00 ± 1.80 4.48 ± 0.83 162.90 ± 5.40 1.01 ± 0.10 15.40 ± 2.10 550.19 ± 7.16 578 1.05 ± 0.05
Mll < 60 3.23 ± 0.05 3.64 ± 0.04 30.81 ± 0.57 12.30 ± 1.40 87.80 ± 2.00 11.90 ± 1.10 3.02 ± 0.70 156.70 ± 5.30 0.97 ± 0.10 8.60 ± 1.80 315.74 ± 6.27 330 1.05 ± 0.06
  `` < 1.8 0.07 ± 0.01 0.10 ± 0.01 1.73 ± 0.13 0.65 ± 0.30 4.73 ± 0.44 0.60 ± 0.27 0.46 ± 0.23 15.10 ± 1.80 0.08 ± 0.03 1.79 ± 0.62 25.24 ± 2.01 25 0.99 ± 0.21
Table 8.1: The VBF top control is used to normalize the top in the opposite and same flavor signal
regions. Lepton flavors were merged due to lack of statistics.
Cut Sherpa tt̄ MC@NLO tt̄ Sherpa/MC@NLO
NF=1.05 ± 0.02 NF=1.11 ± 0.01
2jet 6130.15±114.38 6074.04±83.75 0.991±0.023
NF=0.94 ± 0.03 NF=1.10 ± 0.02
BJV 401.12±16.50 330.42± 8.40 1.214±0.059
NF=0.91 ± 0.03 NF=1.08 ± 0.03
P totT < 45 299.74±14.02 243.53± 7.02 1.231±0.068
NF=0.92 ± 0.03 NF=1.08 ± 0.03
|M⌧⌧  Mz| > 25 278.91±13.61 221.52± 6.64 1.259±0.072
NF=0.98 ± 0.09 NF=0.96 ± 0.07
DYjj > 2.8 50.11± 6.48 40.32± 3.27 1.243±0.190
NF=1.11 ± 0.21 NF=0.81 ± 0.13
Mjj > 500 11.10± 3.31 9.42± 1.58 1.178±0.403
NF=1.05 ± 0.31 NF=0.83 ± 0.21
CJV < 20 2.85± 1.16 4.43± 1.18 0.643±0.313
NF=1.09 ± 0.40 NF=0.98 ± 0.30
OLV 2.74± 1.29 4.08± 1.31 0.672±0.383
Mll < 60 0.23± 0.25 0.74± 0.28 0.311±0.358
  ll < 1.8 0.23± 0.25 0.70± 0.27 0.329±0.379
Table 8.2: Top extrapolation systematic is calculated by normalizing Sherpa and MC@NLO in the
top control region and applying the resulting normalization factor to the signal region.
Comparing the predictions in the signal region, the resulting systematic is taken to be the
ratio at the ptotT cut, and the ratio is colored in red. The systematic is extracted at the
ptotT cut to match the same step in the cutflow as the 2012 VBF analysis, which selects the
cutflow point with the largest discrepancy and smallest statistical uncertainty. The top
NFs are from the opposite flavor channel only.
Cut 2012 eµ 2011 eµ 2011 Merged
2jet 1.039± 0.0070 1.11 ± 0.015 1.06 ± 0.01
BJV 1.032 ± 0.0114 1.097 ± 0.025 1.09 ± 0.02
P totT < 45 1.046± 0.0132 1.085 ± 0.027 1.09 ± 0.02
|M⌧⌧  Mz| > 25 1.049 ± 0.014 1.078 ± 0.028 1.08 ± 0.02
DYjj > 2.8 0.923± 0.035 0.958 ± 0.071 0.92 ± 0.05
Mjj > 500 0.789 ± 0.060 0.808 ± 0.13 0.77 ± 0.09
CJV < 20 0.679 ± 0.092 0.826 ± 0.21 0.75 ± 0.15
OLV 0.737 ± 0.13 0.982 ± 0.30 0.75 ± 0.20
Table 8.3: Compare the top NF in the di↵erent top control regions. The same flavor and opposite
flavor top control regions were merged due to poor statistics.
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Figure 8.2: VBF top control region plots. The modeling is shown for mT (upper left), outside lepton
veto (upper right),  yjj (lower left), and mjj (lower right). The lepton flavors are com-
bined, and the hashed area indicates the all of the object-level systematic uncertainties
on the background prediction. The top extrapolation uncertainty of 23% is not shown.
The signal contribution, negligible in this figure, is shown is for mH = 125GeV .
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Cut vbf+vh [125 GeV] ggf [125 GeV] WW WZ/ZZ/W  tt̄ SingleTop Z ! ee/µµ Z ! ⌧⌧ Z(EW) W+jets data Total Bkg(+ggf) Observed Data/MC
NF= 1.13 ± 0.03
MET > 45, 20 8.52 ± 0.09 10.10 ± 0.07 211.00 ± 1.50 62.20 ± 2.10 8823.00 ± 20.00 496.70 ± 7.10 568.12 ± 17.10 389.90 ± 8.30 6.38 ± 0.27 397.00 ± 10.00 10964.40 ± 27.40 11546 1.05 ± 0.01
2jet 8.52 ± 0.09 10.10 ± 0.07 211.00 ± 1.50 62.20 ± 2.10 8823.00 ± 20.00 496.70 ± 7.10 503.80 ± 9.90 389.90 ± 8.30 6.38 ± 0.27 78.90 ± 6.10 10581.98 ± 25.71 11546 1.09 ± 0.01
Cut2j 8.52 ± 0.09 10.10 ± 0.07 211.00 ± 1.50 62.20 ± 2.10 8823.00 ± 20.00 496.70 ± 7.10 503.80 ± 9.90 389.90 ± 8.30 6.38 ± 0.27 78.90 ± 6.10 10581.98 ± 25.71 11546 1.09 ± 0.01
NF= 1.22 ± 0.03
Nb = 0 2.15 ± 0.05 2.37 ± 0.04 49.59 ± 0.75 13.43 ± 0.69 3113.00 ± 12.00 284.70 ± 5.40 151.14 ± 6.98 93.60 ± 4.10 2.08 ± 0.16 30.30 ± 4.00 3740.20 ± 15.59 4060 1.09 ± 0.02
NF= 1.21 ± 0.03
P totT < 45 1.91 ± 0.05 1.94 ± 0.03 42.28 ± 0.70 10.89 ± 0.66 2467.00 ± 11.00 245.80 ± 5.00 87.16 ± 4.92 79.30 ± 3.80 1.53 ± 0.14 19.70 ± 3.20 2955.60 ± 13.84 3201 1.08 ± 0.02
|M⌧⌧  Mz| > 25 1.82 ± 0.05 1.83 ± 0.03 39.76 ± 0.68 10.31 ± 0.65 2346.00 ± 10.00 232.50 ± 4.90 71.50 ± 3.70 50.70 ± 3.10 1.23 ± 0.12 18.00 ± 3.10 2771.83 ± 12.56 3011 1.09 ± 0.02
NF= 1.41 ± 0.04
DYjj > 2.8 0.68 ± 0.01 0.36 ± 0.01 6.51 ± 0.25 1.44 ± 0.24 343.60 ± 3.90 45.00 ± 2.10 12.82 ± 1.73 6.64 ± 1.00 0.15 ± 0.04 -0.16 ± 0.89 416.36 ± 4.94 386 0.93 ± 0.05
NF= 1.58 ± 0.08
Mjj > 500 0.36 ± 0.01 0.09 ± 0.01 2.13 ± 0.13 0.35 ± 0.11 90.00 ± 2.10 9.70 ± 1.00 3.27 ± 0.84 1.45 ± 0.18 0.08 ± 0.03 -0.17 ± 0.50 106.90 ± 2.53 84 0.79 ± 0.09
NF= 2.01 ± 0.14
CJV < 20 0.31 ± 0.01 0.05 ± 0.01 1.46 ± 0.10 0.15 ± 0.05 33.00 ± 1.20 6.24 ± 0.80 1.17 ± 0.49 0.61 ± 0.12 0.06 ± 0.03 0.18 ± 0.35 42.92 ± 1.57 33 0.77 ± 0.14
NF= 2.02 ± 0.17 NF= 1.66 ± 0.59
OLV 0.29 ± 0.01 0.04 ± 0.01 1.04 ± 0.08 0.14 ± 0.05 18.78 ± 0.91 3.36 ± 0.61 0.71 ± 0.37 0.52 ± 0.23 0.06 ± 0.03 -0.08 ± 0.26 24.57 ± 1.20 19 0.77 ± 0.18
Table 8.4: The VBF Z/DY ! ⌧⌧ control is used to normalize the Z/DY ! ⌧⌧ in the opposite flavor
signal region. The control region obtains a purity of 62%.
and the theoretical prediction is used as in the 8 TeV analysis). The selection removes the VBF cuts
and Higgs cuts, but requires the leptons to be well separated in azimuthal angle. The selection obtains
a 62% pure control region, which can be seen in the cutflow in table 8.4 and the validation plots in
figure 8.3. The remaining non-Z/DY ! ⌧⌧ contributions come mainly from tt̄. The normalization
factor derived from the Z/DY ! ⌧⌧ control region is 0.98±0.35. In addition to the normalization
factor, a correction factor for the VBF cuts is applied. The correction factor is derived using the
same flavor Z peak, and the correction is 1.69 ± 0.07, which is discussed further in section 8.0.4.
Both corrections are applied at the outside lepton veto cut for a total correction of 1.67±0.08 for the
Z/DY ! ⌧⌧ in the opposite flavor control region. In addition to the pre-selection and EmissT cut, the
selection for the control region is as follows:
• Njet   2 with a b-quark veto.
• The magnitude of the vector sum of the leptons, EmissT , and jets, ptotT , is required to be less than
45 GeV . is required to have P totT < 45 GeV .
• The invariant mass of the leptons must satisfy m`` < 80 GeV/c2
• The dilepton opening angle in the transverse plane,   ``, is required to be more than 2.8
radians.
8.0.4 VBF Drell-Yan Correction
The Drell-Yan has two modeling issues: EmissT and VBF variables. For the VBF variables, the Z peak
with a window of 15 GeV around the pole mass is used to correct the simulation cut e ciency to
those of data. The corrections are then applied to the Z simulation in the signal region cut-by-but.
The total correction factor from the VBF cuts is 1.33 ± 0.05 (stat). The VBF cut correction includes
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Figure 8.3: VBF Z/DY ! ⌧⌧ control region plots. The modeling is shown for mT (upper left), EmissT
(upper right),  yjj (lower left), and mjj (lower right). The lepton flavors are combined,
and the hashed area indicates the total uncertainty on the background prediction. The
signal contribution, negligible in this figure, is shown is for mH = 125GeV .
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NFABCD = Aestimated from data/AMC prediction (8.1)
= fcorr ·Bdata ·
Adata
Ddata
/AMCprediction (8.2)
=
Bdata · CdataDdata
BMC · CMCDMC
(8.3)
= 0.745± 0.113(1.02± 0.14 for 2012) (8.4)
Figure 8.4: VBF Drell-Yan ABCD regions closure calculation.
Define ABCD Regions:
A (SR) B
M`` < 60 GeV |M``  MZ | < 15 GeV
high MET high MET
C D
M`` < 60 GeV |M``  MZ | < 15 GeV
low MET low MET
Table 8.5: VBF Drell-Yan ABCD regions in m`` and EmissT .
corrections for the e↵ects of  yjj , CJV and OLV. The mjj cut is corrected in the EmissT correction.
Low EmissT is also a very good control region region for Drell-Yan, and the correction factor is re-
calculated using EmissT < 45 GeV and no cut on the Z mass window. The di↵erence between these
two is treated as a systematic. The VBF correction is applied to the same flavor and opposite flavor
Drell-Yan. However, the opposite flavor does not use the ABCD EmissT correction discussed below, so
the additional modeling correction for mjj is included.
For the EmissT correction, two methods are used. The first is to normalize the Drell-Yan to the
Z-peak after the EmissT > 45 GeV requirement. This is purely aesthetic for the cutflow. The method
used in the final result is the ABCD method, which uses m`` and EmissT . The regions are described in
figure 8.5. The ABCD method is applied after the m`` < 60 GeV selection, and a sample calculation
for the MC closure is shown in table 8.4. The systematic treatment is to recompute the ABCD
normalization for each object variation. Currently, no systematic is applied for the non-closure of the
simulation.
8.0.5 VBF Opposite Flavor Signal Region
The VBF analysis is split into eµ, µµ, and ee signal regions because of the large Drell-Yan contribution
to the same flavor. The unblinded cutflow for the opposite flavor signal region is shown in table 8.6.
Before unblinding, a 2.0   deficit was noticed in the signal region after the mjj cut. The deficit
8. VBF 150
Cut vbf+vh [125 GeV] ggf [125 GeV] WW WZ/ZZ/W  tt̄ SingleTop Z ! ee/µµ Z ! ⌧⌧ Z(EW) W+jets data Total Bkg(+ggf) Observed Data/MC
NF= 1.06 ± 0.01 NF= 1.06 ± 0.01
MET > 45, 20 5.02 ± 0.07 6.01 ± 0.06 132.00 ± 1.20 40.00 ± 1.80 5815.61 ± 67.46 329.35 ± 7.00 9.00 ± 1.10 260.30 ± 6.80 1.91 ± 0.14 295.00 ± 8.10 6889.17 ± 21.03 6899 1.00 ± 0.01
2jet 5.02 ± 0.07 6.01 ± 0.06 132.00 ± 1.20 40.00 ± 1.80 5474.00 ± 16.00 310.00 ± 5.60 9.00 ± 1.10 260.30 ± 6.80 1.91 ± 0.14 48.30 ± 4.60 6281.52 ± 18.99 6899 1.10 ± 0.01
NF= 1.09 ± 0.02 NF= 1.09 ± 0.02
Nb = 0 3.59 ± 0.06 4.39 ± 0.05 96.10 ± 1.00 30.50 ± 1.70 329.44 ± 7.10 42.12 ± 2.31 6.35 ± 0.95 188.90 ± 5.80 1.16 ± 0.11 21.30 ± 2.50 720.26 ± 8.12 735 1.02 ± 0.04
NF= 1.09 ± 0.02 NF= 1.09 ± 0.02
P totT < 45 3.26 ± 0.05 3.66 ± 0.04 82.84 ± 0.94 24.40 ± 1.60 244.81 ± 5.97 33.80 ± 2.07 4.48 ± 0.83 162.90 ± 5.40 1.01 ± 0.10 15.40 ± 2.10 573.30 ± 7.33 578 1.01 ± 0.04
|M⌧⌧  Mz| > 25 2.96 ± 0.05 3.38 ± 0.04 75.81 ± 0.90 22.60 ± 1.60 205.50 ± 3.00 27.50 ± 1.70 3.03 ± 0.61 78.40 ± 3.80 0.39 ± 0.06 15.40 ± 1.80 432.00 ± 5.77 450 1.04 ± 0.05
NF= 0.92 ± 0.05 NF= 0.92 ± 0.05
DYjj > 2.8 1.61 ± 0.02 0.86 ± 0.02 14.37 ± 0.37 3.92 ± 0.68 40.38 ± 2.62 5.63 ± 0.84 0.40 ± 0.21 11.70 ± 1.30 0.11 ± 0.03 3.35 ± 0.80 80.72 ± 2.29 74 0.92 ± 0.11
NF= 0.77 ± 0.09 NF= 0.77 ± 0.09
Mjj > 500 0.98 ± 0.01 0.24 ± 0.01 4.65 ± 0.18 0.82 ± 0.32 9.06 ± 1.24 1.43 ± 0.42 0.21 ± 0.16 1.37 ± 0.18 0.06 ± 0.02 0.49 ± 0.36 18.32 ± 0.88 11 0.60 ± 0.18
NF= 0.75 ± 0.15 NF= 0.75 ± 0.15
CJV < 20 0.88 ± 0.01 0.16 ± 0.01 3.68 ± 0.16 0.54 ± 0.30 4.07 ± 0.89 0.93 ± 0.37 0.00 ± 0.00 0.73 ± 0.13 0.06 ± 0.02 0.16 ± 0.26 10.32 ± 0.66 6 0.58 ± 0.24
NF= 0.75 ± 0.20 NF= 0.75 ± 0.20 NF= 1.69 ± 0.07 NF= 1.69 ± 0.07
OLV 0.84 ± 0.01 0.14 ± 0.01 2.76 ± 0.13 0.49 ± 0.30 2.37 ± 0.93 0.52 ± 0.30 0.00 ± 0.00 0.86 ± 0.21 0.06 ± 0.02 0.23 ± 0.26 7.43 ± nan 4 0.54 ± nan
Mll < 60 0.76 ± 0.01 0.13 ± 0.01 0.61 ± 0.07 0.04 ± 0.02 0.59 ± 0.21 -0.01 ± -0.16 0.00 ± 0.00 0.41 ± 0.13 0.04 ± 0.02 0.09 ± 0.15 1.90 ± 0.29 0 0.00 ± nan
  `` < 1.8 0.70 ± 0.01 0.12 ± 0.01 0.55 ± 0.06 0.01 ± 0.01 0.56 ± 0.20 -0.01 ± -0.16 0.00 ± 0.00 0.19 ± 0.08 0.01 ± 0.01 0.06 ± 0.13 1.49 ± 0.26 0 0.00 ± nan
mT < 1.2 ·mH 0.69 ± 0.01 0.12 ± 0.01 0.36 ± 0.05 0.01 ± 0.01 0.31 ± 0.13 -0.01 ± -0.16 0.00 ± 0.00 0.19 ± 0.08 0.01 ± 0.01 0.08 ± 0.13 1.07 ± 0.25 0 0.00 ± nan
Table 8.6: The unblinded VBF opposite flavor signal region. The Drell-Yan is normalized to the
Z/DY ! ⌧⌧ control region and corrected for VBF variables. The top is correct to the
normalization in the top control region at each step of the cutflow.
remains after unblinding and is 1.9, 1.7, and 1.4   for the mjj , OLV, and CJV cuts, respectively.
Extensive checks of the modeling indicate that the data fluctuated low. Some of the checks include:
comparing expectations and kinematics for 2011 and 2012 and validating signal region and control
region plots and cutflows in 2011. Observations are that the top normalization factor may be slightly
higher in 2011 than 2012, but it is consistent with statistics. Most importantly, the data is very low
when comparing to 2012 after the mjj cut. The same features are not observed for the 2011 same
flavor.
The VBF opposite flavor signal selection shows reasonable modeling throughout the cutflow. The
modeling of VBF variables after the Z/DY ! ⌧⌧ and top corrections and at the ptotT cut are shown
in figure 8.5. The Higgs cut variables are shown after the outside lepton veto in figure 8.6.
8.0.6 VBF Same Flavor Signal Region
The VBF same flavor signal selection shows good agreement throughout the cutflow as shown in table
8.7. The modeling of VBF variables after the Drell-Yan corrections and the ptotT cut are shown in
figure 8.7. The Higgs cut variables are shown after the outside lepton veto in figure 8.8. All show
very good agreement after all corrections.
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Figure 8.5: VBF unblinded opposite flavor eµ signal region plots after the ptotT selection. The mod-
eling is shown for mT (upper left), outside lepton veto (upper right),  yjj (lower left),
and mjj (lower right). The hashed area indicates the total uncertainty coming from ob-
ject systematics on the background prediction. All corrections are applied. The signal
contribution, negligible in this figure, is shown is for mH = 125GeV .
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Figure 8.6: VBF unblinded opposite flavor eµ signal region plots after the OLV selection. The mod-
eling is shown for mT (upper left), m`` (upper right),   `` (lower). The hashed area
indicates the total uncertainty coming from object systematics on the background pre-
diction. All corrections are applied. The signal contribution, negligible in this figure, is
shown is for mH = 125GeV .
8. VBF 153
Cut vbf+vh [125 GeV] ggf [125 GeV] WW WZ/ZZ/W  tt̄ SingleTop Z ! ee/µµ Z ! ⌧⌧ Z(EW) W+jets data Total Bkg(+ggf) Observed Data/MC
NF= 1.06 ± 0.01 NF= 1.06 ± 0.01 NF= 1.13 ± 0.03
MET > 45, 20 3.50 ± 0.06 4.09 ± 0.05 79.07 ± 0.92 22.20 ± 1.00 3558.00 ± 41.93 198.35 ± 5.18 557.85 ± 16.92 129.60 ± 4.70 4.47 ± 0.23 101.80 ± 6.10 4655.43 ± 19.24 4647 1.00 ± 0.02
2jet 3.50 ± 0.06 4.09 ± 0.05 79.07 ± 0.92 22.20 ± 1.00 3349.00 ± 12.00 186.70 ± 4.40 494.70 ± 9.90 129.60 ± 4.70 4.47 ± 0.23 30.60 ± 4.00 4300.43 ± 17.36 4647 1.08 ± 0.02
NF= 1.09 ± 0.02 NF= 1.09 ± 0.02 NF= 1.08 ± 0.02
Nb = 0 2.46 ± 0.05 2.95 ± 0.04 57.46 ± 0.78 15.80 ± 0.89 204.82 ± 4.82 25.16 ± 1.70 379.48 ± 12.52 93.10 ± 4.00 2.64 ± 0.17 5.30 ± 2.00 786.71 ± 10.68 833 1.06 ± 0.04
NF= 1.09 ± 0.02 NF= 1.09 ± 0.02 NF= 1.06 ± 0.02
P totT < 45 2.20 ± 0.04 2.42 ± 0.04 48.74 ± 0.72 12.20 ± 0.82 151.03 ± 4.04 20.17 ± 1.58 206.01 ± 7.96 79.00 ± 3.70 1.68 ± 0.14 2.90 ± 1.60 524.14 ± 8.24 553 1.06 ± 0.05
|M⌧⌧  Mz| > 25 2.20 ± 0.04 2.42 ± 0.04 48.74 ± 0.72 12.20 ± 0.82 138.50 ± 2.50 18.50 ± 1.40 193.80 ± 6.00 79.00 ± 3.70 1.68 ± 0.14 2.90 ± 1.60 497.74 ± 7.85 553 1.11 ± 0.05
NF= 0.92 ± 0.05 NF= 0.92 ± 0.05 NF= 1.30 ± 0.03
DYjj > 2.8 1.20 ± 0.01 0.59 ± 0.02 9.04 ± 0.29 1.54 ± 0.22 28.21 ± 1.94 4.11 ± 0.68 31.55 ± 2.71 9.06 ± 0.90 0.29 ± 0.06 1.02 ± 0.63 85.42 ± 3.12 80 0.94 ± 0.11
NF= 0.77 ± 0.09 NF= 0.77 ± 0.09 NF= 1.61 ± 0.05
Mjj > 500 0.77 ± 0.01 0.18 ± 0.01 3.10 ± 0.15 0.32 ± 0.06 6.17 ± 0.91 1.01 ± 0.30 9.31 ± 1.15 2.79 ± 0.35 0.21 ± 0.05 0.76 ± 0.40 23.84 ± 1.37 18 0.75 ± 0.18
NF= 0.75 ± 0.15 NF= 0.75 ± 0.15 NF= 1.78 ± 0.07
CJV < 20 0.68 ± 0.01 0.12 ± 0.01 2.40 ± 0.13 0.18 ± 0.05 2.47 ± 0.58 0.59 ± 0.23 3.06 ± 0.67 1.69 ± 0.31 0.15 ± 0.04 0.39 ± 0.28 11.06 ± 0.87 12 1.09 ± 0.32
NF= 0.75 ± 0.20 NF= 0.75 ± 0.20 NF= 1.76 ± 0.08 NF= 1.69 ± 0.07
OLV 0.65 ± 0.01 0.10 ± 0.01 1.87 ± 0.11 0.13 ± 0.04 1.40 ± 0.57 0.39 ± 0.20 2.29 ± 0.57 1.77 ± 0.31 0.14 ± 0.04 0.30 ± 0.25 8.39 ± 0.65 9 1.07 ± 0.37
NF= 1.39 ± 0.20
Mll < 60 0.59 ± 0.01 0.10 ± 0.01 0.50 ± 0.06 0.02 ± 0.00 0.48 ± 0.20 0.09 ± 0.09 0.98 ± 0.36 1.47 ± 0.24 0.07 ± 0.03 0.28 ± 0.22 3.97 ± 0.50 3 0.76 ± 0.45
  `` < 1.8 0.54 ± 0.01 0.09 ± 0.01 0.43 ± 0.05 0.02 ± 0.00 0.42 ± 0.19 0.09 ± 0.09 0.77 ± 0.31 1.37 ± 0.23 0.07 ± 0.03 0.18 ± 0.19 3.42 ± 0.45 2 0.58 ± 0.42
mT < 1.2 ·mH 0.53 ± 0.01 0.08 ± 0.01 0.28 ± 0.04 0.02 ± 0.00 0.38 ± 0.16 0.09 ± 0.09 0.67 ± 0.30 1.37 ± 0.23 0.07 ± 0.03 0.19 ± 0.19 3.14 ± 0.43 2 0.64 ± 0.46
Table 8.7: The unblinded VBF same flavor signal region. The Drell-Yan uses EmissT and VBF variable
corrections, and the top is correct to the normalization in the top control region at each
step of the cutflow.
Cut vbf + vh [125 GeV] ggf [125 GeV] WW WZ/ZZ/W  tt̄ Single Top Z + jets W + jets Total Bkg.(+ggf) Observed Data/MC
Publication Cuts vbf + vh [125 GeV] vbf + vh+ ggf [125 GeV] WW WZ/ZZ/W  tt̄ Single Top Z + jets W + jets Total Bkg.(+ggf) Observed Data/MC
  2j: at least 2 jets 7.37 ± 0.08 94.10 ± 1.40 18.60 ± 1.40 3716.62 ± 13.18 212.77 ± 3.97 56.39 ± 3.65 30.98 ± 3.13 4129.46 ± 14.71 4477 1.08 ± 0.02
  2j: central jet veto 5.77 ± 0.07 75.26 ± 1.25 14.56 ± 1.32 2171.33 ± 10.31 160.84 ± 3.56 42.43 ± 3.29 19.86 ± 2.19 2484.28 ± 11.75 2521 1.01 ± 0.02
  2j: b-jet veto (pT   25 GeV, 80% e↵) 4.88 ± 0.06 64.85 ± 1.15 13.07 ± 1.27 232.94 ± 3.45 34.41 ± 1.65 36.83 ± 3.05 14.78 ± 1.36 396.89 ± 5.36 401 1.01 ± 0.05
  2j: opp. hemispheres 2.72 ± 0.04 30.54 ± 0.79 5.45 ± 0.80 99.50 ± 2.22 13.09 ± 1.02 15.93 ± 1.98 6.65 ± 0.88 171.15 ± 3.45 161 0.94 ± 0.08
  2j:  ⌘jj > 3.8 1.18 ± 0.02 5.57 ± 0.34 0.53 ± 0.12 15.06 ± 0.79 1.12 ± 0.26 1.42 ± 0.66 1.38 ± 0.36 25.08 ± 1.18 22 0.88 ± 0.19
  2j: mjj > 500 GeV 0.83 ± 0.01 2.80 ± 0.23 0.25 ± 0.09 6.98 ± 0.49 0.73 ± 0.21 0.44 ± 0.23 0.62 ± 0.25 11.82 ± 0.68 9 0.76 ± 0.26
  2j: pT,tot < 30 GeV 0.63 ± 0.01 1.67 ± 0.18 0.13 ± 0.06 2.79 ± 0.31 0.48 ± 0.17 0.27 ± 0.20 0.20 ± 0.14 5.55 ± 0.47 4 0.72 ± 0.37
  2j: Z ! ⌧⌧ veto 0.62 ± 0.01 1.61 ± 0.17 0.13 ± 0.06 2.77 ± 0.31 0.48 ± 0.17 0.16 ± 0.16 0.14 ± 0.12 5.30 ± 0.45 4 0.75 ± 0.38
  2j: m`` < 80 GeV 0.61 ± 0.01 0.63 ± 0.11 0.09 ± 0.06 0.82 ± 0.19 0.28 ± 0.13 0.16 ± 0.16 -0.01 ± 0.04 1.97 ± 0.31 2 1.02 ± 0.74
  2j:   `` < 1.8 0.53 ± 0.01 0.45 ± 0.09 0.08 ± 0.06 0.53 ± 0.17 0.07 ± 0.07 0.00 ± 0.00 -0.02 ± 0.03 1.12 ± 0.21 1 0.89 ± 0.91
  2j: 0.75 ·mH  mT  mH 0.30 ± 0.01 0.14 ± 0.05 0.00 ± 0.00 0.08 ± 0.06 0.00 ± 0.00 0.00 ± 0.00 -0.01 ± 0.00 0.21 ± 0.08 0 0.00 ± 0.00
Table 8.8: VBF opposite flavor (eµ+µe) unblinded cutflow comparison between the 7TeV reanalysis
(top) and the publication (bottom). The selections have been reordered and loosened
significantly compared to the publication. The WW background includes the additional
WW+2j EW background, which was not included in the publication.
Cut vbf + vh [125 GeV] ggf [125 GeV] WW WZ/ZZ/W  tt̄ Single Top Z + jets W + jets Total Bkg.(+ggf) Observed Data/MC
2jet 3.50 ± 0.06 4.09 ± 0.05 79.07 ± 0.92 22.20 ± 1.00 3349.00 ± 12.00 186.70 ± 4.40 4.47 ± 0.23 30.60 ± 4.00 4300.43 ± 17.36 4647 1.08 ± 0.02
Nb = 0 2.46 ± 0.05 2.95 ± 0.04 57.46 ± 0.78 15.80 ± 0.89 204.82 ± 4.82 25.16 ± 1.70 2.64 ± 0.17 5.30 ± 2.00 786.71 ± 10.68 833 1.06 ± 0.04
P totT < 45 2.20 ± 0.04 2.42 ± 0.04 48.74 ± 0.72 12.20 ± 0.82 151.03 ± 4.04 20.17 ± 1.58 1.68 ± 0.14 2.90 ± 1.60 524.14 ± 8.24 553 1.06 ± 0.05
|M⌧⌧  Mz| > 25 2.20 ± 0.04 2.42 ± 0.04 48.74 ± 0.72 12.20 ± 0.82 138.50 ± 2.50 18.50 ± 1.40 1.68 ± 0.14 2.90 ± 1.60 497.74 ± 7.85 553 1.11 ± 0.05
DYjj > 2.8 1.20 ± 0.01 0.59 ± 0.02 9.04 ± 0.29 1.54 ± 0.22 28.21 ± 1.94 4.11 ± 0.68 0.29 ± 0.06 1.02 ± 0.63 85.42 ± 3.12 80 0.94 ± 0.11
Mjj > 500 0.77 ± 0.01 0.18 ± 0.01 3.10 ± 0.15 0.32 ± 0.06 6.17 ± 0.91 1.01 ± 0.30 0.21 ± 0.05 0.76 ± 0.40 23.84 ± 1.37 18 0.75 ± 0.18
CJV < 20 0.68 ± 0.01 0.12 ± 0.01 2.40 ± 0.13 0.18 ± 0.05 2.47 ± 0.58 0.59 ± 0.23 0.15 ± 0.04 0.39 ± 0.28 11.06 ± 0.87 12 1.09 ± 0.32
OLV 0.65 ± 0.01 0.10 ± 0.01 1.87 ± 0.11 0.13 ± 0.04 1.40 ± 0.57 0.39 ± 0.20 0.14 ± 0.04 0.30 ± 0.25 8.39 ± 0.65 9 1.07 ± 0.37
Mll < 60 0.59 ± 0.01 0.10 ± 0.01 0.50 ± 0.06 0.02 ± 0.00 0.48 ± 0.20 0.09 ± 0.09 0.07 ± 0.03 0.28 ± 0.22 3.97 ± 0.50 3 0.76 ± 0.45
  `` < 1.8 0.54 ± 0.01 0.09 ± 0.01 0.43 ± 0.05 0.02 ± 0.00 0.42 ± 0.19 0.09 ± 0.09 0.07 ± 0.03 0.18 ± 0.19 3.42 ± 0.45 2 0.58 ± 0.42
mT < 1.2 ·mH 0.53 ± 0.01 0.08 ± 0.01 0.28 ± 0.04 0.02 ± 0.00 0.38 ± 0.16 0.09 ± 0.09 0.07 ± 0.03 0.19 ± 0.19 3.14 ± 0.43 2 0.64 ± 0.46
Publication Cuts vbf + vh [125 GeV] vbf + vh+ ggf [125 GeV] WW WZ/ZZ/W  tt̄ Single Top Z + jets W + jets Total Bkg.(+ggf) Observed Data/MC
  2j: at least 2 jets 4.05 ± 0.06 48.17 ± 1.01 6.90 ± 0.62 1838.98 ± 9.27 100.83 ± 2.72 63.70 ± 5.59 8.66 ± 1.91 2067.23 ± 11.38 2199 1.08 ± 0.03
  2j: central jet veto 3.17 ± 0.05 38.00 ± 0.90 4.98 ± 0.56 1107.28 ± 7.37 77.54 ± 2.46 47.06 ± 4.95 5.61 ± 1.38 1280.47 ± 9.38 1290 1.02 ± 0.03
  2j: b-jet veto (pT   25 GeV, 80% e↵) 2.67 ± 0.05 32.99 ± 0.84 4.46 ± 0.54 120.27 ± 2.48 16.15 ± 1.14 40.53 ± 4.55 4.08 ± 0.81 218.46 ± 5.46 266 1.23 ± 0.09
  2j: opp. hemispheres 1.45 ± 0.03 15.51 ± 0.56 1.82 ± 0.24 49.86 ± 1.59 7.75 ± 0.78 15.64 ± 2.75 1.97 ± 0.59 92.54 ± 3.38 108 1.15 ± 0.12
  2j:  ⌘jj > 3.8 0.63 ± 0.01 2.81 ± 0.24 0.40 ± 0.12 8.13 ± 0.58 1.02 ± 0.26 4.37 ± 1.54 0.35 ± 0.21 17.08 ± 1.70 18 1.12 ± 0.30
  2j: mjj > 500 GeV 0.44 ± 0.01 1.13 ± 0.15 0.13 ± 0.06 3.42 ± 0.35 0.31 ± 0.14 0.27 ± 0.27 0.26 ± 0.20 5.52 ± 0.54 4 0.79 ± 0.42
  2j: pT,tot < 30 GeV 0.32 ± 0.01 0.83 ± 0.12 0.07 ± 0.05 1.50 ± 0.23 0.14 ± 0.10 0.00 ± 0.00 0.18 ± 0.18 2.73 ± 0.34 2 0.79 ± 0.59
  2j: Z ! ⌧⌧ veto 0.32 ± 0.01 0.83 ± 0.12 0.07 ± 0.05 1.47 ± 0.23 0.14 ± 0.10 0.00 ± 0.00 0.18 ± 0.18 2.70 ± 0.34 2 0.79 ± 0.59
  2j: m`` < 80 GeV 0.32 ± 0.01 0.45 ± 0.10 0.01 ± 0.01 0.54 ± 0.14 0.07 ± 0.07 0.00 ± 0.00 0.19 ± 0.18 1.26 ± 0.26 0 0.00 ± 0.00
  2j:   `` < 1.8 0.29 ± 0.01 0.30 ± 0.09 0.01 ± 0.01 0.31 ± 0.12 0.07 ± 0.07 0.00 ± 0.00 -0.02 ± 0.01 0.68 ± 0.17 0 0.00 ± 0.00
  2j: 0.75 ·mH  mT  mH 0.18 ± 0.00 0.08 ± 0.05 0.01 ± 0.01 0.09 ± 0.05 0.00 ± 0.00 0.00 ± 0.00 -0.00 ± 0.00 0.17 ± 0.08 0 0.00 ± 0.00
Table 8.9: VBF same flavor (ee + µµ) unblinded cutflow comparison between the 7TeV reanalysis
(top) and the publication (bottom). The selections have been reordered and loosened
significantly compared to the publication. The WW background includes the additional
WW+2j EW background, which was not included in the publication.
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Figure 8.7: VBF unblinded same flavor signal selection plots after the ptotT selection. The modeling
is shown for mT (upper left), outside lepton veto (upper right),  yjj (lower left), and
mjj (lower right). The ee and µµ channels are combined, and the hashed area indicates
the total uncertainty coming from object systematics on the background prediction. All
corrections are applied. The signal contribution, negligible in this figure, is shown is for
mH = 125GeV .
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Figure 8.8: VBF unblinded same flavor signal selection plots after the OLV selection. The modeling
is shown for mT (upper left), m`` (upper right),   `` (lower). The ee and µµ channels are
combined, and the hashed area indicates the total uncertainty coming from object system-
atics on the background prediction. All corrections are applied. The signal contribution,
negligible in this figure, is shown is for mH = 125GeV .
Chapter 9
H!WW (⇤) Search Results
This section discusses theH!WW (⇤) results fromMoriond [8], which does not have the improvements
listed in the previous 5 chapters. The results of the Higgs search in the WW final state is compared
to the ZZ and   .
The H!WW (⇤) analysis sees an excess that is very signal-like in shape and normalization. The
transverse mass (mT) and the m`` are shown for the 0 and 1-jet opposite flavor in Figure 9.1. The
largest background, which is WW, is well modeled in the control region of large m``.
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Figure 9.1: 7 and 8 TeV data in the 0 and 1-jet mT (left) and m`` (right). The Higgs signal is stacked
on top of the background. The mT plots is after requiring m`` < 50 GeV. The red line
in data - bkg shows the SM prediction for ggF H!WW (⇤). H!WW (⇤) peaks at low
m``, and the mid range of m`` is the WW control region. The hashed band shows the
statistical and systematic uncertainties.
An excess consistent with VBF signal is observed in the VBF analysis. The excess over the
156
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background prediction is 2.9 . The mT distribution is shown in Figure 9.2. The VBF analysis
provides a direct measurement of the Higgs to WW coupling. Combining the all jet bins, the excess
over background at 125.5 GeV is 3.8 .
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Figure 9.2: An excess is observed in the VBF analysis mT distribution that is consistent with a VBF
signal. The VBF (stripped red) and ggF (solid red) are stacked on top of the background.
The background and signal counts in the 20.7 fb 1 of 8 TeV data inside the most sensitive region
(“mT cut”) are shown in Table 9.1.
Table 9.1: The 8 TeV data and number of background expected for a 125.5 GeV Higgs. The events
are required to have 0.75·mh<mT< mh for 0-jet and 1-jet. The VBF process than
mT<150 GeV. All lepton flavors are combined. The uncertainties are statistical and sys-
tematic with the anti-correlations taken into account.
Njets = 0 Njets = 1 Njets   2
Observed 831 309 55
Signal 100 ± 21 41 ± 14 10.9 ± 1.4
Total background 739 ± 39 261 ± 28 36 ± 4
WW 551 ± 41 108 ± 40 4.1 ± 1.5
Other VV 58 ± 8 27 ± 6 1.9 ± 0.4
Top-quark 39 ± 5 95 ± 28 5.4 ± 2.1
Z+jets 30 ± 10 12 ± 6 22 ± 3
W +jets 61 ± 21 20 ± 5 0.7 ± 0.2
The largest uncertainties for signal and background in the H!WW (⇤) analysis are shown in
Table 9.2. The largest uncertainty on the ggF Higgs signal acceptance is the QCD scale. The Stewart-
Tackmann [85] prescription uses the QCD scale uncertainties to determine the theoretical uncertainties
for the inclusive jet cross-sections. The di↵erence of two neighboring inclusive cross-sections gives the
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exclusive jet cross-section. This results in correlated and anti-correlated uncertainties between the
exclusive jets bins. The VBF signal has significantly smaller theoretical uncertainties, but the analysis
is currently statistically limited. The VBF analysis will be very important with more data.
The largest signal and background experimental uncertainty comes from the jet energy scale and
resolution. Large e↵orts have been made to reduce the WW transfer factor uncertainties in the VBF
analysis including moving to a “multi-leg” generator (Sherpa) to reduce the theoretical uncertainties.
The b-tagging performance was also improved, and a control region of 2 b-tags was added to the 1
b-tag control region to constrain the b-tagging e ciencies. These updates were discussed in Section 4.
Table 9.2: For 125 GeV Higgs, the leading uncertainties on signal and background are shown. Only
uncertainties larger than 4% are shown. The individual Njets uncertainties are suppressed
(-) if they are less than 1%. The VBF process than mT<150 GeV. All lepton flavors are
combined. The sign of the uncertainties indicate the correlation between the columns. - is
anti-correlated and + is correlated. The rows are all uncorrelated.
Source Njets = 0 Njets = 1 Njets   2
Theoretical uncertainties on total signal yield (%)
QCD scale for ggF, Njets  0 +13 - -
QCD scale for ggF, Njets  1 +10  27 -
QCD scale for ggF, Njets  2 - -15 +4
QCD scale for ggF, Njets  3 - - +4
Parton shower and underlying event +3  10 ±5
QCD scale (acceptance) +4 +4 ±3
Experimental uncertainties on total signal yield (% )
Jet energy scale and resolution 5 2 6
Uncertainties on total background yield (%)
Jet energy scale and resolution 2 3 7
WW transfer factors (theory) ±1 ±2 ±4
b-tagging e ciency - +7 +2
frecoil e ciency ±4 ±2 -
The measurements of the Higgs boson are quantified in terms of the SM prediction. This is called
the signal strength (µ). µ is set to 0 for no Higgs and 1 for the SM Higgs production rate. The
signal strength for VBF production and ggF production of the Higgs are fit for, and the results
from H!WW (⇤),   , and ZZ are overlayed in Figure 9.3. The H!WW (⇤) and    analyses have
comparable sensitivity to µV BF , but the ZZ VBF analysis is very statistically limited. All three have
similar ggF sensitivity to µggF .
The full datasets from 2011 and 2012 are combined to measure the Higgs signal. The µV BF , µggF ,
and the combined µggF+V BF are shown in Figure 9.4. The H!WW (⇤) analysis measured a signal
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Figure 9.4: The fit results for H decaying to WW,   , ZZ, and the combined result. The statistical
(black), systematic (blue), theoretical (red) uncertainties are shown.
The H!WW (⇤)! `⌫`⌫ analysis has almost no sensitivity to the Higgs mass because of the two
neutrinos in the final state. However,    and ZZ! 4`measured a combined mass of 125.5±0.2(stat)+0.5 0.6
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(sys) GeV.
The spin-0 nature of the Higgs was tested by looking at angular correlations of the leptons. The
H!WW (⇤) analysis depends on the spin-0 nature of Higgs to have the two leptons pointing in the
same direction. The H!WW (⇤) analysis loosened its cuts on   `` and m`` to check the modeling of
the lepton angular distributions. The ATLAS H!WW (⇤),   , and ZZ analyses all found the angular
distributions to be consistent with coming from a spin-0 particle.
The ATLAS collaboration is now searching for the ⌧+⌧  and bb̄ decay modes of the Higgs. Obser-
vation of these processes will take more data, but they are important to establish a direct measurement
of the coupling of the Higgs to fermions 17
Another measurement is to probe the Higgs coupling to new and as yet unseen particles. One
search using Higgs-strahlung (ZH) production looked for the Higgs to dark matter. The Z was used
to identify Higgs production by requiring the Z have a very large pT because the dark matter decay
products of the Higgs may not interact at all with the ATLAS detector. The Higgs to invisible search
on ATLAS set an upper bound of 75% of the Higgs branching ratio to invisible at 95% confidence
level with a mass of 125.5 GeV [86].
17The ggF process may indicate coupling to the top quark in the loop, but it is not a direct measurement.
Chapter 10
Future Higgs Measurements
10.1 Introduction
For planning of LHC upgrades and comparison to possible new colliders, ATLAS prepared a document
[9] which estimates the future sensitivity of the upcoming run plus the first upgrade up to 2022 and
for the the second upgrade starting in 2022. This section documents the ATLAS inputs to the Higgs
boson properties measurements for possible future LHC upgrades. The conditions considered assume
the next two runs, called Run 2+3, of the LHC will be at the center of mass energy of 14 TeV and
a total integrated luminosity of 300 fb 1 with the peak instantaneous luminosity ranging from 2
to 3⇥1034 cm 2s 1. The High-Luminosity LHC upgrade, HL-LHC, is also considered with 14 TeV
proton-proton collisions, and a total integrated luminosity delivered of 3000 fb 1 at a peak leveled
luminosity of 5⇥1034 cm 2s 1. The corresponding average number of proton-proton collisions per
bunch crossing inside the detector, which is referred to as the number of pileup events or µ, is expected
to be around 50 and 140, respectively for the two phases. The inputs concerning the analysis in the
H!WW (⇤)! `⌫`⌫ (where ` = e, µ) channel are focused on the ggF and VBF production modes in
the eµ+µe lepton flavor channels and in the H+0 , = 1, and   2 final states. The same flavor channels
are not considered because of the very large Drell Yan background with reduced EmissT resolution to
reject this background due to the increased pileup. The Higgs boson’s mass is assumed to be 125
GeV. The associated production of the Higgs boson with a W or a Z boson, V H, is not studied here.
Improvements and upgrades to the ATLAS detector will somewhat compensate the higher pileup
conditions. For the HL-LHC, however, are not yet fully defined and many assumptions have to be
made when it comes to the detector performance, which will hopefully inform upgrade plans. These
assumptions are very crucial to every analysis, and ATLAS muon, electron, tau, jet, and EmissT groups
provided inputs that have been summarized in a document [87].
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Section 10.2 describes the simulation procedure and the assumptions on the detector performance
used by the H!WW (⇤) analysis. It is followed by Section 10.3 which describes details of this analysis:
Monte Carlo samples, object and event selection, systematic uncertainties, and the final results. The
summary and conclusions are given in Section 10.4.
10.2 Simulation procedure
This section describes the simulation procedure adopted by the H!WW (⇤) analysis group. Two
options are considered. The first using truth simulation and smearing the measurements and re-
construction e ciencies for jets, electrons, muons, and neutrinos. This means that each electron is
Gaussian smeared until its energy resolution matches the reconstructed width, and the e ciency to
reconstruct the electron is applied. This procedure has a few problems. The first is that only a very
limited number of events were simulated. This makes it hard to get an accurate estimate of the back-
ground due to the large statistical uncertainty from the simulation. Also it makes it very hard to get
a good shape to fit in the transverse mass (mT). The second problem is that the truth smearing does
not account for correlations between object mis-measurements. The neutrino measurement is inferred
through the measurement of the other truth particles; however, the truth sample recommendations
smear the neutrino pT. This is done because not all truth particles are saved, so the truth neutrino pT
cannot be reconstructed from all of the other truth particles. Even if some of the truth information
had not been removed, there is no recommendation for the reconstruction e ciency and momentum
resolution for low momentum pions or other removed particles.
The second option, which is the one used by H!WW (⇤) is to use the 8 TeV simulation, which
are fully reconstructed. The advantage is threefold: higher statistics than the 14 TeV truth level
samples, availability of all the signal and background processes considered by this analysis, and usage
of the validated analysis framework. To change from 8 TeV to 14 TeV simulation is possible to first
order by re-weighting the proton’s parton distribution function (PDF). ATLAS provided a commonly
used tool to extrapolate the PDF to the 14 TeV conditions, PDFTool [88]. The PDF re-weighting is
possible because the proton-proton collisions consist of the quarks and gluons inside the proton, which
generally make up only a small fraction (x ⇠ 1 2%) of the protons energy. Larger fraction events do
happen, but they happen more infrequently. The fraction is much smaller than the increase in energy
from 8 to 14 TeV. Then the same events happen at 14 and 8 TeV, but with di↵erent probabilities.
So the probability for the collision at 8 TeV and 14 TeV can be calculated, and the 8 TeV collision
probability is re-weighted to the 14 TeV one.
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10.2.1 Performance assumptions
One of the crucial ingredients to this analysis is a realistic assumption of the detector performance in
the higher pileup conditions. Of course this will be only an approximation because the exact design of
the ATLAS detector is not yet known. The assumptions made on the performance of the jets and EmissT
were estimated based on the studies using the high pileup µ = 80 MC sample. The extrapolations to
µ of 50 and 140 have been made, using also the current knowledge of the performance up to µ = 40
for data.
10.2.1.1 Trigger and lepton objects
For the HL-LHC run, the single lepton triggers will not be supported or will have higher pT thresholds
and prescales. In order to keep the lepton (electron and muon) pT threshold at 25 and 15 GeV for
the leading and sub-leading leptons, respectively, the usage of dilepton triggers (or topological ones)
is required. Taking into account the dilepton trigger e ciencies, an overall e ciency loss was found
to be “only” 6% in the eµ+µe channel. This degradation has been emulated in the following analysis.
Higher pileup conditions will degrade the identification and reconstruction performance of the
leptons as well as the e ciency of isolation requirements, but compensation of the e ciency losses
can be achieved with the improved electron identification using the likelihood methods, the muon
New Small Wheel (NSW), and the improved ATLAS Inner Detector (ITK). Therefore, the current
(2012 data at 8 TeV) electron and muon performance is assumed.
10.2.1.2 Jets
As far as jets are concerned, three topics have to be considered: jet pT smearing, pileup (PU) jets
and b-tagging performance. The studies presented here use the parameterization of the truth jet pT
smearing as provided by the JetEtMiss group for a previous iteration of analysis projections for the
European Strategy meeting in 2012.
Since 8 TeV full detector simulation (reconstructed) is used rather than smearing the 14 TeV
generator level simulation (smeared truth jet), a smearing function is derived to implement the e↵ects
of the change in energy and pile-up. This smearing ( 8 TeV ) is constructed by subtracting the smearing
observed in the 8 TeV reconstructed sample ( reco8 TeV ) from the recommended 8 TeV smeared truth
jet resolution ( truth8 TeV ) using  8 TeV =
q
( truth8 TeV )
2   ( reco8 TeV )2. The smearing is ⌘ dependent, and
a smearing was derived separately from the recommended truth jet pT smearing for the 14 TeV
µ = 50 and 140. In order to implement this, the reconstructed jets must be a matched to truth jets
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that originate only from the hard interaction and not from the pileup interactions. The criteria for
matching the truth and reconstructed jets are as follows:
• pT > 10 (20) GeV for truth (reco) jets and reco-pT/truth-pT < 3;
•  R(truth,reco) < 0.4;
• overlap removal with the analysis electrons;
The validation of this procedure is presented in Figure 10.1 (both for µ = 50 and 140), where the
black curve shows the reconstructed jet pT resolution in 8 TeV samples, the red curve shows the 8
TeV truth jets smeared according to the parameterization functions and the blue curve shows the
reconstructed jet pT resolution in 8 TeV samples smeared to match the resolution in the higher pileup
conditions.
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Figure 10.1: Left: µ = 50 and Right: µ = 140 conditions. 8 TeV reconstructed jet pT resolution
(black), 8 TeV smeared truth jet pT resolution (red) and 8 TeV smeared reconstructed
jet pT resolution (blue) in the |⌘j | < 0.8 region.
Jets originating from proton-proton collisions other than the primary vertex are called pileup jets.
The average number of PU jets in an event depends on the jet pT threshold and µ, as can be seen in
Figure 10.2 [87]. The current 8 TeV analysis selects 25 GeV jets in the central region, which allows
for a track confirmation that the jet is from the primary vertex to reduce PU jets, and 30 GeV ones
in the forward region of the detector, which has no such tracking. The track confirmation is beneficial
because PU interactions are spread out in the beam direction (z-position), so extrapolation of tracks
from jets in the calorimeter back to the position along the beamline is used to confirm that the jets are
coming from the same z-position as the electrons and muons in the event. Keeping the jet thresholds
used in the current analysis would mean having to cope with roughly 4 additional PU jets per event
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at µ = 140. Raising the jet pT threshold to 30 GeV at µ = 50 and 35 GeV at µ = 140, results in
having on average 0.3 and 0.8 PU jets per event, respectively. In addition, jet vertex fraction (JVF)
algorithm (or a derivative track confirmation method that is going to be available in the upgraded
detector and software) can be used to further reduce the PU jet rate. This algorithm can be used
only in the tracking region of the detector (|⌘| < 2.4) and the following cuts have been applied: |JVF|
> 0.5 for pT < 50 GeV and |JVF| > 0.1 for 50 < pT < 80 GeV, which is motivated by the JVF
distribution shown in Figure 10.3. The JVF selection was found to be ⇠ 95% e cient in cutting away
PU jets. Concerning the additional PU jets, they were added to the analysis jets according to the
above mentioned rates. The values of pT and ⌘ were sampled from PU jets obtained from the µ =
80 simulated samples, and they are assumed to be flat in  . The PU jets have been identified in the
high pileup samples as the jets that are not matched to the truth jets. Figure 10.4 shows the pT and
⌘ distributions of the input PU jets, and Figure 10.5 shows the distributions of the PU jets in the 125
GeV ggF Higgs signal sample in the µ = 140 scenario. PU events were found to contribute in 20% of
the events in the ggF signal sample (4% of the events with an additional PU jets in the central region
of the detector) at the beginning of the analysis specific selection. A dedicated study of a forward
tracker to mitigate the e↵ects of pileup jets outside of the current tracking volume (|⌘| < 2.4) was
performed. Both the assumption of b-tagging and a track confirmation to identify hard scatter jets
are shown in Section 10.3.5.
Figure 10.2: Mean pileup jet multiplicity extrapolation as a function of µ for each jet pT threshold
from [87].
The probability of a PU jet faking a b-jet was found to be 20% after applying the currently used
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b-tagging algorithm (and training) with a b-tagging e ciency of 85%. Convolving with the JVF
requirement, this fake probability reduces to 1% in the central region. This probability has been
checked to be rather stable with µ.
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Figure 10.3: Central jets |⌘| < 2.4 with pT > 50 GeV showing the JVF distribution for the pileup
(left) and hard scatter (right) obtained in a µ = 80 Z/DY sample.
10.2.1.3 EmissT
The calorimeter-based EmissT (calo-E
miss
T ) is calculated from the energy deposits in the calorimeters
and muons reconstructed in the Muon Spectrometer. The calo-EmissT measures energy deposits from
all of the proton-proton interactions, which means it is the sum of all pileup vertices. The sum adds a
lot of noise, which degrades the calo-EmissT resolution. The track-based E
miss
T (p
miss,trk
T,sub ) is calculated
from the tracks associated to the primary vertex and passing a set of quality cuts. In addition, lepton
tracks that failed the quality criteria are also added to the pmiss,trkT,sub computation. The advantage of
the track-based EmissT is that it is calculated from only the primary vertex in the event and is more
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Figure 10.4: Pileup jet pT (left) and ⌘ (right) from a µ = 80 Z/DY sample. No JVF requirement is
made for these plots.
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Figure 10.5: Pileup jet pT (left) and ⌘ (right) in ggF Higgs signal sample after the p
miss,trk
T,sub requirement
in the µ = 140 scenario. The dip in jets with |⌘| < 2.4 comes from the track confirmation
that associates the jet to the primary vertex. No tracking volume exists for |⌘| > 2.4, so
pileup jets are not reduced.
stable with respect to pileup than the calorimeter-based EmissT . p
miss,trk
T,sub resolves better the true E
miss
T
in the event than the calorimeter-based MET for events with more than 5 pileup interactions. An
update to the pmiss,trkT,sub computation corrects for the neutrals in analysis jets by replacing the tracks
associated with jets with the calibrated jet pT (jet-corrected p
miss,trk
T,sub ) as discussed in Section 7.2. This
improves the resolution on the scale and direction of the track-based EmissT with respect to the true
EmissT in the events with jets as can be seen in Figure 10.7. In the higher pileup, forward jets tend to
be pileup because there is no tracking, which means that the jet cannot be matched to the primary
vertex. The PU jets worsen the jet-corrected pmiss,trkT,sub by introducing fake E
miss
T . Optimization of the
forward jet pT thresholds indicates that requiring pT > 80 GeV for forward jets (|⌘| > 2.4) improves
the EmissT resolution by 5% for µ = 140 relative to the current threshold of 35 GeV; however, this was
not included for this analysis because of limited time.
The high pileup samples (µ = 60 and 80) were used to show the pileup stability of the pmiss,trkT,sub
definition compared to other EmissT definitions. These samples were also used to project the resolution
to higher pileup. Figure 10.6 shows the mean EmissT and the resolution, in the H+0 and +1 events
in the Z peak, with respect to µ. The jet-corrected pmiss,trkT,sub shows the best stability with pileup
while maintaining excellent resolution of truth EmissT and has been chosen in the analysis in the
H!WW (⇤)! `⌫`⌫ channel. To extrapolate from the 8 TeV full simulation at low pileup to the
14 TeV high pileup, a Gaussian smearing is applied. The pmiss,trkT,sub constructed using the pT of the
jets, leptons, and tracks. The jet pT and lepton pT is smeared as described above in Section 10.2.1.2.
However, the tracks were not yet modified to reflect the change in detector performance. The soft
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term is all tracks that are not associated to jet, electrons, or muons. A smearing is derived for the
soft terms using the Z/DY samples listed earlier in the paragraph. The soft terms of pmiss,trkT,sub are
smeared using: 33 MeV per unit of µ. The resolution,   for the existing event and the projected event
were determined by   = 8000 + 33µ MeV, and the di↵erence of the two resolutions was computed in
quadrature. The resulting di↵erence in resolution,  corr, was applied as in Equation 10.1 to smear the
x and y-components of the pmiss,trkT,sub in the 8 TeV event.
smeared-pmiss,trkx,sub = p
miss,trk
x,sub +Gaus(0.0, corr)/
p
2 (10.1)
Figure 10.8 shows the EmissT distribution in the tt̄ samples before (green) and after (red) the
resolution smearing. The resulting change in the EmissT resolution for the ggF signal sample is shown
in Figure 10.9.
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Figure 10.6: Dependence of MET mean (left) and resolution (right) on the average interactions per
bunch crossing in Z CR with no additional jets (upper) and 1 jet (lower). The pmiss,trkT,sub
(red) and jet-corrected pmiss,trkT,sub (blue) have significantly reduced pileup dependence.
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Figure 10.7: The EmissT resolution (left) and direction relative the the truth E
miss
T (right) is shown for
14TeV tt̄ sample simulated at µ = 80. Jet-corrected pmiss,trkT,sub (blue) performs better than
the calo (black), STVF (green), and pmiss,trkT,sub (red).
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Figure 10.8: Closure test of the soft term pmiss,trkT,sub smearing. The smearing was derived in a Z sample,
and applied to the tt̄ samples above. Before smearing µ = 20 (green) and after smearing
(red). The smeared µ = 20 agrees well with the µ = 80 tt̄ sample (black).
10.3 Analysis
This section describes the analysis of the H!WW (⇤)! `⌫`⌫ channel in the H+0 , = 1, and   2 final
states. Only events with di↵erent lepton flavors (eµ+µe) are considered. Higgs production processes
studied include ggF and VBF modes. The results were obtained for a Higgs boson mass of 125 GeV
in the 14 TeV p  p collisions considering two scenarios:
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Figure 10.9: ggF jet-corrected pmiss,trkT,sub resolutions for 2012 data conditions (black), estimated µ = 50
(green), and estimated µ = 140 pileup condition (red). The performance of jet-corrected
pmiss,trkT,sub resolution (left) and the direction (right). The jet thresholds were increased to
match the analysis jet thresholds of the H+0 . The increases in jet thresholds decreased
the e↵ects of pileup.
• 300 fb 1 with µ = 50,
• 3000 fb 1 with µ = 140.
10.3.1 Monte Carlo samples and cross sections
As explained in Section 10.2, the 8 TeV reconstructed Monte Carlo samples were used, which then
where re-weighted using the PDFs extrapolated to 14 TeV. The signal processes include ggF, VBF and
the associated production with a W and a Z boson (V H). Note that the WH and ZH are included,
but the analysis is not optimized for their production. They contribute only a small amount to the
signal and are included for completeness. All of the background processes considered in the analysis of
the 7/8 TeV data are considered for this estimate. They include the irreducible SM WW production,
tt̄, single top (tW/tb/tqb), non-WW diboson (W (⇤)/WZ/ZZ), Z/DY and W+jets backgrounds. All
of the above processes, apart from W+jets, were normalized to their MC prediction. The W+jets
background is estimated using a data-driven method based on the procedure used in the 8 TeV
analysis [89] and is scaled by a factor of 1.81 corresponding to the increase in the cross section of the
inclusive W+jets production from 8 to 14 TeV.
The MC generators used to model the signal and background processes are listed in Table 10.1.
14 TeV cross sections are also quoted. The cross sections for the following processes have not yet
been calculated at 14 TeV and therefore a scaling (the increase in the cross section from 8 to 14 TeV)
is applied: W+ (2.2), tW (3.7), tb (2.2), tqb (2.9) and a scaling of 2.7 for the electroweak diboson
processes.
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Signal MC generator   · B (pb) Ratio 14/8
ggF Powheg+Pythia8 1.2 2.7
VBF Powheg+Pythia8 0.10 2.7
V H Pythia8 0.056 2.3
Background MC generator   · B (pb) Ratio 14/8
gg!WW gg2WW 3.1.2+Herwig 0.49 2.3
gg!ZZ gg2ZZ 2.0+Herwig 0.055 16.5
qq̄, gq!WW Powheg+Pythia6 12 2.2
tt̄ MC@NLO+Herwig 978 4.1
Single top: tW , tb MC@NLO+Herwig 96 3.4, 2
Single top: tqb AcerMC+Pythia6 258 2.7
Z/ ⇤, inclusive Alpgen+Herwig 29666 2.2
Z(⇤) ! ``+2j Sherpa processes up to O(↵
s
) 3.2 2.7
Z(⇤)Z(⇤) ! 4` / 2` 2⌫ ,m
``
  4GeV Powheg+Pythia8 2.6 2.2
Z(⇤)Z(⇤) ! 4` / 2` 2⌫+2j Sherpa with no O(↵
s
) terms 0.0054 2.7
WZ/W ⇤ Powheg+Pythia8 5.0 2.2
WZ! 3`⌫+2j Sherpa with no O(↵
s
) terms 0.034 2.7
W ⇤,m
 
⇤  7GeV Sherpa 17.6 2.2
W  Alpgen+Herwig 705 2.2
WW ! 2` 2⌫+2j Sherpa with no O(↵
s
) terms 0.107 2.7
Table 10.1: Monte Carlo generators used to model the signal and background processes in which
all of the W and Z decay channels are included in the corresponding product of the
cross section ( ) and branching fraction (B) at
p
s=14TeV . For V H process,   · B only
includes leptonic decays and for single top processes inclusive cross sections were taken.
The last column indicates the ration of 14 to 8 TeV cross-sections.
10.3.2 Object and event selection
The selection used for upgrade studies follows closely the one used for the Moriond 2013 public
results [89]; di↵erences and main characteristics are listed below. Electrons and muons are required
to be isolated and have pT greater than 15 GeV. Jets are reconstructed using the anti-kt algorithm
with distance parameter R = 0.4 and they are required to have pT > 30 (35) GeV for the µ = 50
(140) scenario. An additional cut on the jet vertex fraction has been applied to reduce the e↵ect of
pileup jets in the central region of the detector. The jet-corrected-pmiss,trkT,sub variable has been used as a
measure of EmissT in the high-pileup environment expected at HL-LHC. In particular, a jet-corrected-
pmiss,trkT,sub cut largely suppresses the Drell-Yan and multi-jet backgrounds.
Only events with exactly two oppositely charged leptons are selected, with the leading one required
to have pT greater than 25 GeV. A cut on the minimum invariant mass of the leptons is 10 GeV. The
jet-corrected pmiss,trkT,sub is required to be greater than 25 GeV in the H+0 and +1 channels and 20 GeV
in the H+2 channel. The signal and background composition changes depending on the number of
jets in the event. The analysis is therefore split into jet-bin categories: H+0 (ggF), H+1 (ggF) and
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H+2 (VBF). Table 10.2 lists the selection criteria applied in the H!WW (⇤)! `⌫`⌫ analysis across
the jet bins. A substantial reduction of the tt̄ background can be achieved by placing a cut on the
number of b-jets in the event. A veto on the events containing one or more identified b-jet with pT
greater than 20 (25) GeV is required in the H+1 and   2 final states at µ = 50 (140).
The transverse mass mT variable is used to test for the signal presence. It is defined as
mT =((E``T +E
miss
T )
2   |p``T +EmissT |2)1/2 with E``T =(|p``T |2 +m2``)1/2. After all the criteria from
Table 10.2 have been applied, a fit to the mT shape distribution is performed in two regions of m``
(with the boundary at 30 GeV). A region with the highest signal-to-background (S/B) ratio can be
selected by placing an mT window cut in the H+0 and +1 final states, 0.75⇥mH < mT < mH. In
the H+2 channel an upper cut on the transverse mass is placed, mT < 1.08 ⇥ mH = 135 GeV. In
such defined regions of mT, a simple cut-and-count statistical interpretation can be performed as a
cross-check to the mT shape fit. This is the same fitting procedure as described in Section 4.
10.3.2.1 VBF Cut Optimization
The H+2 (VBF) analysis cuts were optimized with respect to the Moriond public results [89], mostly
to reduce the large amount of tt̄ contamination. The mjj threshold was increased to 1.25 TeV, and the
pseudo-rapidity of the jets is required to be opposite sign and larger than 2.0, which gives additional
separation as seen in Figure 10.10. This reduces tt̄ events with a hard central jet and one forward ISR
or pileup jet. The ptotT requirement was changed to have roughly the same e ciency for the new p
tot
T
variable using the jet corrected track EmissT . The p
tot
T and mjj distributions are shown in Figure 10.11.
The threshold on additional jets between the tagging jets was raised to 30 GeV to reduce the e↵ect
of the pileup jets.
Z/DY ! ⌧⌧ is at first order not produced with jets, so some of the jets in Z/DY ! ⌧⌧ come from
pileup. Increasing the VBF jet threshold to pT > 45 GeV was done to remove the pileup dependent
backgrounds like Z/DY ! ⌧⌧ . At pT>45 GeV, the pileup jet contributions are su ciently small, and
the remaining large backgrounds have jets produced at first order from the hard interaction. The
dominant background is tt̄, which has two hard scatter jets. Therefore, the Njets 2 requirement is
less a↵ected by pileup. An additional improvement to the VBF analysis that is not considered here
is to fit the mjj or jet pT spectrum as seen in Figure 10.11. The mjj tends to be smaller than top
mass pair for tt̄, but VBF tends to have a much harder mjj spectrum. Due to the b-veto, the jet pT
would provide separation because the jets from tt̄ tend to be lower pT. The top accepted by the VBF
criteria tends to have initial state radiation, which is typically a lower momentum than the VBF jets.
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Figure 10.10: H+2 (VBF) analysis requires the jet |⌘| > 2.0 for both the leading jet (left) and
sub-leading jet (right) and is shown before the mjj selection.
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Figure 10.11: H+2 (VBF) analysis requires ptotT , using the jet-corrected p
miss,trk
T,sub , (left) and mjj
>1.25 TeV (right) to reduce the tt̄ contamination.
10.3.3 Systematic uncertainties
The dominant experimental systematic uncertainties (jet energy scale and resolution, and the b-tagging
e ciency) are expected to be smaller with the available data statistics and increasing Monte Carlo
statistics. The theoretical uncertainties on the Higgs signal are broken down into several sources. The
first and largest uncertainty is QCD scale, which involves varying the energy scale up and down by 12mh
to 2mh. This uncertainty addresses the probability for an additional hard radiation, which is observed
as an additional jet in the ATLAS detector. The second is the leftover parts of the protons after the
collision, which is called the underlying event (UE). Another uncertainty is the modeling quark and
gluon energy loss called parton showering (PS). Also the theoretical uncertainties on the signal cross
section are assumed to be less than the ones used in the current 8 TeV analysis, see Table 10.3.
Two scenarios have been tested to evaluate the impact of the signal theoretical uncertainties on the
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Category H+0 H+1 H+2
Pre-selection
Two isolated leptons (`= e, µ) with opposite charge
Leptons with pleadT > 25 and p
sublead
T > 15
m
``
> 10
jet-corrected-pmiss,trkT,sub E
miss
T,rel > 25 E
miss
T,rel > 25 E
miss
T > 20
- - pjet
T
> 45
General selection - N
b-jet =0 Nb-jet =0
|  
``,MET
|>⇡/2 - ptotT < 20
p``T > 30 Z/DY ! ⌧⌧ veto Z/DY ! ⌧⌧ veto
- - m
jj
> 1250 and |⌘
j
| > 2.0, opposite hemisphere
VBF topology - - No jets (pT > 30) in rapidity gap
- - Require both ` in rapidity gap
H!WW (⇤)! `⌫`⌫ m
``
< 50 m
``
< 50 m
``
< 60
topology   
``
< 1.8   
``
< 1.8   
``
< 1.8
Table 10.2: Selection criteria used for the 14 TeV analysis. Pre-selection applies to all Njets modes.
The rapidity gap is the y range spanned by the two leading jets. The energy and pT
thresholds are in units of GeV.
precision of the signal strength measurement:
• no reduction in the current 8 TeV uncertainties,
• 50% reduction in the current 8 TeV uncertainties.
H+0 H+1 H+2
ggF QCD scale 17 37 43
ggF QCD acceptance 4 4 4
ggF PDF 8 8 8
ggF UE/PS 3 10 9
ggF total 19 39 44
VBF QCD scale 1 1 1
VBF QCD acceptance 4 4 4
VBF PDF 3 3 3
VBF UE/PS 3 10 3
VBF total 6 11 6
Table 10.3: Current theoretical uncertainties (in %) for the 8 TeV analysis. The uncertainties are
split into the QCD scale and acceptance uncertainties, PDF and UE/PS uncertainties.
A summary of the total systematic uncertainties per background process, and perNjets bin, is listed
in Table 10.4. A comparison to the previous upgrade study done for the European Strategy meeting
and to the current 8 TeV uncertainties is presented. Table 10.3.3 shows the split of the systematic
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uncertainties on the WW and top backgrounds into theoretical and experimental components. The
uncertainties on the other backgrounds are treated as purely experimental.
Table 10.4: The total systematic uncertainty (in %) for the background processes. The uncertainties
used in the last upgrade study are shown in the columns labeled ”ES”. The uncertainties
used in the latest public 8 TeV results are also quoted. The H+1 channel was not
considered in the previous upgrade analysis.
H+0 H+1 H+2
14 TeV ES 8 TeV 14 TeV ES 8 TeV 14 TeV ES 8 TeV
WW 1.5 5 5 5 - 6.5 10 10 30
tt̄ 7 7 12 8 - 23 10 15 33
tW/tb/tqb 7 7 12 8 - 23 10 15 33
V V 2 15 15 5 - 20 10 20 20
Z+jets 10 10 15 10 - 18 10 10 20
W+jets 20 30 30 20 - 30 20 100 30
Table 10.5: Theoretical and experimental components of the WW and top background systematic
uncertainties for 14 TeV.
theo. exp. total
WW 0j 1% 1% 1.5%
WW 1j 5% 1% 5%
WW 2j 9% 5% 10%
Top 0j 5% 5% 7%
Top 1j 7% 5% 8%
Top 2j 8% 8% 10%
The current (8 TeV) uncertainties on the extrapolation of the WW background to the signal
region, using a dedicated control region, yield 5% (1.6% (theo.) and 4.4% (exp.)) and 6.5% (5%
(theo.) and 4% (exp.)) in the H+0 and +1 final states, respectively. Assuming a realistic reduction
of both the theoretical and experimental uncertainties, the total error on the WW background was
taken to be 1.5% and 5% for the 0 and 1-jet, respectively. Also the usage of more kinematically
similar control regions, which are currently statistically limited, would reduce the uncertainties even
further. For the H+2 analysis, the tighter mjj and  yjj selection criteria select more EW WW ,
which comes with two jets at tree level, than “QCD” WW production, which is nominally produced
with no additional jets. The reduction of the WW uncertainties in the H+2 final state comes from
the larger contribution of EW WW , which is expected to be 60% versus the current (8 TeV) 30%.
The EW WW has a significantly smaller uncertainty than QCD WW with 2 or more QCD jets.
The current (8 TeV) uncertainty on the top background in the H+0 bin is 12% (10% (theo.) and
6% (exp.)). A more refined treatment of the evaluation of theoretical uncertainties could probably
bring them down to 4%. Assuming a reduction in the experimental uncertainties, the total error on
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top in the H+0 final state is conservatively taken to be 7%. The top background in the H+1 and
  2 bins is normalized using the dedicated control regions and yields a total uncertainty of 23% (8%
(theo.) and 22% (exp.)) and 33% (15% (theo.) and 29% (exp.)) in the H+1 and   2 final states,
respectively. The experimental uncertainties are driven by the b-tagging e ciencies, which can be
normalized with additional control regions. Increased statistics in the control regions, especially the
statistically limited 2-jet, will help in understanding the background modeling. The total uncertainties
used for the top background in the H+1 and   2 channels are 8% and 10%, respectively.
The V V backgrounds could be estimated using a dedicated control region in data with the same
sign lepton selection. The assumption on the equivalence of these backgrounds between the same
sign control region and the opposite sign signal region would significantly reduce the extrapolation
uncertainty. In the current (8 TeV) dataset there is however not enough statistics to e↵ectively use
the same-sign control region. With 300 fb 1 or 3000 fb 1 the data statistics would not would be
an issue and a significant reduction of the uncertainties could be achieved. Scaling by the statistical
power of such a potential control region, in the H+0 channel, the uncertainties are assumed to be
lowered from 15% to 3% (2%) for the µ = 50 (140) scenario. Similarly, in the H+1 channel, the
uncertainties are assumed to be lowered from 20% to 10% (5%) for the µ = 50 (140) scenario.
The Z/DY is estimated using dedicated control regions and the current (8 TeV) estimation proce-
dure yields a total uncertainty of 15%, 18% and 20% in the H+0 , = 1, and   2 channels, respectively.
The increase of the data statistics in the control regions and the better understanding of the back-
ground modeling could reduce these uncertainties to 10% across the jet bins.
The W+jets background is estimated with a fully data driven method and the current total
uncertainty is 30% across all jet bins. The understanding of the modeling of this background will be
greatly improve with the additional data statistics, but since the estimation of this process is very
complicated, a reduction of only 33% was assumed; bringing it to 20% for H+0 , = 1, and   2 bins.
10.3.4 Results
Tables 10.6 and 10.7 show the signal and background event yields for µ = 50 with 300 fb 1 of total
integrated luminosity, and µ = 140 with 3000 fb 1 of total integrated luminosity, after the requirement
on   ``. At this stage an mT fit is performed. Tables 10.8 and 10.9 show the corresponding event
yields after the requirement on the transverse mass window. These event yields are used as a cross-
check to extract the sensitivity to a Higgs boson signal. Figures 10.12, 10.13 and 10.14 show the
mT distribution, before the requirement on the mT in the H+0 , = 1, and   2 final states, for both
luminosity scenarios. Only the current 8 TeV Monte Carlo statistical errors are included in the
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uncertainty band although any MC-statistics-related uncertainty is neglected for the extraction of the
µ precision in both luminosity scenarios because it is expected to be negligible with enough computing
resources.
Table 10.6: The signal and background event yields as expected at 14 TeV, with µ = 50 and 300 fb 1,
and before the mT requirement. The signal is split based on the production mode of the
Higgs boson.
Njets Nbkg Nsignal NggF NVBF NWW NV V Ntt̄ Nt NZ+jets NW+jets
= 0 34330 4380 4300 80 19000 3500 6000 2600 370 2860
= 1 21460 1970 1740 230 5760 1800 9360 2850 710 980
  2 101 62 5 57 12 4 60 5 12 8
Table 10.7: The signal and background event yields as expected at 14 TeV, with µ = 140 and
3000 fb 1, and before the mT requirement. The signal is split based on the production
mode of the Higgs boson.
Njets Nbkg Nsignal NggF NVBF NWW NV V Ntt̄ Nt NZ+jets NW+jets
= 0 366450 41840 40850 990 172950 32000 96600 32150 4150 28600
= 1 259610 22375 20050 2325 68810 21570 119560 28110 11200 10360
  2 1825 590 90 500 300 120 745 245 335 80
Table 10.8: The signal and background event yields as expected at 14 TeV, with µ = 50 and 300 fb 1,
and after the mT requirement. The signal is split based on the production mode of the
Higgs boson.
Njets Nbkg Nsignal NggF NVBF NWW NV V Ntt̄ Nt NZ+jets NW+jets
= 0 14960 2950 2910 40 8800 1390 1880 800 270 1820
= 1 6305 1030 910 120 1820 710 2520 735 50 470
  2 51 56 4 52 6 1 20 4 12 8
Table 10.9: The signal and background event yields as expected at 14 TeV, with µ = 140 and
3000 fb 1, and after the mT requirement. The signal is split based on the production
mode of the Higgs boson.
Njets Nbkg Nsignal NggF NVBF NWW NV V Ntt̄ Nt NZ+jets NW+jets
= 0 147080 26355 25890 470 77710 13640 26900 9790 810 18230
= 1 72010 9540 8660 880 20090 7210 30770 6800 2120 5020
  2 995 503 67 436 110 65 365 40 335 80
The expected precision on the signal strength measurement has been obtained using an mT shape
analysis. The distributions used in the fit are shown in Figures 10.12, 10.13 and 10.14. The MC
statistical uncertainties were removed assuming that su cient computing power will be available to
generate appropriate simulation samples. The current (8 TeV) WW mT shape uncertainties based on
the generator comparison (⇠half of the total theoreticalWW shape uncertainty) have been introduced
to mimic a realistic shape dependence of this background. The di↵erent background uncertainties
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Figure 10.12: The mT distributions after all the selection cuts, but before the final mT window cut,
in the H+0 (left) and H+1 (right) final states for µ = 50 with 300 fb 1 of total
integrated luminosity.
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Figure 10.13: The mT distributions after all the selection cuts, but before the final mT window cut,
in the H+0 (left) and H+1 (right) final states for µ = 140 with 3000 fb 1 of total
integrated luminosity.
have been uncorrelated across the jet bins and a 3% luminosity uncertainty has been added. The
uncertainty on the H!WW (⇤) branching ratio is also included.
The results are shown in Table 10.10 for the scenario which has no reduction of the current (8 TeV)
theoretical uncertainties. They combine the H+0 , = 1, and   2 final states. The precision of 13%
(9%) could be reached for the combined ggF and VBF production modes with 300 (3000) fb 1 of
the total integrated luminosity. Table 10.11 shows the expected precision on the signal strength
measurement assuming a half of the current (8 TeV) signal theoretical uncertainties. The precision of
11% (7%) could be reached for the combined ggF and VBF production modes with 300 (3000) fb 1
of the total integrated luminosity.
Tables 10.12 (300 fb 1) and 10.13 (3000 fb 1) show the expected precision on the signal strength,
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Figure 10.14: The mT distribution after all the selection cuts, but before the final mT cut, in the
H+2 final state for µ = 50 with 300 fb 1 of total integrated luminosity (left) and
µ = 140 with 3000 fb 1 of total integrated luminosity (right) .
Table 10.10: The precision on the signal strength measurement for 300 fb 1 and 3000 fb 1, and for
di↵erent Higgs production modes. H+0 , = 1, and   2 final states are combined and the
signal theoretical uncertainties used are the current 8 TeV ones.
µ̂ggF µ̂VBF µ̂ggF+V BF
300 fb 1 1+0.18 0.15 1
+0.25
 0.22 1
+0.14
 0.13
3000 fb 1 1+0.16 0.14 1
+0.15
 0.15 1
+0.10
 0.09
Table 10.11: The precision on the signal strength measurement for 300 fb 1 and 3000 fb 1, and for
di↵erent Higgs production modes. H+0 , = 1, and   2 final states are combined and the
signal theoretical uncertainties used are taken as a half of the current 8 TeV ones.
µ̂ggF µ̂VBF µ̂ggF+V BF
300 fb 1 1+0.12 0.11 1
+0.24
 0.21 1
+0.11
 0.10
3000 fb 1 1+0.10 0.09 1
+0.13
 0.12 1
+0.07
 0.07
 µ, and significance, Z0, based on the event yields after the mT cut. The results are statistical only.
The combined  µ is 3.9% (1.4%) for 300 fb 1(3000 fb 1).
Table 10.12: The signal strength measurement computed with no systematic errors using the event
counts after the mT window requirement with µ = 50 and 300 fb 1.
Njets  µ  µggF  µV BF Z0 Z
ggF
0 Z
V BF
0
0 0.045 0.046 3.346 24.185 23.799 0.322
1 0.083 0.094 0.714 12.943 11.352 1.389
2 0.189 2.839 0.202 7.625 0.358 6.876
Combined 0.039 0.041 0.194 28.471 26.370 7.022
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Table 10.13: The signal strength measurement computed with no systematic errors using the event
counts after the mT window requirement with µ = 140 and 3000 fb 1.
Njets  µ  µggF  µV BF Z0 Z
ggF
0 Z
V BF
0
0 0.016 0.016 0.888 68.720 67.387 1.130
1 0.030 0.033 0.325 35.550 32.076 3.098
2 0.077 0.579 0.089 15.875 1.766 13.323
Combined 0.014 0.014 0.085 78.983 74.653 13.725
Tables 10.14 (300 fb 1) and 10.15 (3000 fb 1) show the expected precision on the signal strength,
 µ, and significance, Z0, based on the event yields after the mT cut. The systematics are half of the
current (8 TeV) numbers as listed in Table 10.4. No shape uncertainties on the background or signal
mT distributions are not taken into account because it is a cut and count analysis. The precision on
the signal strength measurement of 11% (12%) could be reached when combining the H+0 , =1, and
  2 final states for µ = 300 fb 1 (3000 fb 1). Comparing to the previous paragraphs results without
uncertainties of 3.9% (1.4%). So the results are very systematically limited. Further optimization
could perhaps trade some statistics for reduced systematic uncertainties.
Table 10.14: The signal strength measurement computed with uncorrelated errors using the event
counts after the mT window requirement with µ = 50 and 300 fb 1.
Njets  µ  µggF  µV BF Z0 Z
ggF
0 Z
V BF
0
0 0.179 0.181 12.303 6.843 6.743 0.081
1 0.308 0.348 2.682 3.919 3.465 0.373
2 0.198 2.978 0.212 7.062 0.342 6.367
Combined 0.122 0.161 0.212 10.586 7.589 6.379
Table 10.15: The signal strength measurement computed with uncorrelated errors using the event
counts after the mT window requirement with µ = 140 and 3000 fb 1.
Njets  µ  µggF  µV BF Z0 Z
ggF
0 Z
V BF
0
0 0.194 0.197 10.854 6.063 5.955 0.092
1 0.353 0.389 3.832 3.249 2.949 0.261
2 0.137 1.029 0.158 8.036 1.002 6.727
Combined 0.107 0.173 0.158 10.578 6.720 6.732
A similar sensitivity study, which was not well optimized for the high luminosity, was performed for
the European Strategy meeting and is documented here [90]. Compared to the previous study, several
major improvements were made to the analysis. The jet pT threshold has been raised; consequently,
the rate in the H+0 channel increased by ⇠25-30%. The e ciency of the mT window cut (directly
linked to the mT resolution) also increased from ⇠20% to ⇠60% in the H+0 channel ; this is a
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clear improvement coming from using the track-EmissT and not the default calorimeter-based one.
This study also did not include the H+1 final state analysis and additionally the improvement in
the treatment of the systematic uncertainties, as used in the current 8 TeV results, had not been
developed yet. Specifically, the largest background uncertainties were reduced. The top uncertainties
in the H+2 is a major improvement, and the reduction in the WW uncertainties in the H+0 is as
well. The reduction in the ggF theoretical uncertainties will impact both the signal strength for ggF
and VBF. The other background uncertainties are less crucial.
10.3.5 Projections for Extended Inner Tracker
One possible upgrade to the ATLAS detector is an extension to the inner tracking volume to more
forward regions in pseudo-rapidity. With the large amount of pileup and tt̄ the forward tracking may
allow for extended JVF derivatives or even b-tagging, which mostly impact the VBF analysis. The
forward JVF derivatives would also impact the Emiss,track,jetCorrT resolution by reducing the number of
pileup jets as well as extending the pmiss,trkT,sub soft term beyond |⌘| of 2.4. In Table 10.16, three scenarios
are considered with di↵erent JVF rejections for pileup jets of 50%, 75%, and 90% for µ = 140. The
hard scatter jets are assumed to be 100% e cient. The Z/ ⇤ , ggF, and SM WW backgrounds can
be reduced significantly with the extension of the inner detector to |⌘| < 3.0, which would improve
the signal strength measurement from 16% to 12% for µV BF . The numbers for these improvements
were taken after the mT requirement.
Optimistic assumptions of b-tagging out to an |⌘| < 4.0 with 85% e ciency and no mis-tagging
loss for signal reduces the tt̄ background by 33%. Combining this with the 75% JVF rejection to
|⌘| < 4.0, a modest gain of 13% is projected by reducing  µV BF = 0.10.
10.4 Summary
The analysis in the H!WW (⇤)! `⌫`⌫ channel has been performed assuming two set of conditions:
the total integrated luminosity of 300 fb 1 and µ = 50, and the total integrated luminosity of 3000 fb 1
and µ = 140. The changes in the detector performance and the optimization of the selection criteria
in the higher pileup conditions have been taken into account and included in this analysis. The
prospects of measuring the Higgs boson properties in the H!WW (⇤) channel have been presented.
The expected precision on the signal strength measurement in the di↵erent lepton flavor channels
(eµ + µe) and in the H+0 , =1, and   2 final states could reach 7% with 3000 fb 1 of data and
assuming a half of the current signal theoretical uncertainties. The statistics only signal strength
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Table 10.16: Improvements from an extended tracker for the VBF analysis with µ = 140 and
3000 fb 1. Three extensions in coverage from our current |⌘| < 2.4 detector are consid-
ered: |⌘| < 3.0, 3.5, and 4.0. For each extension, 3 JVF rejection scenarios for pileup
jets were considered: 50%, 75%, and 90%. The current detector assumes a 95% JVF
rejection for removing pileup jets. The background reduction was taken before the mT
requirement to show potential for fitting distributions, and the signal strength measure-
ment uses uncorrelated errors with input after the mT threshold. No e ciency loss for
hard scatter jets was simulated.
Pileup Jet Rej. 50% 75% 90%
⌘ of Detector Bkg  µV BF Bkg  µV BF Bkg  µV BF
current detector 2115 0.16 2115 0.16 2115 0.16
<3.0 1520 0.14 1280 0.12 1090 0.12
<3.5 1450 0.13 1220 0.11 950 0.12
<4.0 1390 0.13 1110 0.11 840 0.11
could improve to 19% and 9% for  µV BF with 300 and 3000 fb 1, respectively. An extension of the
tracker to around |⌘| < 3.0 (|⌘| < 3.5) with a modest rejection of 75% for pileup jets could reduce the
backgrounds su ciently to achieve a  µV BF of 12% (11%).
Chapter 11
Conclusions
The July 4th, 2012 discovery of the Higgs boson at 125 GeV [1] is a great triumph for the Standard
Model (SM). TheH!WW (⇤) analysis measured a 3.8  excess of the SM backgrounds. The updates to
the analysis put the expected significance over 5 , which would mean discovery of the Higgs decaying
to 2 W bosons. The signal strength (µ) is measured to be 0.99+0.31 0.28, which is consistent with the
Standard Model expectation of 1.
The H!WW (⇤) analysis has been greatly improved since the Moriond publication [8]. Since the
systematics and the statistical uncertainties are roughly equivalent, procedures were developed to
reduce both of them. The acceptance was increased by re-optimizing the selection as well as including
additional triggers to lower the lepton transverse momentum (pT) cuts. The measurement of the
neutrino pT was improved, which provides better separation of H!WW (⇤) signal from background.
Greater understanding of b-quark identification and jets faking leptons greatly reduced the systematic
uncertainties.
The LHC will turn back on it 2015 at 13 TeV, which will allow for much more precise measurements
of the Higgs cross-section and branching ratios. Also with the increase in center-of-mass energy from
8 TeV to 13-14 TeV, the searches for beyond the Standard Model (BSM) physics will continue. The
Higgs will provide a useful tool to search for currently unexplained phenomena like dark matter.
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Appendix A
Trigger Scale Factor Calculation
The trigger e ciencies have been measured using tag and probe method with Z data, and have been
found to be ⇠90% for electrons, and ⇠90% (⇠70%) for muons in the endcap (barrel). The per-event
scale factor is calculated from the per lepton trigger e ciency and scale factors using
per-event SF =
Effdata
EffMC
(A.1)
=
h
1 
⇣
1  ✏leadMC ⇥ SF lead
⌘
⇥
⇣
1  ✏subMC ⇥ SF sub
⌘i
/
⇥
1 
 
1  ✏leadMC
 
⇥
 
1  ✏subMC
 ⇤
,
(A.2)
where ✏leadMC and ✏
sub
MC are the per-lepton trigger e ciencies for the leading and sub-leading leptons, and
SF lead, SF sub are the per-lepton scale factors for the leading and sub-leading leptons. The per-lepton
trigger e ciency and scale factors are estimated within the di↵erent trigger signature groups.
The “OR” of the dilepton and single lepton triggers requires additional treatment. The formula
for the trigger e ciency calculation using the individual trigger object e ciencies to construct the
event event e ciency shown in equation A.3 for the same flavor events with the the simplification
for a symmetric dilepton trigger. The asymmtric dilepton trigger, which means have two di↵erent pT
requirements for the two triggers legs, is not shown here for brevity; however, it is calculated correctly
for the asymmetric dimuon trigger.
Eff = ✏single lep + ✏dilep   ✏single lep · ✏dilep (A.3)
= ✏s1 + ✏
s
2   ✏s1✏s2 + ✏d1✏d2   (✏s1 + ✏s2   ✏s1✏s2) · ✏d1✏d2 (A.4)
(A.5)
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( Eff)2 =

 s1(1  ✏s2)(1  ✏dilep) +  d1✏d2(1  ✏single lep)
 2
(A.6)
+

 s2(1  ✏s1)(1  ✏dilep) +  d2✏d1(1  ✏single lep)
 2
, (A.7)
where ✏single lep is the event e ciency from the single lepton triggers and ✏dilep is the event e ciency
from the dilepton lepton triggers. The ✏single lep can be written as ✏s1 + ✏
s
2   ✏s1✏s2, where the s on the
e ciencies indicates a single lepton trigger and the numbers 1 and 2 indicate lepton 1 or 2. Similarly
✏dilep can be written as ✏d1✏
d
2 where the d indicates the e ciency for a leg of the dilepton trigger
e ciency. The  d2 are the uncertainties on the trigger objects like e12Tvh medium1. The trigger SF
uncertainties are treated as uncorrelated for di↵erent (separated in delta R) triggered objects as seen
in equation A.6 showing the propagation of the uncertainties to the e ciency. Note that the single
lepton trigger and dilepton trigger objects are treated as fully correlated for the same triggered lepton.
This formula assumes a symmetric dilepton trigger for simplicity as stated above.
In the opposite flavor channel, a simplication is made because most of the trigger e ciency gain
is from lowering the leading lepton pT requirement as can be seen in table 4.2, which is only possible
using the dilepton triggered events. Therefore, the single lepton SFs and the uncertainties for single
lepton triggers are used for all events but those that fired only the dilepton triggers. These remaining
events use the dilepton trigger SFs and uncertainties.
A.0.1 Electron trigger
The EF e24vhi medium, EF e60 medium, EF 2e12Tvh loose1, EF 2e12Tvh loose1 L2StarB, and
EF e12Tvh medium1 mu8 triggers are used in the nominal analysis. The numbers after EF e in
the trigger names mean the nominal pT threshold values in the EF of the ATLAS trigger in GeV.
The su x medium indicates the tightness in the electron identification criteria, and vh means that
the trigger has both ⌘ dependent pT thresholds and a hadronic leakage cut at the Level 1 trigger.
The hadronic leakage requirement consists of a veto on hadronic energy of more than or equal to
1 GeV deposited in the hadronic layers of the calorimeter, within a region of 0.2 ⇥ 0.2 in ⌘ ⇥  
behind the EM cluster. The i after the vh indicates that the isolation criteria is used during online
event selection. For the EF e24vhi medium trigger, relative track isolation cut, ⌃pT /pT (e) < 0.1,
is used at the EF selection stage. Here ⌃pT is the sum of the pT of tracks having pT > 1 GeV
found in the ID in a cone of  R = 0.2 around the electron candidate, after subtracting the pT
of the electron. In order to be used for the above sum, the di↵erences of the longitudinal impact
parameters (z0) and transverse impact parameters (d0) between the EF ID track and the EF electron
track are required to satisfy the conditions, |z0(EF ID track)   z0(EF electron track)| < 1 mm and
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|d0(EF ID track)  d0(EF electron track)| < 1.5 mm. This track isolation is looser than the isolation
requirement applied o✏ine in the analysis.
The trigger e ciencies are measured using the tag-and-probe technique in which Z ! e+e  decays
are selected by requiring a pair of oppositely charged electrons with invariant mass near the mass of
the Z bosons. An o✏ine electron is required to have an associated EF (L1) electron satisfying selection
criteria of an unprescaled single electron trigger to be considered as a tag. The separation between the
o✏ine electron and the EF (L1) electron is required to satisfy  R < 0.15 to be regarded as associated.
A.0.2 Muon trigger
The EF mu24i tight, EF mu36 tight, and EF mu18 tight mu8 EFFS triggers are used in the nominal
analysis. The numbers after EF mu in the muon trigger names in Table 4.1 indicate the pT threshold
values in the event filter (EF) of the ATLAS trigger in GeV. The su x tight is added for the triggers
seeded by a L1 MU15 trigger, which is the trigger criteria at the first trigger level. The i after the
pT threshold denotes that the isolation requirements are made. For the EF mu24i tight trigger, a
relative track isolation cut,
 
⌃n trkpnT
 
/pT (µ) < 0.12, is used at the EF selection stage. ⌃n trkpnT is
the summed over all tracks with pT> 1 GeV and |z0(track)  z0(muon)| < 6 mm found within  R <
0.2 of the muon. The muon track is excluded from the sum. The EFFS in the di-muon trigger means
that there is a full scan of the detector, which looks for additional muons with near o✏ine quality, at
the event filter (EF) trigger level.
For the trigger matching, only o✏ine muons within the acceptance of the L1 muon trigger system
(|⌘| < 2.4) are considered. If an isolated o✏ine muon track is required, ⌃pT is demanded to be less
than 10% of the pT of the o✏ine muon in a cone of 0.2. O✏ine trigger pT threshold requirements
to consider a lepton for trigger matching for each of the triggers are shown in Table A.1. In the
tag-and-probe method, Z ! µ+µ  decays are selected by requiring a pair of oppositely charged Staco
CB muons with a di-muon invariant mass near the mass of the Z boson. A Staco CB muon is required
to have an associated EF CB track with pT above the threshold of unprescaled single muon triggers
to be considered as a tag. The separation between the muon and the EF CB track is required to
satisfy  R < 0.15 to be regarded as associated.
A.0.3 Event trigger scale factors
In order to account for the mis-modeling of the trigger performance in simulated samples, scale factors
are computed using Equation A.1. This assumes the existence of at least one o✏ine object in an event
which has an associated trigger object in a cone of a certain size around the o✏ine object. The cone
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Table A.1: Trigger plateaus applied for trigger matching for each trigger leg in 2012 data taking.
Trigger Name Plateau
EF e24vhi medium1 ||EF e60 medium1 25 GeV
e12Tvh loose1 15 GeV
e12Tvh medium1 15 GeV
EF mu24i tight || EF mu36 tight 25 GeV
mu18 tight 20 GeV
mu8 10 GeV
mu8 EFFS 10 GeV
size of  R = 0.15 is used for electrons and muons. The trigger object is required to pass all the steps
of the online selections applied for a particular trigger.
A package, egammaAnalysisUtils-00-04-46, provides a method to perform the matching between
o✏ine electron and EF electron as well as a method to get scale factor for an o✏ine electron. The
trigger SFs for electrons are provided by a package ElectronE ciencyCorrection-00-00-49. Also a
package, TrigMuonE ciency-00-02-50, provides a method to perform the matching between o✏ine
muon and EF muon as well as a method to get scale factor for an o✏ine muon.
The event weight from trigger scale factors are computed using simulated samples of H ! WW !
l⌫l⌫ 18 with Higgs mass at 125 GeV. Figure A.1 shows distributions of event weights originating from
the trigger scale factors after applying pT cuts on the leading lepton and the second leading lepton
at 22 and 10 GeV, respectively. In figure A.1, A.0.3 is for the final state with ee, A.0.3 is for the final
state with eµ where e is the leading lepton, A.0.3 is for the final state with µe where µ is the leading
lepton, and A.0.3 is for the final state with µµ. Table A.2 summarizes the range, mean and RMS of
the event weights from the trigger scale factors for each channel.
Channel minimum maximum mean RMS
ee 0.86 1.78 1.00 0.01
eµ 0.86 1.28 1.00 0.01
µe 0.33 1.46 1.00 0.06
µµ 0.57 1.34 1.00 0.04
Table A.2: The trigger SFs are applied to correct the simulation to data. Summary statistics of the
trigger SF event weights in each of the lepton final states using the ggF Higgs signal events
passing the lepton pT+isolation requirements. The maximum, minimum, mean and RMS
are shown and come from the plots in figure A.1.
18mc12 8TeV.161005.PowhegPythia8 AU2CT10 ggH125 WW2lep EF 15 5.merge.NTUP SMWZ.e1197 s1469 s1470 r3542 r3549 p1328
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Figure A.1: Distributions of event weights calculated from trigger scale factors are shown in A.0.3
for ee final state, A.0.3 for eµ final state, A.0.3 for µe final state and A.0.3 for µµ final
state. The red histograms indicates SFs computed with single lepton triggers only, and
the black shows the change with the single “or”-ed with the di-lepton triggers. The SFs
are extracted from the ggF Higgs signal sample.
Appendix B
Additional Plots for QCD (multi-jet)
Utilizing the di↵erences in kinematics for QCD andW+jet a few additional plots are shown to indicate
that QCD seems to be well normalized. First, the leading pT lepton in W+jet almost always comes
from a W, which has a typical pT of around mW /2. This is much higher than the leading lepton pT
threshold, and QCD is expected to peak at low values of lepton pT, so this provides some separation.
The other quantity is the mT(`0 + E
miss,track,jetCorr
T ), which is the transverse mass using the MET
and the leading lepton, and it gives good separation as well. The modeling of the QCD in the same
sign 0-jet (B.1), 1-jet (B.2), and VBF (B.3) analyses are shown, and QCD agrees with data within
its uncertainties.
The Emiss,track,jetCorrT is also described within the uncertainties as shown for all jet bins in Fig-
ure B.4.
The Emiss,track,jetCorrT is also described within the uncertainties as shown for all jet bins in Fig-
ure B.4.
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Figure B.1: Same sign 0-jet OF modeling of QCD with the MET cut removed is shown for the eµ (left)
µe (right) before the p``T cut. The leading lepton pT (upper) andmT(`0+E
miss,track,jetCorr
T )
(lower) provide separation between QCD and W+jet, and QCD agrees with data within
its uncertainties. No normalization factors are applied to the non-WW diboson samples.
The yellow uncertainty band is the sum in quadrature of the MC statistical uncertainty,
the W+jet, and QCD uncertainties.
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Figure B.2: Same sign 1-jet OF modeling of QCD with the MET cut removed is shown for the eµ
(left) µe (right) before the Z/DY ! ⌧⌧ veto. The leading lepton pT (upper), mT(`0 +
Emiss,track,jetCorrT ) (middle), andm`` (lower) provide separation between QCD andW+jet,
and QCD agrees with data within its uncertainties. No normalization factors are applied
to the non-WW diboson samples. The yellow uncertainty band is the sum in quadrature
of the MC statistical uncertainty, the W+jet, and QCD uncertainties.
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Figure B.3: Same sign 2-jet (VBF) OF (eµ + µe) modeling of QCD with no MET cut is shown
before the   `` cut. The leading lepton pT (left) and mT(`0 + E
miss,track,jetCorr
T ) (right)
provide separation between QCD and W+jet, and QCD agrees with data within its
uncertainties. No normalization factors are applied to the non-WW diboson samples.
The yellow uncertainty band is the sum in quadrature of the MC statistical uncertainty,
the W+jet, and QCD uncertainties.
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Figure B.4: Same sign OF modeling of QCD with the MET cut removed is shown for the eµ (left)
µe (right) before the p``T cut in 0-jet (upper), before the Z/DY ! ⌧⌧ veto in the 1-jet
(middle), and before the   `` selection in the VBF (lower). No normalization factors
are applied to the non-WW diboson samples. The yellow uncertainty band is the sum in
quadrature of the MC statistical uncertainty, the W+jet, and QCD uncertainties. The
Emiss,track,jetCorrT agrees within the uncertainties with data.
Appendix C
Z  VR For Electron Conversion Modeling
C.0.4 Executive Summary
For Moriond 2013 analysis, the W  VR was used to check the modeling of conversion backgrounds.
In the updated analysis described in this note, Z  is used to derive a shape uncertainty for conver-
sions because it has a factor of 2.2 more statistics for photon conversions faking electrons as well as
a much more pure in conversions Tight Bit 2 region to check the modeling of the b-layer and con-
version bit. The shape uncertainty is applied to Z  and W  events in the H!WW (⇤)! `⌫`⌫ analysis.
C.0.5 Definition of Z  Validation Region
The Z  validation region is modeling the physics of Z/ ⇤!µµ events produced in association with an
asymmetric   ! e+e  conversion. The   conversion is identified as an electron. While Z  is a very
small background in the opposite flavor channel of the H!WW (⇤)! `⌫`⌫ analysis resulting from
one of the muons being missed and the   converting, this validation region is targeting the modeling
the electron conversions without missing a muon. The Z  VR is developed to check the modeling of
conversions in a larger statistics samples than the W  VR. The Z  region is also reasonably pure in
conversions without vetoing b-layer hits and requiring a conversion vertex, which allows us to check
the modeling of the conversion bit and b-layer that are reversed in the W  VR. For normalization, a
k-factor 0.84±0.06 was computed for the Sherpa Z  sample, which was produced for p T > 8 GeV.
The Tight Bit is defined as 0 if both the b-layer and the conversion bits failed, 1 if one of the bits
fail and one is passed and 2 if both the bits are passed, which is the case for the signal region.
The selection for the Z  VR is as follows:
• Require two opposite sign muons and one electron with loosened b-layer and conversion bit
194
C. Z  VR 195
requirements. The isolation and impact parameter cuts are the same as the dilepton analysis.
The same triggers as the dilepton analysis are used. The muon pµT > 22,10 GeV and the electron
peT > 10.
• Vetoing low mass resonances: mµµ > 12 GeV
• Require the 3-body invariant mass to be near mz: |mµµ+e  mz| < 15 GeV
• Require Tight Bit 0 as defined above.
By requiring |mµµ+e   mz| < 15, the Z/ ⇤!µµ+jet faking an electron contribution is greatly
reduced, which is the main background in the Tight Bit 0 electron definition. In the Tight Bit 2, the
identified electron is required to have a b-layer hit and pass the conversion bit, which has significantly
larger WZ/ZZ backgrounds. Requiring |mµµ+e   mz| < 15 removes a significant amount of this
background as well, but there is a peak of Z ⇤ with mµµ+e ⇠mz, which are from low mass  ⇤ being
radiated o↵ of the muons in Z/ ⇤!µµ. The mµµ+e distribution is shown for the two Tight Bit
requirements in Figure C.1.
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Figure C.1: mµµ+e in Z  Tight Bit 0 (left) and Tight Bit 2 (right) regions. Requiring mµµ+e near
mz reduces the Z+fake electron as well as the WZ/ZZ/Z ⇤ backgrounds. Only statistical
errors are shown.
The various Tight Bit definitions are shown for two generators Alpgen+Photos and Sherpa
in Figure C.2. The two samples were merged to increase the statistics by using the dedicated Z 
sample. The remaining Alpgen Z/DY in this VR consists of jets faking electrons. The definition of
the merging is summarized in Appendix Merging Sherpa Z  and Alpgen+Photos. One di↵erence
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in the Tight Bit definition compared to the one used in the W  VR is that the Z  VR splits the
Tight Bit 1 into the following:
• Tight Bit 1a: Requires the electron fail b-layer and pass conversion bit. (Note: pass conversion
bit means that no conversion vertex is found).
• Tight Bit 1b: Requires the electron pass b-layer and fail conversion bit. (Note: fail conversion
bit means that a conversion vertex is found).
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Figure C.2: Z  VR after requiring mµµ+e to be near mz. The Z  generators Alpgen+Photos only
(left), Sherpa Z  only (center), and the two samples merged (right) are shown. The
Sherpa only misses the jets faking electrons and the Alpgen+Photos only misses the
ISR. The requirements on conversion bit and the b-layer bit are fail-fail (Tight Bit 0),
pass-fail (Tight Bit 1a), fail-pass (Tight Bit 1b), and pass-pass (Tight Bit 2). The Tight
Bit 2 is the signal electron definition and the Tight Bit 0 is the VR definition similar to
W . Only statistical errors are shown.
The Tight Bit 0 and Tight Bit 1 regions are 96% and 55% pure in Z , respectively. The composition
of the four Tight Bit regions are shown shown in Table C.1.
Table C.1: Z  contributions for the di↵erent Tight Bit definitions. The Sherpa Z  was merged with
Alpgen Z/DY. The W+jet uses MC, and the contribution is small.
HWW WW WZ/ZZ/W  tt̄ SingleTop Z+jets Sherpa Z  W+jets Total Bkgs Data Data/MC
Tight Bit 0 0.01 ± 0.00 0.02 ± 0.02 7.27 ± 0.67 0.58 ± 0.34 0.03 ± 0.02 33.95 ± 11.46 980.83 ± 13.83 0.00 ± 0.00 1022.94 ± 17.97 927 0.91±0.03
Tight Bit 1a 0.01 ± 0.00 0.00 ± 0.00 0.75 ± 0.21 0.00 ± 0.00 1.18 ± 0.36 0.26 ± 0.26 134.76 ± 5.03 0.00 ± 0.00 136.95 ± 5.18 90 0.66 ± 0.07
Tight Bit 1b 0.00 ± 0.00 0.00 ± 0.00 11.82 ± 0.87 0.00 ± 0.00 0.00 ± 0.00 0.00 ± 0.00 95.51 ± 4.28 0.00 ± 0.00 114.79 ± 4.37 112 0.98±0.10
Tight Bit 2 0.00 ± 0.00 0.00 ± 0.00 182.96± 3.07 3.83 ± 0.63 0.08 ± 0.05 14.65± 6.5 244.35 ± 6.50 0.00 ± 0.00 445.95 ± 7.22 490 1.10± 0.05
C.0.6 Modeling of Conversions in the Z  Validation Region
The modeling of electrons from the asymmetric photon conversion show a very di↵erent data to
simulation agreement in the Tight Bit 0 and Tight Bit 1 regions of the Z  VR at low electron pT as
shown in Figure C.3. The Tight Bit 0 region, which is the W  VR electron defintion, is over-predicted
at low pT, which indicates that the simulation is more e cient than data at finding conversion vertices
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or less e cient at finding b-layer hits. The Tight Bit 2 region, which is the same electron definition
as the signal electrons in the H!WW (⇤)! `⌫`⌫ analysis, shows the opposite trend; the simulation
under-predicts the number of conversion electrons. This indicates a mis-modeling of the b-layer and
conversion bit. While the statistics are limited in the W  VR, some indication of the same mis-
modeling is suggested by a small slope in the data/MC agreement in the W  VR. A mis-modeling is
also seen in the Tight Bit 1a and Tight Bit 1b for the Z  VR.
The angular distributions of the conversion electrons in the Z  VR were investigated, and some
disagreements in the forward regions of the detector are observed. However, similar e↵ects are observed
before making a b-layer or conversion bit, so they are believed to be unrelated. The ⌘ dependent e↵ects
are smaller than the disagreements in electron pT, and within statistics are not observed in the W  VR.
Many additional plots of the Z  VR including the electron   are available in the Appendix Additional
Z  VR Plots.
C.0.7 Conversion Reweighting
To use a same sign control region, a systematic is needed on the shape of the conversion electrons.
The largest disagreement is coming from the modeling of the b-layer and conversion bit, and since the
modeling of W  is checked in the Tight Bit 0 region, a systematic is assigned to cover the di↵erences
between the electron pT modeling in the Tight Bit 0 (W  VR electron definition) and Tight Bit 2
(SR electron definition). The electron normalization factor as defined in Equation C.1 for Z  was
computed in electron pT bins of 10-15, 15-20, and >20 GeV in each of the Tight Bit definitions in the
Z  VR as shown in Table C.2. The di↵erences between Tight Bit 0 and Tight Bit 2 are statistically
consistent with symmetric disagreements, so the higher statistics Tight Bit 0 di↵erences from 1 are
used to make symmetric uncertainties to cover the modeling of the b-layer and conversion bit. The
NF uncertainties as shown in Table C.3 on the conversion electron pT are applied to W  and Z 
events in the H!WW (⇤)! `⌫`⌫ analysis to derive a shape systematic for those backgrounds.
NF(pT) =
Ndata  Nnon-Z 
NZ 
(C.1)
C.0.8 Resulting Shape Uncertainties in W 
The e↵ect of the normalization factor uncertainties from Table C.3 on mtrack cljT and m`` are shown
in Figure C.5. The figures show the distributions for the W  MC after the   `` cut in eµ/µe 0 jet
channel.
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Figure C.3: The electron pT distribution in the Z  VR after requiring mµµ+e to be near mz. The
Tight Bit 0 (upper left), Tight Bit 1a (lower left), Tight Bit 1b (lower right), and Tight
Bit 2 (upper right) are shown. The second peak at around 25 GeV comes from loosening
the PID from VTLH to medium++. Only statistical errors are shown.
b-layer ConvBit 10-15 15-20 >20
pass pass 1.35±0.19 1.13±0.19 1.09±0.12
fail pass 0.90±0.26 1.13±0.26 1.11±0.13
pass fail 0.66±0.12 0.72±0.15 0.64±0.06
fail fail 0.75±0.07 0.82±0.07 0.95±0.03
Table C.2: Normalization factors derived from the Z  VR electron pT in three bins for all combina-
tions of pass and fail conversion bit and BL. The uncertainties are statistical only.
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Figure C.4: The electron ⌘ distribution in the Z  VR after requiring mµµ+e to be near mz. The
Tight Bit 0 (upper left), Tight Bit 1a (lower left), Tight Bit 1b (lower right), and Tight
Bit 2 (upper right) are shown. Only statistical errors are shown.
Electron pT NF± 
10-15 1±0.25
15-20 1±0.18
>20 1±0.05
Table C.3: Normalization factor uncertainties ( ) derived from the Z  Tight Bit 0 electron pT. These
are applied W  and Z  events in the H!WW (⇤)! `⌫`⌫ analysis to derive a shape sys-
tematic for those backgrounds.
C.0.9 Additional Z  Modeling
C.0.9.1 Merging Sherpa Z  and Alpgen+Photos
The Alpgen+Photos was used at Moriond to model Z  production, but the very large cross-section
for Z/DY at the LHC means that it is di cult to simulate more Z/DY events than are produced
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Figure C.5: The e↵ect of the normalization factor uncertainties on mtrack cljT and m``. The Tight Bit
0 (top) and Tight Bit 2 (bottom) are shown.
in data. Z  is a much lower rate process, which can be generated with much higher statistics to
avoid large weight events in the H!WW (⇤)! `⌫`⌫ signal region. Sherpa generates at ME the Z 
processes; however, it misses cases where jets fake electrons. Therefore, it is advantageous to remove
the Z  events from the Alpgen Z/DY events and use the much higher statistics Sherpa Z  sample.
This section describes the procedure to remove Z  from Alpgen Z/DY events. The events are
removed if they pass the following requirements:
C. Z  VR 201
• Status 1 photon with pT>8 GeV satisfying the following:
– Photon is related to the Z, which indicates this is photon from Photos
– min R(photon, µ, ⌧ , or e)>0.1 (the µ, ⌧ , or e must be related to the Z and be either
status 1 or >100. Note: ⌧ ’s are also check for Status<4)
• mµµ > 10 GeV to match the Sherpa generator cuts.
C.0.10 Additional Z  VR Plots
In the tri-lepton Z  VR, the modeling of the electron   (Figure C.6), electron track pT (Figure C.7),
electron e/p (Figure C.8),  R(electron,muon) (Figure C.9), Njets (Figure C.10) and E
miss,track,jetCorr
T
(Figure C.11) are shown. The e ciency to find low electron track pT in simulation seems to be over-
estimated because there is an over-prediction at low electron track pT. The E
miss,track,jetCorr
T looks
well modeled in these events with a conversion electron.
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Figure C.6: The electron   distribution in the Z  VR after requiring mµµ+e to be near mz. The
Tight Bit 0 (upper left), Tight Bit 1a (lower left), Tight Bit 1b (lower right), and Tight
Bit 2 (upper right) are shown. Only statistical errors are shown.
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Figure C.7: The electron track pT distribution in the Z  VR after requiring mµµ+e to be near mz.
The Tight Bit 0 (upper left), Tight Bit 1a (lower left), Tight Bit 1b (lower right), and
Tight Bit 2 (upper right) are shown. Only statistical errors are shown.
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Figure C.8: The electron e/p distribution in the Z  VR after requiring mµµ+e to be near mz. The
Tight Bit 0 (upper left), Tight Bit 1a (lower left), Tight Bit 1b (lower right), and Tight
Bit 2 (upper right) are shown. Only statistical errors are shown.
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Figure C.9: The  R(electron, muon) distribution in the Z  VR after requiring mµµ+e to be near mz.
The Tight Bit 0 (upper left), Tight Bit 1a (lower left), Tight Bit 1b (lower right), and
Tight Bit 2 (upper right) are shown. Only statistical errors are shown.
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Figure C.10: The Njets distribution in the Z  VR after requiring mµµ+e to be near mz. The Tight
Bit 0 (upper left), Tight Bit 1a (lower left), Tight Bit 1b (lower right), and Tight Bit 2
(upper right) are shown. Only statistical errors are shown.
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Figure C.11: The Emiss,track,jetCorrT distribution in the Z  VR after requiring mµµ+e to be near mz.
The Tight Bit 0 (upper left), Tight Bit 1a (lower left), Tight Bit 1b (lower right), and
Tight Bit 2 (upper right) are shown. Only statistical errors are shown.
Appendix D
Track MET
D.0.11 Mis-measured Track Removal Comparison:
The HSG3 and JetEtMiss definitions di↵er because they were developed simultaneously with di↵erent
ntuples with di↵erent variables available. The JetEtMiss version removes mis-measured tracks if they
satisfy the following requirements:
- The track pT> 120 GeV.
- The track does not satisify |⌘| < 1.5 and pT<200 GeV.
- The track is isolated with ptcone20/pT<0.1.
- If the track does not satisfy either error<0.4 & etcone10/pT>0.65 or track error<0.1 & etcone10/pT>0.1,
then remove. This checks that the track is not inside a jet or is not consistent with a muon,
respectively.
The HSG3 mis-measured track removal performs similarly to the JetEtMiss version on events
have a mis-measured track as defined by the JetEtMiss definition, which is shown in Figure D.1 and
Table D.1.
Sample HSG3 Removal JetEtMiss Removal
Z! ee 0-jet 11.7±8.4 12.1±10.8
Z! ee 1-jet 15.1±7.6 15.1±7.6
Z! µµ 0-jet 13.0±8.2 13.5±8.4
Table D.1: For events with a track satisfying the JetEtMiss definition of a mis-measured track, the
mean and RMS for the (Emiss,track,jetCorrT - Truth MET) after the mis-measured track is
removed is shown for Alpgen Z! ee and Z! µµ. The HSG3 mis-measured performs
similarly to the JetEtMiss version.
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Figure D.1: For events with a track satisfying the JetEtMiss definition of a mis-measured track, the
Emiss,trackT - Truth MET after the mis-measured track is removed is shown for Alpgen
Z! ee (left) and Z! µµ (right). The HSG3 mis-measured track procedure (black)
performs similarly to the JetEtMiss version (red).
The HSG3 mis-measured track removal performs better on events that satisfy the HSG3 mis-
measured track removal but do not satisfy the JetEtMiss definition of mis-measured tracks, which is
shown in Figure D.2 and Table D.2.
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Figure D.2: For events with a track satisfying the HSG3 definition of a mis-measured track and not
satisfying the JetEtMiss definition, the Emiss,trackT - Truth MET after the mis-measured
track is removed is shown for Alpgen Z! ee (left) and Z! µµ (right). The HSG3
mis-measured track procedure (black) performs better than the JetEtMiss version (red).
D.0.12 Ghost Tracking Versus  R Removal:
Ghost associated tracking is not used for the HSG3 Emiss,track,jetCorrT definition, because some variables
are not available in the SMWZ ntuples. Instead, the tracks associated with jets are removed if they
are within  R(track, jet)<0.4 using the PV track parameters. The impact of not using ghost tracking
D. Track MET 210
Sample HSG3 Removal JetEtMiss Removal
Z! ee 0-jet 17.8±8.9 29.2±15.9
Z! ee 1-jet 14.4±9.8 39.7±36.4
Z! µµ 0-jet 16.2±10.0 38.4±30.8
Table D.2: For events with a track satisfying the HSG3 definition of a mis-measured track and not
satisfying the JetEtMiss definition, the mean and RMS for the (Emiss,track,jetCorrT - Truth
MET) after the mis-measured track is removed is shown for Alpgen Z! ee and Z! µµ.
The HSG3 mis-measured performs better than the JetEtMiss version.
is studied in two parts: tracks not ghost associated with  R(track, jet)<0.4 and ghost associated
tracks with  R(track, jet)>0.4. The former are tracks that the HSG3 definition removes and the
JetEtMiss version does not remove. These tracks can appear for a few reasons, which include they
are associated to a di↵erent jet, the track quality is looser than the ghost association track quality
cuts, or they are not associated to the jet but are part of the underlying event. The tracks are not
categorized into the previously mentioned categories; however, removing the non-ghost tracks near
the jet improves the Emiss,track,jetCorrT resolution on truth E
miss
T by 8% as well as reducing the tail
in the 1-jet channel as shown in Figure D.3 and Table D.3. For the later, HSG3 does not remove
ghost tracks outside of  R(track, jet)>0.4. These tracks have some uncertainty as to whether they
are included in the jet or with the underlying event. A small improvement in observed the mean and
RMS of (Emiss,track,jetCorrT - Truth MET) by not removing these tracks as done by HSG3, which is
shown in Figure D.4 and Table D.4.
The ghost tracking is beneficial to separate tracks in nearby jets for use in JVF; however, the ghost
association does not benefit the Emiss,track,jetCorrT . The conclusion of ghost association may change
once the ghost association uses the track track quality cuts as the Emiss,trackT ; however, currently the
 R(track, jet)<0.4 removal of tracks is preferable.
Sample JetEtMiss, No removal  R(trk, jet)< 0.4
µ±RMS Tail µ±RMS Tail
Z! ee 1-jet 17.6±12.8 24.4 16.6±10.8 6.2
Z! µµ   2-jet 21.0±14.2 40.3 20.5±13.1 6.1
Table D.3: Alpgen Z MC resolution on Emiss,track,jetCorrT -Truth MET is improved by removing non-
ghost tracks within  R(trk, jet)< 0.4. The tail is defined as |Emiss,track,jetCorrT -Truth
MET| >70 GeV.
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Figure D.3: Improvement in mean and resolution of the (Emiss,track,jetCorrT - Truth MET) by remov-
ing non-ghost associated tracks within  R(track, jet)<0.4 for Alpgen Z! ee (left) and
Z! µµ (right). The 1-jet (upper) and   2-jets (lower) show similar changes. The JetEt-
Miss version does not remove non-ghost tracks (red), and the HSG3 version removes all
tracks with  R(track, jet)<0.4 (black). Removing only non-ghost tracks with  R(track,
jet)<0.4 and pT>5 GeV (green) performs in between no removal and removing all non-
ghost tracks, which indicates that all tracks should be removed and not only the high pT
ones. Some improvement is observed in the tail due to the removal of poor quality tracks
that are looser than the ghost-association track quality.
Sample JetEtMiss, Ghost Removal HSG3 No Removal
µ±RMS Tail µ±RMS Tail
Z! ee 1-jet 17.9±11.3 247.7 17.4±11.3 206.6
Z! ee   2-jet 21.4±14.0 523.6 20.5±13.1 437.9
Z! µµ 1-jet 18.0±11.6 357.0 17.4±11.2 297.4
Z! µµ   2-jet 21.6±14.0 1117.3 20.5±13.3 816.3
Table D.4: Alpgen Z MC resolution on Emiss,track,jetCorrT -Truth MET is improved by not removing
non-ghost tracks with  R(trk, jet)> 0.4. The tail is defined as |Emiss,track,jetCorrT -Truth
MET| >70 GeV.
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Figure D.4: Improvement in mean and resolution of the (Emiss,track,jetCorrT - Truth MET) by not
removing ghost associated tracks within  R(track, jet)>0.4 for Alpgen Z! ee (left)
and Z! µµ (right). The JetEtMiss version removes tracks (red), and the HSG3 version
does not remove the tracks (black). The 1-jet (upper) and   2-jets (lower) show similar
changes. There is some uncertainty about track inclusion for jets at larger  R from jets.
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